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The objective of the thesis is to use mihn baau as a lens of analysis to 
investigate the localization process and the current consumption in Hong Kong. 
Most of the current studies of bread look into it from the perspective of its role as a 
main staple. However, the local case is different. Mihn baau was a "foreign" food 
that has been localized to become an important part of the domestic foodways. The 
array of mihn baau reflects the long period of localization; when various foreign 
types have been brought in the local society to re-create different varieties and 
images of mihn baau in the course of rapid socio-economic development since the 
Second World War. It has been domesticated to be a necessity and gradually 
extended to become a conspicuous consumption. Thus, this paper is to examine this 
widely consumed but relatively neglected localized food. The findings reveal the 
different roles of mihn baau that have been played in the local middle class. It 
shows a tendency to appropriate this everyday food as one of the means for pursuing 
a quality life in order to dynamically represent class identities. This reflects that 
distinction in taste is no longer confined to luxurious or leisure products, but is 
extended to everyday consumption. Each aspect of consumption reinforces the 
others. This is facilitated by the continuous expansion of and fragmentation in the 
middle class, which have embraced people with comparable economic and cultural 
capital. As a result, the study of the localization and consumption of mihn baau not 
only enables us to understand the socio-cultural changes in the local context, but also 
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Chapter 1 ： Introduction 
Introduction 
The array of mihn baai/ (麵包 ) � i n Hong Kong ranges from bo loh baau (菠 
蘿 包 t o baguette and presents an interesting insight into the localization process as 
well as the active consumption of everyday food. Hong Kong people think mihn 
baau is bread, but others might be surprised by what bread can be. Its different 
varieties represent eclectic images of bread which are tinged with that of Chinese 
baau (包)4. Once a "foreign" product, it has been localized and becomes part of the 
local people's everyday life. In this thesis, I examine the localization and 
consumption of mihn baau in Hong Kong. It is aimed at looking into the 
continuous process of re-creating the images of mihn baau subject to the shifting 
local imagination of the global, and finding out the meanings associated with its 
current active consumption. 
Statement of Problem 
Why do Hong Kong people consume mihn baau in their everyday life? 
Convenience is one of the main reasons. Yet, does it imply the same meaning when 
people buy a bo loh baau sold at $2^ in the neighborhood bakery when they are in a 
hurry, compared with a handmade pumpernickel sold at $25 in the bakery-cafe^ 
when they consume it at their leisure? I believe that convenience veils the growing 
inclination to appropriate everyday food for complementing class distinction. Its 
active consumption cannot be fully understood without looking into its localization 
process that shapes different images of bread amid the changing local imagination. 
The array of mihn baau available at the bakeries represents the different images 
1 Mihn baau is what Hong Kong people refer to as bread which is distinguished from Chinese baau. 
I use “mihn baau" instead of "bread' to stress that it is neither bread nor baau, but is a local 
re-creation. 
2 The Cantonese words are referred to Yale Romanization. 
3 Bo loh baau literally means pineapple bread. It is a bread with short topping. 
4 Baau means bread. The locals generally refer to Chinese bread as baau and foreign bread as mihn 
baau. Anderson (1988:176) indicates that "the commonest and most basic tim sam {dim sam) 
follow the pattern of some sort of starch staple wrapped around a filling of chopped meat, soy sauce, 
ginger, water chestnut, or similar extender and texturizer, oil and flavoring". Chinese baau is of 
this structure and is steamed. In the following discussion, my informants shared the view that the 
stuffed mihn baau reproduced the structure of Chinese baau, yet the main difference lay in that it 
was baked rather than steamed. 
5 The prices shown are in Hong Kong dollars. The official exchange rate is HKD7.8:USD1. 
6 Bakery-cafe is a bakery with a cafe. 
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formed during the long period of localization when different types of foreign bread 
have been gradually introduced to Hong Kong. Its localization process corresponds 
with the tremendous economic development since the Second World War and the 
ensued changes in social context. This leads to the assumption that the proliferation 
of mihn baau varieties sold in different bakeries not only reflects the recurrent 
process of localization in shaping its images in response to the socio-cultural changes, 
but also reveals the increasingly active consumption of everyday food to complement 
class distinction. 
This leads me to ponder over a number of questions. How is the localization 
of mihn baau related to the socio-economic development in Hong Kong? What are 
the consumption patterns of mihn baau? How is the taste for mihn baau related to 
its active consumption to complement class distinction? What roles do mihn baau 
play in the local context? And, what are the cultural implications? By answering 
these questions, the objective of the thesis is to use mihn baau as a lens of analysis to 
investigate the recurrent process of localization and examine the meanings associated 
with the active consumption of localizing everyday food. 
Definition of Mihn Baau 
To understand the local interpretation of mihn baau, it is necessary to define 
what bread is. However, Balfet (1975), in her study of bread in the Mediterranean 
regions, indicates that a unanimous delineation is impossible. This is with respect 
to the varieties of bread, which are different in the ingredients used, the shapes 
formed and the cooking methods employed, not to mention their countless local and 
regional variations (Balfet 1975). Taking into account the limitations, Balfet 
(1975:308) puts forward the definition of bread as “a food made of a dough produced 
with flour (cereal flour in most cases), kneaded before being baked (which 
distinguishes it from gruels), and baked when dry (which distinguishes it from boiled 
or fried pastas)". Similarly, Ingram and Shapter (1999:14) define bread in a flexible 
term that "the simplest breads are a mixture of flour and water and some type of 
leavening agent. Beyond that narrow definition, however, lies an infinite number of 
possibilities". Nevertheless, Balfet (1975:308) points out that any literal 
demarcation is difficult when you take into consideration the blurred delineation 
between bread and other baked products such as pastries in any local context. This 
shows that the definition of bread itself is far from unambiguous, not to mention 
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mihn haau. 
Mihn baau is difficult to define in an unambiguous way. My informants also 
found it hard to do so. One informant said that “I find it confusing when you ask 
me (how to define mihn baau); I find it very hard to define it clearly". Another 
informant remarked that "Hong Kong people do not define (mihn baau) too 
narrowly". Nevertheless, most of their answers shared certain similarities. One 
informant said that “mihn baau is made from flour, baked". Another informant 
mentioned that “mihn baau is made from flour and fills the stomach". In general, 
they considered that mihn baau was made from flour and baked; it also filled the 
stomach. They also distinguished it from the other baked products in terms of 
texture, taste and appearance. One informant expressed that “for cakes, their 
ingredients have especially more butter and eggs. When they are baked, they are 
especially soft. Mihn haau and cakes are of completely different appearance, and 
they sense different to the palate". My informants indicated that mihn haau was 
less sweet, rich, elaborate and soft than cakes. This shows that they share the 
images of what mihn baau is, though they could not give a very precise literal 
definition. Having taken these limitations into account, I then refer to mihn baau in 
this thesis as the baked, leavened mixture of flour and water, with or without extra 
ingredients and flavors added. “Baked” is the key and deep-frying^ is also counted 
to differentiate it from Chinese baau, which is usually steamed. Mihn baau is a 
local re-creation subject to Hong Kong people's imagination and adaptation that 
represents their changing images of the global reproduction in the shifting 
socio-cultural context. 
Scope of Study 
The localization of mihn haau is reflected in both its images and consumption. 
The local consumption cannot be over-estimated. According to Euromonitor 
International's (2004) survey on the Asian bread market, Hong Kong recorded the 
second largest retail consumption in Asia in 2004 at eight kilograms per person. As 
for bakeries, there were 1,013 licensed operations registered locally on 
December 2004 (Food and Environmental Hygiene Department 2005). Taking into 
account the 6.8 million local population at the end of 2004 (Census and Statistics 
7 The Japanese-style deep-fried mihn baau is one of the common types sold in the local bakeries. 
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Department 2005)8, there was about one bakery for every 6,713 people. 
The study is then focused on the bakeries in Hong Kong. Most informants 
related mihn baau to bakeries when it was mentioned. One informant expressed 
that “mihn baau is those (foodstuffs) which are bought in the bakeries". This is 
particularly the cases when I asked them whether a specific baked product is mihn 
baau. One of their ways to justify it was to see whether it was sold in the bakeries. 
One informant indicated that ‘‘when (the baked products) are placed next to {mihn 
baau) in the bakeries, I treat them as mihn baau”. Another informant pointed out 
that "as for the display place, for example, for assorted cut cakes, the bakeries use 
very fine glass cabinets to refrigerate them; but for mihn baau, they do not. {Mihn 
baau) has to be fresh, piping hot, eaten in that way. I think these are mihn baau”. 
Having made certain that the baked products are sold in the bakeries, my informants 
then differentiate one type from the others in terms of taste, texture, appearance, as 
mentioned, and place of display. In addition, bakeries are the nodal point for selling 
and buying mihn baau that enable us to have a glimpse of the wide range of variety 
available locally. Apart from that, mihn baau sold in supermarkets, convenience 
stores and the take-away counters in chah chaan ting (茶餐廳)9 are taken into 
account. This is because my informants also bought it there and consumed it in a 
similar context as those bought in the bakeries. 
However, focusing on the bakeries has its limitations. The most obvious one 
is the ambiguity of a bakery. My informants pointed out that bakeries did not just 
sell mihn baau, but an array of baked products, confectionery, snacks, light meals, 
bread spread, beverages and Chinese festive items'®. One informant expressed that 
“in Hong Kong, (bakeries) are not called 'bakeries'; even are named ‘bakeries’，(you 
can) see cakes, assorted cut cakes (sold there)". The all-encompassing nature of 
bakeries is reflected in their names. The mentioned informant indicated that 
"bakeries are usually named 'pastry shop', 'cake shop'; probably (indicating) they 
8 The statistics of bread consumption, licensed bakeries and local population in the year of 2004 were 
the latest ones obtained. 
9 Chah chaan ting means tea cafe. It refers to Hongkongese-style western restaurants. 
� In addition to mihn baau, local bakeries sell cakes (namely birthday cakes and assorted cut cakes), 
pastries (namely chicken pies and egg tarts), scones, cookies, puddings (namely mango puddings), 
confectionery (namely chocolates), and Chinese baked products (namely pastries with glaced winter 
melon paste). Some of the rare items include oat porridge, spaghetti and boxed lunches (namely 
rice baked with pork chops). There are Chinese items including baau, dim sam and congee. The 
Chinese festive items include Chinese puddings sold in Lunar New Year, glutinous rice dumplings in 
Tung Ng festival and moon cakes in Mid-Autumn festival. 
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sell a variety of products". It is more common to come across “XYZ cake shop" or 
“XYZ bakery and cake shop" rather than “XYZ bakery". This reflects the inherited 
obscurity in delineating mihn baau and other baked goods in the local context. One 
of the reasons is attributed to that baking was not a traditional cooking method in 
South China because of the population pressure and the high fuel cost (Anderson 
1988:154). One informant expressed that "baking one's own mihn baau at home 
was unheard-of in the past". The experienced bakers mentioned that baking was a 
trade learned to earn a living; they used to acquire all-round skills including baking 
mihn baau and other Western and Chinese baked products, in contrast to the current 
specialization. Master Hung of Bakery H" indicated that "in the past, we had to 
leam everything; nowadays, (bakers) require a single skill; making mihn baau is just 
to make mihn baau, making cakes is just to make cakes, they do not know how to 
make the others, making Chinese baked products is just to make Chinese baked 
products". Despite the current specialization of skills, it is still customary to have 
both Western and Chinese baked items sold in the same establishments. This 
shapes the hybrid nature of bakeries and leads their development to selling different 
baked products and related food, of which mihn baau is just one. 
This hybrid development of bakeries shapes the local people's view on what 
kinds of food a bakery can sell. Although my informants might be surprised at first 
when they found an unexpected food like boxed lunches sold in the bakeries, they 
got used to them in no time. An owner of a neighborhood bakery told me that her 
customers asked her to sell oat porridge in the morning because they wanted to have 
more choices in addition to mihn baau. This novelty soon became expected. My 
informants hardly found incongruity when a bakery sold different kinds of food. 
They found it convenient to get mihn baau, cakes and the others in the same outlets. 
One informant expressed that "you do not need to rush to different shops; as a 
customer, I think I prefer it this way". Yet, buying mihn baau is still one of their 
main purposes of visiting bakeries. 
It is worth noting that some bakeries sell Chinese baau as well. However, the 
consumption context of mihn baau and Chinese baau is different in general. My 
informants pointed out that mihn baau was usually eaten as a convenient food on its 
11 Master Hung is a seasoned baker with more than 30 years' experience and now works in Bakery H, 
an old-fashioned neighborhood bakery. Bakery H will be discussed in the following chapters. 
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own, while Chinese baau was often shared as dim sam (黑占心、myam chah (飲茶)i3. 
One informant remarked that “for Chinese baau, the Chinese do not regard it as mihn 
baau, but as dim sam,,. Another informant said that "Chinese baau is usually 
available at the Chinese restaurants". This shows that the difference is both 
conceptual and situational. Besides, some informants recounted the dining 
experiences of mihn baau, which accompanied soups or was served as hors d'oeuvre 
in the Western restaurants. Yet, the mihn baau is far from being the main focus in 
these cases. Hence, I consider it as contextual factors in shaping their everyday 
imagination and expectations of mihn baau. Thus, the study is focused on mihn 
baau sold in the bakeries. 
Literature Review 
The Anthropology of Food 
Food is considered essential for both our physiological and socio-cultural life. 
While ecology lays the threshold of establishing peoples' diets to meet their basic 
nutritional needs, the development of foodways" is dependent on the interplay of 
political, economic, technological, social and cultural factors (Armelagos 1987; 
Cwiertka 2002). The cultural element retains its primacy in sustaining the 
particular foodways (Mintz 1985; Anderson 1988). This is attributed to the fact that 
people have bestowed meanings on food. These meanings are woven into their 
everyday life and interconnect its different facets. Food plays a significant role in 
constructing identities, delineating social relations, reinforcing belief systems, 
exemplifying food security, articulating power relations and reflecting social and 
cultural changes (Tambiah 1969; Mintz and Du Bois 2002). As Douglas (1975:249) 
puts it, food is an encoded message that reveals social relations, hierarchies and 
boundaries. In recent years, the rapid globalization of foodways has aroused the 
growing anthropological concerns about its impact on the local people's way of life 
(Watson and Caldwell 2005). 
The Globalization of Foodways 
Anthropologists are interested in the articulation of the local with the global 
12 Dim sam means "to dot the heart" (Anderson 1988:176). It refers to the light delicacies 
accompanying yam chah. 
13 Yam chah means "to drink tea" (Anderson 1988:176). It refers to having tea with dim sam in the 
Chinese restaurants. 
14 Wu and Tan (2001:1) define foodways as "a way of life that involves food, food habits, and food 
consumption". 
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and its impact on the domestic (Inda and Rosaldo 2002). According to Inda and 
Rosaldo (2002), it is the recent intensified global interconnection and growing 
consciousness of the distant others that attract the attention of academics and 
laypeople. Globalization tremendously re-structures time and space. It blurs the 
boundary between the local and the global and brings these two remotely linked 
realms into the same interface. The references of meanings are no longer confined 
to the local, but are extended to the global (Inda and Rosaldo 2002). 
The threat of cultural homogeneity triggered off research into this field (Inda 
and Rosaldo 2002). The unchecked spread of Western cultures, the American ones, 
namely McDonald's, in particular, appear to standardize different taste and way of 
life (Ritzer 2004). However, this proposition is criticized for upholding an 
imperialistic discourse (Inda and Rosaldo 2002). It overlooks the multi-directional 
flows of cultures among "the West and the rest" and the effects of these interactions 
on the locals (Cwiertka 2002; Van Otterloo 2002). It also neglects the role of 
individual agency. People do not replicate the imported cultural forms, but actively 
consume and reproduce the local through their interaction with the global (Watson 
1997b; Caldwell 2005). Thus, it is recognized that globalization leads to cultural 
heterogenization (Watson 1997a). 
The Localization of Food 
The impact of globalization on local foodways leads anthropologists to look 
into different responses and meanings constructed at the domestic level when people 
articulate with the global (Inda and Rosaldo 2002). Robertson (1992) puts forward 
the concept of glocalization in interpreting the outcomes of global-local interaction. 
However, Robertson's framework, as Caldwell (2005:184) has pointed out, is 
criticized for over-emphasizing the juxtaposition of the global and the local and 
failing to address the effects of dialectical interaction on re-creating new meanings at 
the domestic. In this regard, Watson et al's (1997a) research into McDonald's in 
Asia exemplifies how the global icon is interpreted differently in different societies. 
People actively appropriate its symbolic values for reproducing the particular 
meanings subject to the specific local context (Watson 1997a). Localization is then 
triggered by globalization (Hallebone, Mahoney and Townsend 2003). 
Localization addresses the reproduction of meanings when the local values and 
content are intermingled with that of the global (Caldwell 2005). It refers to the 
continuous process of re-creation, familiarization and domestication that transforms 
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the abstract foreign into the specific local and bestows it on the shared symbolic 
meanings to make it culturally significant in the domestic context (Appadurai 1996; 
Hallebone, Mahoney and Townsend 2003; Caldwell 2005). Localization is a 
two-way dialectical process of transformation (Watson 1997a; Lozada 2000). 
People actively consume the global and participate in negotiating and appropriating 
the transnational cultures to simultaneously reproduce the local (Watson 1997b). 
Miller (2005), in his study of Coca Cola in Trinidad, stresses that the articulation 
between the local and the global is influenced by the specific interplay of historical, 
social and cultural development. This shapes the re-creation of modernity 
particular to the local context (Miller 2005). 
The construct of modernity is an important aspect of localization. Yan (1997), 
in his research into McDonald's in Beijing, makes it clear that the local people 
actively interact with McDonald's, leading the former to re-create a cultural space for 
them to have a taste of Americana and re-construct an identity transcending the local 
in their pursuit of modernity. Gillette (2000), in the study of the Muslims in Xian, 
puts forward that they actively consume Western food to acquire a modern and 
advanced image; since experiencing the West symbolizes progression towards a 
better life. This shows that consuming Western food is appropriated as a means of 
pursuing modernity. However, the quest for "modernity" may not be fully applied 
to the case of mihn baau. This is because it has already become part of the local 
modem environment as a result of its long localization process here. 
Appadurai，s (1996) “the work of the imagination" presents a sound framework 
in grasping the generative process of making the foreign part of us. Having stressed 
the artificial nature of cultures, Appadurai (1996) maintains that the local is 
continuously and collectively re-created by different images of the global held by the 
agents. Nowadays, this imagination process is accelerated by the rapid 
multi-directional flows of media images due to the intensified global-local 
interaction and the advancement in technology. Mass media plays an important role 
in framing individuals' global references of images. This shapes their views of 
everyday facts and their construct of "realities" at the local. The global is adapted 
to the imagination of the local and the local is simultaneously reproduced to 
represent the imaginary global as a result of people's shifting images towards these 
two realms (Appadurai 1996). Thus, the “work of imagination" helps us to 
understand the continuous and generative process of localizing mihn baau in Hong 
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Kong, when it is actively reproduced by the locals' eclectic and rapidly changing 
images of the global in the capricious socio-cultural context. 
The localization process appears contradictory. By consuming the global, it 
involves adapting the global to the local and making it familiar. Having made it 
local, it changes from, to borrow Rosaldo's (1989:198) term, “cultural visibility" to 
"cultural invisibility". Then, it loses its initial distinctiveness to serve as a clear 
cultural marker. Caldwell (2005:187) also adopts Rosaldo's (1989) perspective in 
her study of McDonald's in Russia to indicate when the others become more 
culturally visible; the self becomes more culturally invisible correspondingly. 
However, what I emphasize here is a bit different. I would like to point out that 
localization is like a recurrent process of transforming the "culturally visible" foreign 
to the "culturally invisible" local. It entails bringing in the foreign, dialectically 
interacting with it, adapting it to the local and making it become part of the domestic. 
It is a continuous process of introducing the unfamiliar and domesticating it into the 
familiar, and then repeating these acts. This process is accelerated when the local 
experiences have intensified exposure to the global. Thus, it reveals localization as 
a dialectical and transformative process that oscillates between re-creating the global 
at the local and re-inventing the local subject to the global. 
I believe the localization process of mihn baau reflects this recurrent cycle that 
swings back and forth between the images of everyday local and unfamiliar foreign. 
Nevertheless, most of the current research into the localization of food appears to 
address the one-off transformative process. This has implied that it ends when the 
foreign has become the local. The recurrent process has not yet been extensively 
examined by the current literature. One of the reasons for this limitation may be 
because those studies are based on a relatively short period of time. When 
localization is analyzed from the longitudinal perspective, a relatively more 
comprehensive picture of how the foreign elements are constantly brought in the 
local society is expected to be revealed. The localization of mihn baau is, therefore, 
deemed to reflect how this process is continuously sustained. Discussing the 
localization of mihn baau is not completed without looking into its current 
consumption. Consumption is not only a central part of localization, but also plays 
an indispensable role in contemporary life (Mathews and Lui 2001). 
Consumption 
Consumption is not confined to the using up of material goods. It is the active 
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selection, appropriation and utilization of tangible commodities and intangible 
experiences for the construct of identities and meanings (Mathews 2001). Food 
consumption is one of the strategies for constructing self and social identities 
(Friedman 2002:235). In this regard, Warde (1997), in his research into food 
consumption in Britain, shows that food choices are not individual but still social. 
This is contrasted with the apparently growing consumer freedom. It is attributed to 
food consumption interconnecting different aspects of individuals' daily life. And, 
the associated meanings are, in fact, related to different facets of social life. Hence, 
food plays an important role in the studies of consumption because of its central role 
in people's socio-cultural life (Warde 1997). 
Bourdieu (1984) puts forward that consumption is a public display of taste. 
Consumption is referred to as "a stage in a process of communication, that is, an act 
of deciphering, decoding, which presupposes practical or explicit mastery of a cipher 
or code" (Bourdieu 1984:2). This constructs class identities (Bourdieu 1984). 
The active consumption for class distinction is founded on the transcendence from 
subsistence to conspicuous consumption, when the increase in real income and the 
growing purchasing power are coupled with the availability of choices (Goody 1982; 
Lupton 1996; Macbeth and Lawry 1997). It is facilitated by the tendency of middle 
class and nouveaux riches to appropriate prestigious food for representing their class 
identities in the consumerist society (Macbeth and Lawry 1997). The importance of 
privileged food is not to be denied. Yet, when people live a comparably well-off 
life in general, it is no longer the prestigious food that counts. It is likely extended 
to the quest for a quality life that covers different aspects, ranging from the everyday 
commodities to the more distinctive ones. I believe that the middle class, who 
enjoy affluent life, increasingly incline to appropriate ordinary food for 
complementing their nuanced class distinction. Of which, mihn baau reflects one 
aspect of it. 
Class Distinction 
Bourdieu's (1984) concept of distinction provides a sound framework in 
understanding the active construct of class. He maintains that the taken-for-granted 
taste is, in fact, determined and produced by class. Taste and the concerned 
knowledge represent the cultural capital in constructing, legitimizing and 
reproducing class. Taste not only reflects an individual's class conditioning, but 
also positions one in the class hierarchy. It is also a criterion to classify the others 
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and make one to be classified. This reinforces class boundaries. Thus, taste is 
both a class construct and a class marker (Bourdieu 1984). 
According to Bourdieu's (1984) concept of taste, the construct of class is 
founded on the dichotomy between the taste of luxury and the taste of necessity. 
This is shaped by the interplay of quality, quantity, substance and form, which 
mirrors the differences in worldviews and values. The upper class’ refined taste 
represents the taste for the luxurious, the ascetic and the exotic since they enjoy 
freedom of choice due to having more economic capital. The lower class' popular 
taste reflects the taste for the economical, the substantial and the familiar as they face 
the confined choices because of lacking economic capital. The pursuit of a slim 
body among the middle and upper classes embodies the class conditioning on an 
individual's body to represent one's class outlook and reinforce distinction. On the 
other hand, the emergence of petit bourgeois disturbs the neatly delineated taste 
boundary. Their indistinct taste betrays their lower class origin and insecure 
feelings. It thwarts them in transcending their class boundaries. This reveals the 
deeply embedded power relations. The dominant defines the leading taste. They 
reproduce it through their exclusive socialization, which is confined to a close social 
circle. They stigmatize the others to reflect and legitimize their “inherited” class 
superiority and reinforce social positioning. Thus, taste is discriminatory. It is 
defined by endlessly denying the opposite while strengthening the dichotomy 
(Bourdieu 1984). 
However, Bourdieu's (1984) concept is subject to criticism. He stresses 
class-determinant taste, which is boiled down to economism (Friedman 2002:234). 
He attributes the shaping on taste to the variations in cultural capital possessed as a 
result of the embedded class differences. It points to a circulatory explanation that 
fails to address the dynamic interplay of political, economic, social, cultural and 
institutional factors on shaping taste amid the changing environment (Lupton 
1996:126; Friedman 2002:234). This poses a major drawback since it falls short of 
taking into account the impact of widening exposure to new cultural realms on the 
local as a result of the rapid globalization. He also regards culture as a cohesive 
whole that overlooks individual's inconsistency in food preferences (Lupton 
1996:126). Moreover, Friedman (2002:235) argues that identities are a conscious 
self-identification and self-construction. This dynamic approach to an agency's role 
in choices and reproduction of self-identities challenges Bourdieu's (1984) static 
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view on individual's predetermined identities as a result of having been bom to the 
particular social position (Friedman 2002:235). 
The cross-cultural applicability of Bourdieu's (1984) concept is also doubted. 
Mathews and Lui (2001:7-8) indicate that his framework is established on the rigid 
French class structure, of which the display of high cultural forms is vital to 
legitimize and reproduce class. Its applicability to the local setting has had doubt 
cast on it as the particular socio-cultural context is markedly different from that of 
France. Hong Kong is an open society characterized by the primarily money-based 
class structure that does not emphasize high cultures because of its unique colonial 
background (Mathews and Lui 2001:7-8). The upward movement from the 
working class to the middle class has also been a notable social phenomenon since 
the post-war economic development (Lui 1997:212-213). Despite these criticisms, 
Bourdieu's (1984) framework remains significant as it sheds light on the active 
appropriation of taste for constructing and reproducing class. In this regard, his 
concept is cross-culturally applicable. It enables us to gain insight into the 
distinction in taste in relation to the construct of class in the local context. 
Indeed, there is an increasing tendency to use cultural capital in complementing 
class distinction (Ma 2001). Ma (2001), in his study of drinks in Hong Kong, 
indicates that the conspicuous consumption of brandy has been replaced by the 
distinctive consumption of red wine as a means of distinguishing class. This 
reflects a growing inclination to display cultural capital in distinction. And, the 
middle class has extended the display of refined taste on a single commodity to the 
pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle to represent their sophistication (Ma 2001). As 
Bourdieu (1984) puts it, taste represents a schema that each facet of life strengthens 
the others in the construct of class as a whole. This active consumption for 
distinction is internalized in that one aspect of choices, no matter whether it is of the 
ordinary or luxurious items, plays a role in reinforcing class identities (Bourdieu 
1984). Although money remains the primary class marker (Mathews and Lui 
2001:8), it sees a notable trend towards appropriating taste as a criterion to actively 
construct the imagined realm of distinction in the over-arching middle-class 
consumerist milieu since the 1990s (Ma 2001:135). This competition for 
distinction is intensified by the growing intra-middle-class fragmentation along the 
line of the meritocracy and the nouveau riches (Ma 2001). 
In discussing the middle class in Hong Kong, it is necessary to grasp its 
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construct. Middle class is a distinctive group of people that have emerged in the 
modem capitalistic society, since they belong neither to the capitalists nor the 
proletarians (Wong 1998). I find the Weberian concept more applicable to address 
the middle class in the local context. This is because it focuses more on the 
competitive nature in striving for status and interests, compared with Marxian 
concept's stress on the confrontational aspects. The Weberian approach refers to 
class as a construct of knowledge, skills and properties. People utilize these 
possessions to compete for better status in the market and obtain more interests. 
This results in continuous competition and leads to social mobility. Individual's 
social positioning depends on one's negotiation power generated from the market 
values of their assets. Hence, class structure hinges on different market situations. 
The neo-Weberian framework puts forward the construct of market situations and 
work situations in addressing class. Individuals' professional qualifications, 
promotional opportunities and work relations are taken into account when 
determining their class positioning (Wong 1998). 
The concept of market situations and work situations is applied to discuss the 
local class structure (Lui 1998). The middle class is referred to as the people 
engaging in the administrative, managerial and professional work. They have more 
work discretion and develop their careers. They make use of their educational and 
professional qualifications and work experiences to strive for better social 
positioning and acquire more interests. Hence, they enjoy a more affluent life than 
the general clerical employees and the working class (Lui 1998:93). The local 
people can achieve upward mobility through the "dual track" of education and/or 
work experiences (Lui 1998:98). It has to be related to the profound structural 
changes as a result of the post-war economic development that has expedited the 
social mobility from the lower class. This results in a middle class characterized by 
having diverse socio-cultural backgrounds. It not only has hindered a unified 
identity from forming, but also has laid the seed for intra-class fragmentation along 
the line of those with and without educational qualifications. Nevertheless, there is 
a tendency to employ educational qualifications as a major strategy for obtaining 
upward mobility. This is triggered by the continuous structural changes that place 
more emphasis on credentials in respect of the monopolization of capitalistic 
expansion, the institutionalization of internal labor market and the popularization of 
education (Lui 1998). However, the popularization of education has intensified the 
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fragmentation of the middle class. 
The popularization of education, and the tertiary education in particular, has its 
own drawback. From a pragmatic perspective, this expansion is necessary so as to 
produce a large pool of educated people to cope with the demand generated from the 
structural changes in economy. However, its over-expansion has resulted in a grave 
setback, the devaluation of credential qualifications. The university degrees are 
deflated so that it just offers "nominal" upward mobility from the lower class to the 
middle class through over-expanding the pool of qualified candidates (Bourdieu 1984; 
Lui and Wong 2003:121). The expansion of tertiary education is a double-edged 
sword. On the one hand, people recognize education has become a threshold in 
achieving upward mobility in the credential system. On the other hand, they realize 
education alone is far from enough. It is attributed to the depreciation of 
educational credentials, and the rapidly changing demand for skills in this 
technological age. Worse still, there is a growing tendency of the corporations to 
seek flexible employment arrangement. Thus, it renders the middle class having 
strong feelings of vulnerability, frustration and anxiety (Lui and Wong 2003). This 
is particularly the case when they contrast their thwarted, insecure and pessimistic 
career paths with the previous generations' taken-for-granted, rosy and optimistic 
upward path (Lui and Wong 2003:84-85). It leads people to anxiously resort to 
making use of different distinctive traits to legitimize social positioning. It results 
in continuously refining the existing means and exploring more new ways to make 
subtle distinction for distinguishing one from another. This is to succeed in the 
endless race for preserving their class status and struggling for better positioning (Lui 
and Wong 2003). Therefore, the middle class is a starting point to embark on my 
research into the active consumption of the localizing everyday food for class 
distinction. Of which, mihn baau is one aspect to reveal this trend. 
As a result, mihn baau is a lens of analysis to reflect the localization process 
and active consumption that have not yet been fully explored by the current literature. 
It reveals a recurrent cycle in the localization process in terms of continuously 
bringing in the foreign to the local context when the locals actively articulate with 
the global. It enables them to appropriate the rich resources of localizing food for 
displaying the distinctive taste. Yet, the re-created foreignness is ephemeral 
because of the pressure to localize it. This is due to the intense class emulation, 
particularly when it is coupled with the rapid information flow. It implies that 
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people actively appropriate the recurrent contrast between the culturally visible and 
the culturally invisible for complementing class distinction. It also reveals that 
consumption for distinction is not just related to the outcome but the localization 
process, and not just a single commodity but also the pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle. 
Thus, mihn baau reflects how the active consumption for class distinction 
interconnects with the localization process when the local is dialectically framed by, 
and reflects, the re-created global. 
Significance 
Bread plays a central role in many societies (Balfet 1975). It interconnects 
different aspects of life. Belasco (1999), in his study of bread, uses it as a medium 
to address the counterculture and for unveiling the deep-rooted inequality of power 
relations. Counihan (1999), in her research into bread, reveals the impact of the 
world economy on the domestic way of life and the ensued socio-cultural changes. 
Jansen (2001), in the discussion of bread in Algeria, shows the appropriation of 
different bread for reinforcing the construct of identities. Thus, the studies of bread 
enable us to gain insight into different socio-cultural issues. 
However, the case of mihn baau is different from these studies in one key 
aspect. It is not a main staple in South China. My informants considered it 
secondary to the staple o f f a a h n (飯）i5. One informant expressed that "with respect 
to its image in the Chinese society, mihn baau is a supplementary food". Hence, its 
consumption context is contrasted with that in the bread-eating regions. Mihn baau 
was once a "foreign" food, which has now been localized. It becomes an 
indispensable part of the local foodways. It is mainly consumed as a convenient 
food to cope with the fast pace of life. Thus, the study of mihn baau in Hong Kong 
is more insightful when we look into it from the perspective of localization. 
It is argued mihn baau is so localized that it becomes obscure in revealing the 
articulation of the local with the global. However, its extended period of 
localization and ambivalent status straddling the foreign and the local enable us to 
examine the recurrent process of localization. On the one hand, mihn baau has 
been localized and is familiar. On the other hand, there are more novel varieties and 
taste being brought in the local due to the intensified exposure to the global. This 
makes it remain certain degree of unfamiliarity. Mihn baau continuously oscillates 
15 Faahn which means cooked rice is an inclusive terms. It also refers to a meal in general. 
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between the foreign and the local. This reflects the recurrent nature of the 
localization process. It also reveals the active appropriation of the localizing food 
founded on the shifting images between the unfamiliar bread and the familiar mihn 
baau for complementing class distinction. Thus, the localization and consumption 
of mihn baau are subject to the interplay of different socio-cultural factors. 
Mihn baau deserves attention on its own. Yet, there is a dearth of research 
into mihn baau in the Chinese societies. Tsui (2001), in her study of the changes in 
breakfast consumption in Taipei, indicates that there is a growing popularity of 
Western breakfast, namely bread and sandwiches, among students, as they associate 
Western food with modernity and other positive images like high nutritional values. 
However, her focus is on breakfast as a whole to reflect the underlying socio-cultural 
changes. Besides, the studies of distinction in food usually emphasize luxurious 
and leisure products (Ma 2001; Roseberry 2005). They pay less attention to the 
importance of everyday commodities in constructing the schema of taste to reinforce 
the class outlook. They also fail to address the recurrent localization process of 
foreign food. As a result, this thesis is to look into this widely consumed but 
relatively neglected localizing food, mihn baau. It is significant since it is expected 
to probe into the particular recurrent nature of the localization process and the close 
association with the active consumption to complement class distinction through 
re-creating the global subject to the shifting images of the local. 
Methodology 
I conducted the fieldwork in Hong Kong from May to August 2005. I used 
in-depth interviews and observation to collect data from regular consumers, 
experienced bakers and representatives from bakeries. I mainly observed three 
bakeries and casually visited the others. I will discuss each group of informants in 
the following sections. As well as that, two interviews were conducted beyond my 
main fieldwork period. A bread manufacturer was interviewed in April 2005 to 
gain preliminary insight into the topic. One bakery responded in October 2005 
since the person-in-charge had been engaged in business. I also kept having chats 
with a couple of close informants from the consumer group after the fieldwork. For 
all the interviews and the three main observations in bakeries'^ I disclosed my 
identity as a student doing a project about the consumption of mihn baau in Hong 
16 For the general observation in different bakeries, I did not disclose my identity as I just walked in 
the outlets, took a look at the types and prices of mihn baau and the consumers, and then left. 
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Kong. The names shown in the text are pseudonyms'^ to protect the privacy of my 
informants and the bakeries. 
In-depth Interview 
The interviews were conducted in Cantonese, the local dialect. I also 
switched to use a few English words because this was the common way of speaking 
in Hong Kong. All the interview questions were open-ended and semi-structured. 
It enabled me to flexibly respond to the interviewees' reactions by varying the actual 
questions and their sequence. Each interview lasted for between 30 minutes and 
two hours. Apart from four respondents who refused to be tape-recorded because 
of personal reasons or company policy, the others were recorded with permission. 
The contents were transcribed for analysis. I translated the Chinese transcription 
into English in brief when I referred to my informants' replies in the following text. 
Besides that, two bakeries responded in writing due to their company policy. 
In-depth Interview with Consumers 
I conducted 23 in-depth interviews with regular consumers who had mihn baau 
at least three times a week, on average. Soliciting informants through referral was 
an effective means of tapping into the sample population of regular mihn baau 
consumers. This was because there was no ready list of the concerned subjects. 
Nevertheless, I encountered a limitation when the sampling process moved ahead. 
There were more female informants referred to me. I then learned from my 
informants that females were more likely to express their favorites in mihn baau, 
though both men and women consumed it regularly. This generalization was 
reflected in some informants' remarks. One informant expressed that "perhaps men 
think that eating mihn baau is not filling; they would rather have meat". Another 
informant considered that “men do not like eating mihn haau\ firstly, the portion of 
mihn baau is so small; secondly, (they) like eating hot food, a platter of rice, a chunk 
of beefsteak and the like". This led to more females being referred and engaged in 
the in-depth interviews, which posed limitation when representing the population as 
a whole. However, I found out that the male informants, who were regular 
consumers, shared similar consumption patterns and taste with that of the females. 
When the issue of health consciousness was raised, both parties showed similar 
17 The names of the bakeries appeared in the questionnaire (Appendix 2) are real ones. Since the 
questionnaire referred to the factual account of the local bakeries at the moment, disclosing their 
names posed no threat to them or caused conflict of interests. 
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awareness of it. Thus, my informants did shed light on the growing inclination to 
actively consume for class distinction. 
All of the informants were my friends and their referrals. As far as the 
demographic profile was concerned, most of them were female and held university 
degrees. More than two third of them were aged between 20 to 40 years old. Half 
of them earned an income of less than $30,000. Their occupations, and in some 
cases the previous ones, showed that they belonged to the middle class (Appendix 1). 
In this thesis, I adopt Lui's (1997:212) delineation of middle class by referring to 
them as “those professional, administrative, and managerial employees working in 
various sectors of the Hong Kong economy". Occupation is significant in 
delineating class. The work context is also one of the major means of acquiring 
socialization from peers and superiors. Moreover, education level is vital in 
defining class. This is the main strategy of achieving social mobility (Lui 1998). 
It is also one of the key ways to obtain socialization to prepare them for the upward 
mobility. Furthermore, income is important in respect of the local class structure 
being primarily money-based (Mathews and Lui 2001). Besides, income is a 
reflection of individuals' work positioning and educational level (Cheung 1998:119). 
Therefore, my informants represents the middle class in Hong Kong, taking into 
account their occupations, education level and income. Their reasons for eating 
mihn baau, consumption patterns and taste reflect this class' active consumption. 
The interviews consisted of filling in a questionnaire and engaging in an 
in-depth interview. I began with asking my informants, 1) what is mihn baau? and 
2) what are the characteristics of mihn baau in Hong Kong? These two questions 
were important in order to grasp how they defined and perceived mihn baau in the 
local context before being influenced by the following discussion. I then asked 
them to fill in a structured questionnaire enquiring about the bakeries visited and 
mihn baau consumed in the previous week, and the demographic information 
(Appendix 2). It was written bilingually, both in Chinese and English. This is 
common in Hong Kong. The purposes were to facilitate the initial discussion, learn 
their consumption patterns and check them against their own narratives to ensure 
consistency, test their knowledge of different classes of bakeries and types of mihn 
baau and collect demographic data for analysis. Having filled up the questionnaires, 
I started to interview them. The questions were aimed at finding out the reasons 
and situational context for consuming mihn baau, the consumption patterns and taste, 
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and relating them to the socio-cultural context (Appendix 3). They were also 
intended to probe into the meanings associated with mihn baau consumption. 
In-depth Interview with Bakeries 
I interviewed 12 baking operations. They included small independent 
neighborhood bakeries, specialty bakeries in healthy mihn baau, local bakery chains, 
Japanese bakery chains, bakery-cafe and a well-established bread manufacturer. 
They were selected because they represented different types and scales of operation 
selling a variety of mihn baau and targeting different customers. They were also 
the sorts of bakeries that my consumer-informants visited. For the bread 
manufacturer, the bakery chains and some independent operations, I solicited their 
participation by either sending them a solicitation letter (Appendix 4) or calling them 
directly to make appointments. For the others, I walked in the outlets and asked the 
people-in-charge whether they would like to do an interview about the consumption 
of mihn baau in Hong Kong. 
The representatives from the bakeries whom I interviewed had different 
backgrounds. Some of them were owners who were veterans or had been very 
experienced bakers before opening their operations, while some were newcomers to 
the trade. In addition, some of them were managers of production, sales and 
operations or marketing departments. Among them, some had been skilled bakers 
before being promoted to their current positions. Therefore, the questions 
addressed the characteristics and development of mihn baau, the customer profile, 
the consumption patterns and the changes in market in order to find out the 
localization and consumption of mihn baau (Appendix 5). 
In-depth Interview with Bakers 
I conducted in-depth interviews with four bakers and three tutors in the baking 
profession. They were solicited through referrals. They included one seasoned 
baker who had more than 30 years' experience, one skilled baker with around ten 
years' experience and two novices. In addition, there were one veteran who had 
more than 40 years' experience and taught professional baking courses in a 
vocational institute, as well as two private tutors who ran amateur baking classes. 
Taking into account their expertise, the questions asked were to find out the 
emergence and development of different types of mihn baau and the shifts in 
consumers' taste in relation to the local socio-economic changes (Appendix 6). The 
veterans' accounts shed light on these issues while the novices' provided a new 
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perspective into it. 
Observation 
Since the purpose of this thesis is to examine the active consumption and relate 
it to class distinction, I decided to conduct observation instead of using participant 
observation. This was because I found it more fruitful when I could concentrate on 
observing customers' consumption behavior, including how they selected mihn baau, 
rather than dividing my attention between operation and consumption. Therefore, I 
focused on observation to collect data about consumers' behavior. To address this 
limitation, I have conducted a total of 19 in-depth interviews with bakers, 
representatives from bakeries and bread manufacturer, as mentioned, in order to gain 
insight from them into the operational aspects. 
I mainly conducted observation in three bakeries. They were one small-scale, 
independent, old-fashioned neighborhood bakery in a public housing estate, one 
branch of a Japanese bakery chain in a middle-class private residential district, and 
one small-scale, independent specialty bakery in healthy mihn baau in a 
commercial-cum-residential area. They were selected because the first two 
represented the major types of operations in Hong Kong, while the latter reflected the 
gradual but growing specialty bakeries targeting the health-conscious. They were 
the kinds of bakeries that my consumer-informants frequented. I approached them 
first by interviewing them and then asking their permission to conduct observation in 
the bakeries. Having obtained their approval, I spent about one month in the 
neighborhood bakery and stayed there for around one hour each day. And, I spent 
about one week in each of the Japanese bakery chain and the specialty bakery and 
stayed there for approximately two hours every day. I limited my presence in the 
bakeries every day in order not to interfere with their business because this was the 
owners' and the managers' prime concern. Although the observation period was 
limited, I gained an impression of the customer profile and the consumption patterns 
of mihn baau in each of the bakeries. Though I made myself conspicuously present 
in the bakeries and jotted notes while doing my observation, I noticed that most 
customers did not pay much attention to me when they chose their mihn baau. 
They treated me as conducting market survey since I heard some of them murmuring 
with their friends that they thought I was doing market survey. It is common to see 
interviewers intercepting people in the streets to conduct market surveys or standing 
in the busy streets to record data, like customer flow. 
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My role was an observer. I stayed in the front-of-the-house to observe the 
consumption patterns, the number of customers at different time periods, their 
general profile, namely age, gender and appearance, the consumers' behavior, the 
types of mihn baau chosen, and the situational context of consumption in general, 
such as whether they had visited wet markets or had shopped before coming to the 
bakeries. I also noticed the salespeople's behavior and their interaction with the 
consumers. Moreover, I noted the artifacts in the bakeries, including the 
presentation of mihn baau, the display cards of names and prices, the product mix, 
like the other food sold, the decoration and furnishings, and the staff uniforms. 
Apart from that, I visited other bakeries including neighborhood bakeries, bakery 
chains and specialty bakeries in different districts in order to obtain a more 
comprehensive picture of the types of mihn baau sold locally. Thus, the purposes 
were to gain insight into the images of mihn baau represented in different kinds of 
bakeries and the consumption patterns in relation to different situational contexts. 
Structure of Thesis 
Chapter One is an introduction to the objectives and overall structure of the 
thesis. It describes the background of the research, lays down the questions to be 
addressed, frames the scope of the study, discusses the current literature relating to 
the issues of food and presents the methods for carrying out the research. This is to 
give a preview of the thesis. 
Chapter Two is a brief review of the development of mihn baau in Hong Kong. 
It discusses the changes in mihn baau in relation to the local economic development 
since the Second World War. The objectives are to investigate the localization 
process of mihn baau and relate it to the rapidly changing socio-cultural context. 
This enables us to examine how different images of mihn baau are re-created by the 
local through continuously bringing in the images of the global. It frames a 
background for us to look into different issues in the following chapters. 
Chapter Three is a brief examination of the present mihn baau development in 
Hong Kong. The growing specialization of mihn baau variety is discussed with 
respect to the changing consumer taste. The purposes are to grasp the different 
types of mihn baau available at different kinds of bakeries and relate it to the current 
socio-economic context. 
Chapter Four is a discussion of the current consumption patterns of mihn baau 
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in Hong Kong. I start the chapter by presenting the different patterns observed in 
different types of bakeries and then relating it to their customer profile. Then, I 
examine it by referring to the informants' reasons for consuming mihn baau. This 
leads me to probe into the preferences for mihn baau in different situational contexts. 
The aims are to look into how the consumption of mihn baau is localized to address 
different socio-cultural issues at present. 
Chapter Five is the concluding chapter. It reflects on the different roles of 
mihn baau in the local context. The purpose is to reveal how an everyday 
consumption of mihn baau is shaped by the intricate interplay of economic, social, 
cultural and institutional forces. 
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Chapter 2: The Development of Mihn Baau in Hong Kong 
The development of mihn baau in Hong Kong was marked by the 
bread-poisoning incident in 1857'. This was colonial history's early written record 
about mihn baau and showed that bakeries had already been established. The type 
of mihn baau was not mentioned, as it was inconsequential when it was compared 
with the hidden ethnic tension in the early colonial period (Sin and Lau 2006). 
Nevertheless, this anecdote about mihn baau contrasts with later development. 
Nowadays, hardly anyone remembers this notorious event. Mihn baau has become 
local people's everyday food. 
The localization and consumption of mihn baau are closely related to the 
economic development in Hong Kong. As Mr Tsang, the CEO of Bakery G^ 
remarked that ‘‘from enduring mihn baau to eating mihn baau, mihn baau is 
definitely related to the industrial development because the mihn baau market mainly 
addresses convenience". He also mentioned that “when we first advertised, we 
persuaded housewives to let their children eat mihn baau when going to schools, that 
there was no need to cook congee or faahn, it educated the young ones to eat mihn 
baau in the morning, and that it would be more convenient". This revealed that the 
enterprises capitalized on the latent demand created by the growing, faster pace of 
life and facilitated this trend amid the rapid economic growth. 
My informants in the baking trade shared this view. It was reflected in their 
comments that the government played a negligible part in assisting and developing 
the trade. For instance, when I asked Mr Nip of Bakery ISP whether the 
government has given any support to this industry, he replied that "I do not think the 
1 The incident went that, the alleged suspects including the owner of a bakery in Victoria Peak and his 
employees were accused of poisoning his foreign customers by putting arsenic in the mihn baau. 
Nobody was killed, though they were severely sick. The suspects were acquitted as the owner and 
his family had also eaten the poisoned mihn baau and were sick. The real poisoner could not be 
found. Nevertheless, the suspects were fined and exiled to calm the B r i t i s h � a n g e r (Danko 1997; 
Sin and Lau 2006). 
2 Bakery G is a well-established local bread manufacturer. It was founded by the late Mr Tsang and 
his cousin in 1926 with a vision to provide quality bread with high hygienic standard. It was in 
response to the local people's liking for western confectionery and bread; yet, there lacked baking 
workshop with high hygienic standard at the time (Economic Digest 2002; Personal 
Communication 2005). According to Euromonitor International's (2004) survey on the packaged 
bread market in Hong Kong, Bakery G "was the leading packaged/industrial bread brand in 2003, 
commanding a 64% share of total bread value sales". 
3 Mr Nip is a seasoned baker with more than 20 years' experience. Before he opened his own bakery, 
Bakery N, ten years ago, he had worked in Japanese-style bakery. Bakery N is a specialty bakery 
in healthy mihn baau. It will be further discussed in Chapter Three. 
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government has done anything". My informants attributed the development of the 
mihn baau industry to their own efforts. They also considered that the proliferation 
of mihn baau variety was simply a response to the changing consumers' demand and 
taste, which were triggered by the increase in affluence. Nevertheless, the 
government has indirectly influenced people's choices of mihn baau by shifting the 
themes of its different health-related campaigns from focusing on sanitation to 
nutrition. Thus, the economic-led development reflects the interplay of economic, 
social, cultural and institutional factors in shaping the changes in mihn baau. 
In this thesis, I focus the localization of mihn baau since the post Second World 
War period. As I learned from the experienced bakers, many of the prevailing mihn 
baau varieties, the rich and the stuffed ones in particular, were developed from the 
1950s onwards. It was the time when Hong Kong had undergone tremendous 
economic development. People benefited from the increase in wealth. They also 
experienced intensifying local-global interaction that shaped their images of these 
two realms. These intertwined socio-economic forces have led them to change their 
expectations of food (Cheng 2002). Therefore, I focus the localization of mihn 
baau from the post Second World War period onwards. 
I look into the development of mihn baau in relation to the economic changes. 
Although I divide it into different phases of development by decade, it is hard to 
delineate them into clear-cut ones. This is because localization is a continuous 
process. New developments are built on the previous ones and new images are 
contrasted with the former ones. Thus, I aim at highlighting the emergence of 
distinctive mihn baau types in each decade and the changes in its images in relation 
to the particular economic development. This is to show how mihn baau is 
continuously re-created by the local people and its images are shaped by the 
widening exposure to the global realm amid the profound changes in local 
socio-economic context. 
Post Second World War: The Subsistence Consumption 
The Second World War was a turning point in Hong Kong. The local 
economy was devastated after the war. Food was in short supply and barely met the 
demand from the growing population. The government launched relief programs to 
distribute free rice to the needy. It also carried out rations on major items including 
rice, flour, sugar, sweetened condensed milk and peanut oil to maintain food supplies. 
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In the desperate time, half of the rice rations were replaced by army biscuits. Apart 
from that, the temporary Department of Supplies, Trade and Industry enforced the 
retail price control. One of its duties was to make and sell mihn baau and 
confectionery. People found no alternative but to consume a more mixed diet 
because of the rice shortage, even though they regarded a staple diet of rice as a 
satisfying m e a l � 
The 1950s and The 1960s: The Emergence of Enriched Type 
The 1950s heralded the drastic changes in local economy. Hong Kong 
transformed from an entrepot trade centre to an industrial centre. Light industries 
were developed, which had been triggered by the embargo imposed on Chinese 
goods during the Korean War. This had to be related to the changes in world 
economy as a whole. Domestically, the large influxes of refugees from China who 
brought in capital, knowledge and labor boosted the budding industries. The 
flourishing industries absorbed a considerable amount of these workforces^ The 
industrial employment experienced rapid growth^. The manufacturing sector was 
estimated to represent almost 40 percent of the working population in \96V. 
Laborers worked long hours to earn a living. It was reported that three-quarters of 
the male laborers, like those in the plastic industry, worked about ten hours a day I 
An eight-hour shift in the textile industry became prevalent. Most workers were 
paid on piece rates'�. In this regard, Mr Tsang of Bakery G remarked that the local 
mihn baau business was mainly dependent on the industrial development. He then 
explained how the workers consumed mihn baau to cope with their tight factory life. 
He recalled that "some spinning factories contracted their canteens out to us, (we) 
delivered mihn baau there and (workers) ate it while working. They did not have 
any other food. Each of them ate two mihn baau, a lotus seed bread (蓮蓉包)，a 
raisin bread (提子包)，for every lunch break and that was called a day's feed. When 
the industries were developed, time was very important because of cost". This 
showed that the industrial enterprises made use of mihn baau to provide workers 
4 Annual Report on Hong Kong for the Year (1946:53, 58; 1947:73). 
5 Hong Kong (1961:28) and Lui and Wong (2003:37). 
6 The total number of workers in industrial employment rose from 91,896 in 1950 to 217,367 in 1959, 
which meant a 137 percent growth (Hong Kong Annual Report 1954:22; 1959:29). 
7 Hong Kong (1962:40). 
8 The maximum work hours were stipulated to be ten hours a day with at least a half-an-hour break 
(Hong Kong Annual Report 1959:32). 
9 Hong Kong Annual Report (1959:32). 
10 Hong Kong Annual Report (1959:31). 
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with convenient food in order not to interrupt their production. On the other hand, 
the workers faced very few alternatives but mihn baau when they worked at the 
production lines in the confined factory environment. Thus, the industrial 
development has shaped the choices of food and the diet. 
The manufacturing industries continued their growth in the 1960s. This was 
reflected in the marked expansion of industrial employment, which recorded an 
approximately two-fold increase". The manufacturing sector was estimated to 
represent 39 percent of the workforce in 1969^ .^ There were more and more women 
working in factories^\ Working eight hours a day was common". In spite of the 
booming industries, the majority of people still eked out a living (Lui and Wong 
2003). This was shown in their choices of economical food. Master Tong'^ 
remarked that “mihn baau was larger in size in the past, and that spending was 
different then to how it is nowadays in that the working class at the time was mainly 
concerned about filling their stomachs". For example, sandwich bread ( 方 包 a n d 
hard roll ( 硬 豬 仔 包 w e r e some of the popular mihn baau. Master Tong 
indicated that the former was economical and was sold in large packs, and the latter 
was large in size. He added that "life was not so plentiful at the time". The 
tremendous industrial development made people lead a busy life and facilitated their 
changes in diet. Yet, eating mihn baau was connected with a low image. Mr 
Tsang of Bakery G remarked that “in the past, nobody thought of enjoying eating 
mihn baau but of enduring eating it. The poor had to endure eating it, while the 
wealthy had faahn. Hardly anyone ate mihn baau because it was very hard at the 
time". Another informant mentioned that “(in the past) hard roll was very hard; 
eating a hard roll meant you did not have congee or any other hot food to eat". This 
showed that mihn baau was associated with a humble image. It also reflected that 
consumption was still inclined to be subsistence-oriented. 
The choices of mihn baau were limited to a few plainer varieties before the 
11 The total number of workers employed in industry increased from 271,729 in 1961 to 561,563 in 
1969，which meant a 107 percent growth (Hong Kong 1961:39; 1969:26). 
Hong Kong (1969:26). 
13 In the spinning, cotton weaving and silk spinning mills, women working eight hours a day were 
estimated to increase from 18,070 by the end of 1961 to that of 41,544 by the end of 1969, which 
meant a 130 percent growth (Hong Kong 1961:42; 1969:30-31). 
14 Hong Kong (1969:30-31). 
15 Master Tong is a seasoned baker with more than 40 years' experience and now teaches professional 
bakery courses in a vocational institute. 
16 Sandwich bread is a sandwich loaf. 
17 Hard roll is an oval hard roll with a conspicuous slit on top. 
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gradual emergence of richer ones in the 1950s and the 1960s. As mentioned, 
sandwich bread was one of the prevailing mihn baau. In respect of its resemblance 
to British sandwich loaf 8, it reflected the foreign, probably colonial, influence on the 
local mihn baau development and foodways. It also revealed that mihn baau was 
localized. Master Tong remarked that "most of the Continental breads are savory, 
but because of being brought in Hong Kong, even sandwich bread has become sweet 
in order to suit Hong Kong people's palate". The experienced bakers mentioned 
that sandwich bread was also called pillow bread (枕頭包）because the oblong loaves 
with domed top looked like pillows. It was changed to the current oblong loaves 
with a flat top after the baking moulds had been improved by having a tightly closed 
cover. This was to minimize wasting too much of the white when bread crusts were 
trimmed, as toast and sandwiches served were crustless . Despite lavishly 
trimming the edible crusts, filling the stomach and economy were the prime concerns 
of the public. 
A stronger plebian connotation was bestowed on eating bread crusts. 
According to the experienced bakers, the crusts were not eaten in general. My 
informants gave different explanations for this. Mr Tsang of Bakery G said that 
"the Chinese did not like baking mainly because they were afraid of it being yiht hei 
(熱氣)2o; (as mihn baau) has got the (brown) 'baking color,”. He went on to say 
that "we had to make mihn baau]\xsX baked to keep its white color at the beginning”. 
He also indicated that since most baking workshops were dirty at the time, and the 
poor transportation by tricycle meant the mihn baau, which had no packaging, was 
exposed to dirt, the housewives had no alternative but to trim the crusts. Yet, most 
informants are seldom concerned about mihn baau being yiht hei nowadays. One 
informant expressed that “I seldom (associate mihn baau with yiht hei), unless I eat 
deep-fried mihn baau”. My informants tend to compare mihn baau with other food, 
namely biscuits and chocolates, when referring to yiht hei. Despite that, the 
informants who dislike eating the crusts attribute it to being bitter and hard. One 
informant expressed that "the crusts are too hard and too bitter". Another informant 
indicated that "bread crusts are hard, not delicious; you know, it is obvious, the crusts 
18 The details of British sandwich loaf are referred to Ingram and Shapter (1999:44). 
19 Nowadays, the majority of toast and sandwiches served are still crustless. 
Yiht hei refers to the body condition of having too much yiht (熱 heat) that disturbs the equilibrium 
of heat and cool. 
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and the white are of different flavors". Apart from that, the emulation of the West 
could not be disregarded when discussing the aversion to the crusts. As mentioned, 
toast and sandwiches served had the crusts trimmed. Master Tong remarked that the 
untrimmed sandwiches were regarded as not appealing in appearance and the crusts 
hard to the palate. This had to take into account that English afternoon tea is 
famous for its dainty crustless finger sandwiches (Simpson 1986). Chah chaan ting, 
which served Hongkongese-style Western meals, the so-called “soy-sauce Western 
dishes"(鼓、？由西餐)，have emerged since the 1940s and the 1950s to cater for people 
who could not afford expensive meals in the Western restaurants but still aspired to 
emulate the Western way of life (Wu 2001:74-75). Master Tong recounted that 
having toast with a slice of butter, or toast spread with condensed milk and butter in 
chah chaan ting was a special treat; this was prevalent among those who wanted to 
live the Western way of life. This showed that the emulation of Western taste was 
not only confined to the formal meals in the high-class restaurants, but also 
re-created in the more economical chah chaan ting by having crustless toast to 
reproduce the localized English-style afternoon tea. As a result, the trimmed 
sandwiches and toast available at the chah chaan ting and the trimmed sandwich 
bread sold in the bakeries created a large amount of crusts as the by-product. 
The poor then had the alternative meal of bread crusts. My informants 
indicated that the crusts were given or sold for a few cents to the poor. These 
people ingeniously used them to make "bread crust sweet soup”� ' . One informant 
mentioned that the sweet soup was especially well-received among the laborers, 
namely construction workers, who did physically demanding outdoor work, because 
it was considered nourishing and cooling for the body^^ as well as filling for the 
stomachs and economical. The destitute had their humble meal of bread crusts, 
while the better off had the lavish fare of crustless sandwiches and toast. This 
revealed the embedded wealth gap in the 1960s (Lui and Wong 2003:25). The 
strong humble image associated with eating the crusts was just one facet to show this 
gap. Nowadays, only the really hard up or the elderly pick up the crusts which are 
21 I learned different ways of making the "bread crust sweet soup" from my informants. For 
example, one informant said that the crusts were sun-dried first after they had been bought in order 
to preserve them for longer period. To make the sweet soup, it was to boil rock sugar and water to 
make syrup, then add the crusts to it and bring it to boil. 
22 Sweet soup is believed to be Leuhng (涼 cool) that can restore the "over-heat" body in equilibrium. 
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discarded by the bakeries?]. 
Discussing sandwich bread was far from complete without looking into the 
innovation brought in the local market by Bakery G's new product, Life Bread (生命 
麵 包 i n 1960. Mr Tsang elucidated his vision saying that “I found out that the 
traditional Chinese diet hardly had any calcium, I thought it had to be put back in. 
The main concept is like the Chinese eating unprocessed rice. There are a lot of 
vitamins in the crusts (the part that is thrown away). Wheat is similar in that 
wholewheat is better than white bread. However, wholewheat is very coarse, like 
eating unprocessed faahn. Therefore, I had to put all the nutrients back into the 
mihn baau in another way. (The nutrients of) a pound of Life Bread are equal to 
(that of) a pound of wholewheat bread. Yet, it is palatable". Thus, Life Bread was 
enriched with double vitamins to address the poor nutrition among the general public. 
It was also the first local mihn baau that was individually packaged with wax paper 
to keep its freshness and hygienic standarcP. Mr Tsang indicated that Life Bread 
was improved by extending its shelf life. Due to the improvement in technology 
and production process, it could be kept for 48 hours at a time. It was a much 
longer period as other mihn baau could only be kept for seven hours. In addition, 
mihn baau at the time did not have any sugar or milk powder added. These 
materials, especially milk powder, increased the “loading，，of the dough and hindered 
the fermentation process. However, Bakery G improved the process, so they could 
add milk powder and more oil and sugar to achieve the desired outcome. Although 
a pound of Life Bread, which was sold at 60 cents, was double the other sandwich 
bread in general, favorable sales were recorded. This was beyond Mr Tsang's 
expectation. They then did a market survey and found out that 60 percent of the 
sales were generated from farmers in New Territories; this was because of 
convenience as they brought a flask of water and a pound of Life Bread with them to 
the fields in the morning, then, when they finished work, they took a rest below the 
trees and ate it straight. Mr Tsang commented that “(they) did not need to spread 
(Life Bread) with anything because it already had sugar and oil in it; it was nutritious 
enough". This showed the shifts from subsistent consumption to a comparatively 
23 Nowadays, bread crusts are sold as feeds for livestock and fishes or are thrown away. Yet, some 
informants mentioned that they have seen the elderly picked the discarded crusts which have been 
packed in large bags in the evening. 
24 Life Bread is an enriched sandwich bread. 
Weekend Weekly (30* November 2005:31). 
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improved way of life. People were gradually willing to pay for convenience and 
higher-quality food. Convenience has become a key consideration in food choices 
in the daily context. It was embodied in the satisfactory sales of Life Bread. 
Indeed, my informants who considered Life Bread to be equal to Bakery G, and vice 
versa, justify Life Bread's success. The enterprises anticipated and capitalized on 
the socio-cultural changes and facilitated the trends amid the rapid economic growth. 
The development of the mihn baau industry was indirectly stimulated by the 
demand from the colonial and foreign military services. Master Tong recounted 
that he had once discussed a tentative deal with a British army officer to supply 
sandwich loaves in 1967, but his partner declined it. Master Hung recalled that he 
had worked for a bread manufacturer in 1968, which supplied mihn baau to the 
American navy. Since many cruisers stopped in Hong Kong during the 1960s, they 
generated demand for food reserves; French-style baton-shaped mihn baau was their 
choice as it could be satisfactorily stored in cold larders in the cruisers. He 
remembers that he had to work overtime until very late at night for almost a week to 
keep up with each batch after his boss had received the orders. This showed that 
the local mihn baau development was also facilitated by the foreigners' demand. It 
also shaped the bakers' images of what bread was. 
Chah chaan ting and the Western-style restaurants also played a part in the 
development of mihn baau. According to Master Tong, many chah chaan ting had 
their own baking facilities to make mihn baau and other baked products to cater for 
their diners and sell them to the passers-by at the take-away counters. Contrary to 
the current neighborhood bakeries, which have workshops at the rear of the shops, 
most bakeries at the time did not have baking facilities; they were like retailers that 
ordered mihn baau from wholesale manufacturers and chah chaan ting. Similarly, 
some established Western-style restaurants operated bakeries and sold mihn baau to 
their customers^^. Hence, chah chaan ting and restaurants, which possessed the 
edge of having their baking workshops, were one of the nodes in creating new types 
and reproducing different images of mihn baau. 
The Russian and the enriched Hongkongese styles were the two distinctive 
types that emerged in the 1950s and the 1960s. According to the seasoned bakers, 
the distinctive feature of the Russian style was its dark brown appearance. Raisin 
26 Eat and Travel Weekly (29* June 2005:17) and my informants' communications (2005). 
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loaf (提子大麥包)27 and braided loaf (辮包)28 were the representative ones. They 
were brought in Hong Kong by the bakers from Shanghai. Since these bakers were 
usually Shandongese who had worked in Shanghai and learned baking skills from the 
Russians there, this type was also called Shanghainese- or Shandongese-style. 
These chefs and bakers ran economical Russian restaurants with their own bakeries^^. 
The experienced bakers indicated that the mihn baau was larger in size and denser 
but still soft in texture. Its sweetness and dark brown color were due to using tohng 
jing (糖精广 instead of white sugar in the making. This was because it was cheaper. 
It was also more intense in flavor, so adding a smaller amount was enough. By 
doing so, it could raise the dough quicker and to a larger size. This saved cost and 
time. Besides, it was in a more secure supply as white sugar was always out of 
stock at the time. Nowadays, consumers seldom distinguish these varieties as the 
Russian style unless they visit a few famous and established Russian-style bakeries. 
Yet, this type forms one of the familiar images of local mihn baau at present. 
The other distinctive type was the Hongkongese style. Some bakers also 
called it the Cantonese style. They pointed out the close culinary interaction 
between these two places, and so the interchangeable names. This style covered a 
wide variety of mihn baau, which ranged from the plain types like sandwich bread to 
the rich ones, namely bo loh baau and gai meih baau (雞尾包)3i. As mentioned, 
the plain types were already popular among the public; it was the newly emerged 
enriched flavors that framed the new images in the local scene in these decades. 
The enriched Hongkongese style was characterized by its sweetness, richness 
and softness. According to the experienced bakers, this was made by adding eggs, 
evaporate milk and more sugar to enrich the plain dough. The amount of sugar 
added was more than that of the Russian style. The mihn baau usually had either 
rich toppings or sweet fillings. The lack of meat stuffing showed that meat was still 
a luxury. At first, lotus seed paste and red bean paste were used as fillings since 
they were cheap. They were also the fillings for making Chinese pastries. This 
reflected that the bakers were eclectic in improvising the "Chinese" fillings for the 
27 Raisin loaf is a loaf with raisins. 
28 Braided loaf is a braided loaf with raisins. 
29 Cheng (2002:22-23), Eat and Travel Weekly (29'^ June 2005:17) and my informants' 
communications (2005). 
Tohng djing is a type of concentrated sugar in granular form. 
31 Gai meih baau literally means cocktail bread. Nowadays, it is a bread filled with desiccated 
coconut and butter paste. 
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“Western’，mihn baau. As mentioned in Chapter One, it was usual for them to make 
both Chinese and Western baked products. Lotus seed bread^^ and red bean bread 
(豆、7少包were the typical flavors. The other rich ones that gradually emerged in 
these and following decades included coconut and cream bun (椰糸糸奶油包广 and 
coconut roll (椰卷 y � . Y e t , the most representative rich mihn baau that emerged was 
bo loh baau and gai meih baau. Despite some items being gradually faded away, 
these varieties have constituted an important facet of local life and reproduced the 
familiar images of mihn baau. This is reflected in my informants' shared view that 
these rich varieties and bo loh baau and gai meih baau in particular are taken for 
granted as Hongkongese. This is because they have been accustomed to eating 
these items since a young age. They deem that these varieties cannot be found in 
the foreign countries. One informant expressed that “I have not been to many 
places, yet I get the feeling that bo loh baau and gai meih baau are things that belong 
to Hong Kong". Another informant remarked that “bo loh baau and gai meih baau 
are things that are very deep-rooted in the mind, (because) since I was young and 
began eating mihn baau, I knew there was bo loh baau”. Thus, these rich varieties 
which have emerged since the 1950s and the 1960s represent a deep-rooted 
indigenously Hongkongese image. 
From then on, the Hongkongese mihn baau has been distinguished by its 
sweetness, richness and softness. When I asked Master Hung whether adding a 
large amount of sugar was because of the local people's preferences for sweet food, 
he replied, in short that “it has nothing to do with that". According to the 
experienced bakers, it was attributed to the more pragmatic considerations instead of 
responding to consumers' taste only. The higher sugar content could raise mihn 
baau to a plump shape, and make it softer but stiffer in texture. This was very 
important because mihn baau had to be transported from one place to another. As 
mentioned, unlike the current neighborhood bakeries, most retail outlets selling mihn 
baau were grocers at the time. They did not have baking facilities but had the mihn 
baau delivered daily from the wholesale bakeries and bread manufacturers. Master 
Hung explained that when mihn baau was stiffer, it had more "strength" to support 
32 Lotus seed bread is a bread filled with lotus seed paste. 
33 Red bean bread is a bread filled with red bean paste 
34 Coconut and cream bun is a bread slit, filled with cream and sprinkled with desiccated coconut. 
35 Coconut roll is a coiled bread which has been rolled up with desiccated coconut. 
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its structure to minimize any damage caused and prevent it from being squashed 
during transportation, or when they were sometimes stacked up on display. He 
added that people preferred the plump mihn baau and found the squashed, plunged 
and crinkled ones not appealing at all; as the latter looked like having been left 
overnight and gone stale, even though they were not. The high sugar content also 
could make mihn baau have a glossier appearance, which was another appeal. He 
then mentioned that when enough eggs and evaporated milk were added, it could 
produce a similar glossy appearance. More importantly, the high sugar content 
could preserve mihn baau longer. He pointed out that it was critical to the 
wholesale bakeries since they had to make mihn baau at night in order to deliver it to 
the retail outlets in the morning on time; the sweetness kept it for longer and in better 
plump shape. Master Tong also indicated that “food was very sweet in the past, 
there was no need to refrigerate it, just by making use of its sweetness (to preserve 
it)”. He added that refrigerators were rare at the time; they were very expensive and 
occupied much of the precious space in the workshop. Even in the 1960s, when 
refrigerators gradually came in, they were limited to a few well-established and 
financially feasible operators like a handful of chah chaan ting. This showed that 
the local people's liking for sweet mihn baau, which has been taken for granted, was 
in fact subtly shaped by the practical need of the producers in production and 
marketing from the lucrative perspective. 
On the other hand, the consumers found the sweet, rich and soft qualities of 
mihn baau appealing in a practical way as well. Master Tong indicated that 
“(foreigners) use bread, savory bread, to make sandwiches, and eat it that way; (it) is 
treated as a meal. Whereas Hong Kong people grab and eat mihn baau straight. 
They used to eat mihn baau which was sweet in flavor; (the sweetness made it) 
pleasant to the palate, delicious (to be consumed on its own)". Mr Nip of Bakery N 
also pointed out that "Hongkongese mihn baau uses more oil (in the making) and has 
a higher degree of sweetness. (It makes the mihn baau) lack elasticity, but become 
easier to chew and swallow". He related it to that Hong Kong people consumed 
mihn baau in a very rushed way. To a certain extent, this hurried and grab-to-eat 
style of consuming mihn baau led to the creation of unique Hongkongese mihn baau. 
These characters have gradually formed an important image of local mihn baau. 
This was reflected in Mr Nip's comment that "'freshly baked' and 'piping hot，are the 
characteristics of Hongkongese mihn baau. This is because when {mihn baau) is 
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hot, its fat is still in a melting state and remains softened, therefore, mihn baau tastes 
especially soft, bringing out the added aromatic flavors, which is why (Hong Kong 
people) like piping hot mihn baau". This showed that the apparently divergent 
interests between the customers and the producers played a complicit role in shaping 
consumers' taste for a sweeter, richer and softer flavor amid the flourishing economic 
development. It also revealed that mihn baau has been localized during the 
dynamic interaction among the agencies. Mihn baau is a Hongkongese re-creation. 
The changes in bo loh baau exemplified the role played by both the bakers and 
the consumers in shaping the preferences for the particular sweet and rich taste. 
According to the seasoned bakers, the original bo loh baau was an enriched bread 
with conspicuously marked lattice-shaped, supple and moist topping, which was 
exactly like the skin of pineapple. From this, it got its name, bo loh baau, which 
literally means pineapple bread. Yet, the current bo loh baau is in fact called sou 
peih baau (醉皮包)36 by trade. It is enriched bread with an irregular, burst short 
topping. The main differences lie in the ingredients of the toppings. The latter has 
more eggs added, uses lard rather than a mix of lard, oil and evaporated milk, as well 
as uses baking ammonia instead of baking powder in the making�?. This results in a 
much richer and shorter topping, which appeals to the local palate for crispy and 
sweet taste. The experienced bakers expressed that customers found the new 
topping more delicious and crispier. Master Tong pointed out that people liked 
eating sweet food in the past. Sou peih baau has become well-received and 
overshadowed the original ho loh baau which gradually faded away. Yet, the name 
of bo loh baau remains. Nowadays, the younger generations hardly know its real 
name. On the other hand, from the bakers' perspective, the new topping has more 
advantages. For example, it eliminates the labor-consuming steps in the old version, 
in which the baker had to use a mould to mark each of the toppings laid on bo loh 
baau to form the conspicuous pattern of lattice. This showed the increasing 
emphasis on saving time and labor. It also reflected the growing, faster pace of life 
36 I learned different versions of how sou peih baau was created from different bakers. One version 
claimed that a baker had run out of the prepared topping for making bo loh baau, so he improvised 
the topping by using the materials for making Chinese walnut crunch at hand in order not to waste 
the already fermented dough. The other alleged that it was invented by some young bakers who 
had ventured to try different ingredients in making bo loh baau. 
37 According to Master Tong, the topping of bo loh baau was made from flour, baking soda, baking 
powder, sugar, lard, oil, evaporated milk and egg, while that of sou peih baau is made from flour, 
baking soda, baking ammonia, sugar, lard and egg. 
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amid the rapid economic growth. Thus, the changes in producers' attitudes towards 
labor- and time-saving and consumers' preferences for crispy and sweet topping, 
which was more pleasant to the palate and easier to be consumed on its own, 
facilitated the shift to a liking for the richer and shorter flavor embodied in the new 
bo loh baau. 
The changes in gai meih baau were another example of how the shifts in 
consumer taste to a richer flavor were resulted from the increase in food supplies in 
the rapidly growing economy. According to the seasoned bakers, the original gai 
meih baau was filled with lotus seed paste, so it was similar to lotus seed bread. 
Yet, some bakers made the filling by mixing the leftover cake crumbs with the lotus 
seed paste. Some even made it by mashing the leftover Chinese pastries�® to 
minimize any wastage; since they made both mihn baau and Chinese baked products, 
as mentioned. The name, gai meih baau, which literally means cocktail bread, was 
alleged borrowed from "cocktail". This has suggested its hybrid nature. People 
found this gai meih baau not delicious because of the taste of lotus seed paste filling. 
Master Tong remarked that ‘“everything’ was filled with lotus seed paste, including 
Chinese baau, Chinese pastries and moon cakes". He indicated that gradually, an 
aversion to tasting the same monotonous flavor in "every" food, ranging from 
Chinese pastries to "Western" mihn baau, led to the emergence of new varieties of 
fillings in the 1960s. One of them was the coconut filling^^ He pointed out that 
these changes were facilitated by bringing in refrigerators through a couple of the 
well-established, financially feasible chah chaan ting, as one type of the new fillings 
needed to be refrigerated^�. The experienced bakers expressed that the new gai 
meih baau was well-received among the customers who found it tasty; it was 
distinguished by its flavor of coconut and its aroma of milk powder. Gradually, gai 
meih baau has taken the new fillings, the coconut and butter flavor in general. This 
showed that the availability of food and equipment shaped the end products available 
as well as customers' choices and expectations. The producers interacted with the 
consumers in re-creating new types of mihn baau and reproducing their images. It 
has led to exploring new flavors, namely coconut and milk, and hence acquiring 
38 Lotus seed paste and red bean paste are the common fillings for Chinese pastries. 
39 According to Master Tong, the coconut filling is made from butter, sugar, desiccated coconut, com 
starch and milk powder. 
According to Master Tong, this filling was made from condensed milk, milk powder, butter, sugar 
and com starch. It resulted in a moistened mixture that needed to be refrigerated to solidify it. 
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more special taste amid the gradual improvement in living standards resulting from 
the flourishing economy in the 1960s. 
Nevertheless, the rich Hongkongese mihn baau could still be considered a 
special treat to the poor at the time. One informant, in his forties, said that “when I 
was young, I was very poor; for me, buying four pieces'^' of sandwich bread at 15 
cents was considered very good value for money". He went on to say that "we 
never spent 20 cents on buying a gai meih baau; sandwich bread could be eaten a bit 
at a time, and (the unfinished) could be saved for later". This showed that gai meih 
baau and other rich varieties remained a treat, and a more lavish taste. 
The 1970s: The Emergence of Substantial Type 
The 1970s heralded the transformation of Hong Kong from an industrial center 
to a financial center. It saw the emergence of the middle class (Lui and Wong 2003). 
They pursued a modern and western outlook. The local-bom generations also 
regarded Hong Kong as home. This was in contrast to the previous generations' 
sojourner attitudes. A sense of belonging has been gradually fostered in the local 
society. This was facilitated by the government's various campaigns, namely 
"Clean Hong Kong" campaigns, to curb the strong Chinese sentiments in response to 
the socio-political uproars in the late 1960s and the early 1970s. The rise of local 
popular cultures also stimulated the cultivation of home feelings. This was 
expedited by the growing popularity of television that promoted Cantonese as the 
lingua franca through television dramas and pop songs (Tarn 1997:301; Cheng 2002). 
Hong Kong people distinguished themselves from their mainland counterparts and 
constructed the distinctive Heunggongyahn (香港人)identity amid these profound 
economic and socio-cultural changes. The widening wealth gap between these two 
places also catalyzed the formation of this identity (Tarn 1997). In fact, the cultural 
distinction between Heunggongyahn and the Mainlander has already emerged since 
the late 1960s, of which has been embodied in the low image associated with 
Chinese products even until today (Ma 2001:121-122). These socio-cultural 
changes not only shifted food consumption from subsistence towards conspicuous 
spending as a way to show their newly acquired wealth and status, but also triggered 
41 Sandwich bread is sliced and sold per pound and per half a pound in general. Four pieces mean 
half a pound and eight pieces a pound. My informants in the baking trade told me that the weight 
of sandwich loaf was calculated before it was baked, so the baked and sliced loaf was in fact sold at 
less than the stated weight taking into account the shrinkage during baking. 
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off the tendency to appropriate food as a means of constructing the newly emerged 
Heunggongyahn identity. This was coupled with the time that there were more food 
varieties brought in Hong Kong. It led people to look for new experiences in food 
consumption (Cheung 2001:91; Cheng 2002). 
It was in this flourishing economy that saw the gradual emergence of mihn 
baau with substantial meat stuffing. The experienced bakers attributed it to the 
increase in food supplies and the growing affluence resulting from the prosperity. 
For example, the consumption of frozen meat increased considerably 斗�. The 
emerged savory-stuffed varieties included those made from frozen preserved meat 
like ham and egg bread (腿蛋包 ” � a n d sausage bread (月昜仔包)44, those made from 
canned meat such as com beef bread (鹹牛肉包)45, and those made from the 
re-invented "Chinese" stuffing, namely barbecued pork bread (乂燒餐包广.This 
showed that the bakers eclectically used the “traditional” food such as Chinese 
barbecued pork and the imported foodstuffs like ham to re-create their images of 
bread, which were shaped by that of Chinese baau, namely Chinese barbecued pork 
bun ( 中 式 乂 燒 包 I t was reflected in the close resemblance that both mihn baau 
and Chinese baau had the soft and sweetened crust stuffed with savory or sweet 
filling48. Yet, the main difference lay in that the former was baked while the latter 
was steamed. This "twin" image is deep-seated in my informants' minds. One 
informant expressed that "Hongkongese mihn baau used to be somewhat like 
Chinese baau, (yet it) was put in the oven and baked". My informants regard it as 
embodying the unique local synthesis of "East meets West", by syncreticizing 
Western bread and Chinese baau. They also believe that these varieties cannot be 
found in the foreign countries. The mentioned informant remarked that "there 
should be no barbecued pork bread in the foreign countries; I think (the bakers) 
followed (the making of) Chinese barbecued pork bun, and employed a Western way 
to make it; that should be called ‘fusion，decades ago". Another informant 
The consumption of frozen meat increased from 25,000 tons in 1955 to 150,000 tons in 1979 (Ng 
2001:143). 
43 Ham and egg bread is a bread wrapped around a piece of ham, as well as fried egg sheet. 
Sausage bread is a strip of bread wrapped around a sausage. 
45 Com beef bread is a bread with canned com beef stuffing. 
46 Barbecued pork bread is a bread with Chinese barbecued pork stuffing. 
47 Chinese barbecued pork bun is a steamed bun stuffed with Chinese barbecued pork. Since it is 
steamed, it is white in appearance. This is in contrast to the brown color of mihn baau, which is 
baked. Besides, Chinese barbecued pork bun is usually eaten as dim sam myam chah. 
48 Chinese baau is of the dim sam structure. Please refer to "Footnote 4" in Chapter One for details. 
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expressed that "(foreign) people do not stuff luncheon meat into a bread and eat it 
that way. I think this is local. I don't know; it is the feelings. Do foreign people 
eat luncheon meat bread (餐肉包广？ It is to eat luncheon meat with bread". She 
went on to say that "perhaps they eat ham, luncheon meat, but not a 'luncheon meat 
bread’”. Like bo loh baau and gai meih baau, the savory-stuffed mihn baau forms 
an important part of the local everyday life. One informant said that "we were used 
to having Chinese barbecued pork stuffing (in Chinese baau) available at the Chinese 
restaurants, then it was stuffed into a Western bread. I think this is comparatively 
more indigenous. What else? Gai meih baau and ho loh baau are not available in 
the foreign countries". My informants take the stuffed mihn baau for granted as 
Hongkongese, since they have been accustomed to eating them since they were 
young. Thus, these varieties, which have emerged since the 1970s, added to and 
continuously reproduced the familiar images of local mihn baau. Once new 
re-creations, they now represent a deep-seated indigenously Hongkongese image. 
The bakers and the consumers play a complicit role in actively shaping and 
reinforcing the images of Hongkongese mihn baau. 
Apart from that, the dialectical interaction between the local and the global in 
shaping taste could be reflected in the gradually growing popularity of com beef 
bread. Master Hung recalled that “hardly anybody liked eating com beef bread at 
first. Perhaps they disliked the intense flavor of canned com beef. Some people 
have not acquired taste for it, so they did not eat it”. Yet, it has become popular. 
This became telling when we related it to the changes in local society. I speculate 
that the growing popularity of com beef bread in the 1970s might be in related to the 
arrival of international fast food icons, namely McDonald's, in the time of economic 
prosperity. The youngsters were the main target of McDonald's, which capitalized 
on the rise of children's culture amid the rapid social changes. It has re-defined the 
domestic foodways and changed the local taste (Watson 1997b). I strongly believe 
that it cannot rule out the impact of these transnational fast food companies on 
shaping people's taste and the younger generations' in particular, as shown in their 
acquired taste for hamburgers. The gradual acceptance of com beef bread then 
revealed that the newly acquired taste was reproduced at the domestic and reinforced 
through the everyday consumption. 
49 Luncheon meat bread is a bread wrapped around a piece of luncheon meat. 
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The 1980s: The Emergence of Re-created Japanese Style 
The economic development gained momentum in the 1980s. Hong Kong 
transformed into an international financial center and a metropolitan city. This was 
reflected in the structural changes in workforce from mainly engaging in the 
manufacturing to the tertiary sectors People benefited from the growth in 
affluence in general. And, the quest for the distinctive Heunggongyahn identity 
with a modem and metropolitan outlook was intensified under the shadow of the 
return of sovereignty to China in 1997 (Tarn 1997:293). It was the rise of 
consumerism amid this economic and cultural milieu that saw the bringing in of 
more new taste from different places to reinforce this identity (Cheng 2002). This 
was shown in the emergence of new Cantonese cuisine, which was distinguished by 
its luxurious and exotic ingredients and Western service styles (Cheung 2001:92). 
It was also reflected in the conspicuous consumption of brandy among the rich to 
pursue a luxurious way of life (Ma 2001). Thus, it revealed that people actively 
appropriated conspicuous consumption for constructing their sought identities, which 
has been expedited by the remarkable economic growth. 
The enrichment of the local food domain was brought not only by the widened 
exposure of the local to the global, but also by the increased presence of the global at 
the local. Foreign companies have been established in Hong Kong for a long time. 
Yet, there was an increase in Japanese corporations registered locally since the 
1970s5i. It also saw the growth of Japanese department stores from the late 1970s 
onwards52. They usually have Japanese-style bakeries located there and targeted the 
better off53. For example, Bakery Y^ "^  opened its first outlet in a Japanese 
department store in Causeway Bay in 198155. In addition, Mr Poon56, the manager 
In 1982, there were 990,365 people working in the manufacturing sector, which represented about 
41 percent of the total workforce of 2,404,067. Whereas, there were 461,489 people working in 
the wholesale and retail trade, restaurants and hotels, and 115,870 people working in financing, 
insurance, real estate and business services. These sectors consisted of 24 percent of the total 
workforce (Hong Kong 1982:56). In 1992, the manufacturing sector dropped to 26 percent, 
whereas the wholesale and retail trades, restaurants and hotels, and financing, insurance, real estate 
and business services rose to about 35 percent (Hong Kong 1992:105). 
51 The number of Japanese companies registered locally rose from 100 in 1977 to 275 in 1989, which 
represented a 175 percent growth (Hong Kong 1977:26; 1989:93). 
Apple Daily September 2006). 
53 My informants' communications (2005). 
54 Bakery Y is the largest Japanese bakery chain in Hong Kong at present, with more than 20 outlets. 
55 My informant's written communication (2005). 
56 Mr Poon is also an experienced baker. Before being promoted to the current position of manager, 
he has been a baker for more than ten years. 
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of Bakery P^^ revealed that their first local outlet, which was a bakery-cafe^^ was 
established in a Japanese department store in Causeway Bay in 1985. He indicated 
that "our main clientele were the Japanese; the customers present in Causeway Bay 
were of comparatively high purchasing power as well". There were more and more 
Japanese-style bakeries and its local emulation emerged. Gradually, they spread to 
a larger market to include the public, when the local society experienced an increase 
in affluent level in general. I have to reiterate that these Japanese-style bakeries 
represent their re-created "Japanese" images through names, decoration, furnishings, 
product display, service style, as well as different novel varieties of bread. This has 
shaped the local people's imagination of what the Japanese-style bakeries, mihn baau 
and taste are. 
The Japanese-style mihn baau was distinguished from the familiar 
Hongkongese type. According to the seasoned bakers, it was differentiated by its 
elaborate appearance. Mr Nip of Bakery N remarked that "one type of the 
Japanese-style mihn baau, we call it 'relishing style', or ‘dim sam style' mihn baau; 
for the decoration, color and appearance, have to make it very fine". The 
experienced bakers expressed that having the fillings placed on top of the mihn baau 
like Japanese-style pizza bread (薄餅包广 was pioneered by the Japanese-style 
bakeries. This was one of the ways to make it more attractive. It changed the 
local norm of having the fillings stuffed. Moreover, it brought in new taste and 
ingredients such as tuna fish to make new flavors, namely tuna fish bread (吞拿魚 
包 F u r t h e r m o r e , the texture of Japanese-style mihn baau was different from that 
of the Hongkongese ones. The former was considered soft but with a more elastic 
texture, compared with the latter，s fluffiness without any elasticity. It was 
attributed to the different making processes^' and the less fat added to it. This 
57 Bakery P is a Japanese chain in Hong Kong. It will be further discussed in the following chapters. 
58 Mr Poon of Bakery P said that the concept of bakery-cafe has already been popular in Japan since 
the early 1980s. 
59 Pizza bread is a flat round bread of about five inches in diameter and is topped with sausages, 
mixed vegetables, ketchup and salad cream. 
Tuna fish bread is an oval bread filled with tuna fish stuffing. 
61 Mr Nip of Bakery N indicated that for the Hongkongese style, the making process just called for 
kneading the dough. As for the Japanese one, it needed to use more strength to knead it vigorously 
to make it more elastic. Master Tong pointed out that the local style was direct fermentation. 
The yeast was directly mixed into the flour and the dough was kneaded straight. For the Japanese 
style, half of the flour was made into a dough which was kneaded and fermented; then, the 
remaining flour was added to the fermented dough which was kneaded once again. Mr Poon of 
Bakery P also remarked that the Japanese style took a slower fermentation process. 
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reflected the new skills and images brought in by the Japanese-style bakeries to the 
local trade. 
The Japanese-style bakeries were also the agents in popularizing 
Continental-style and Danish-pastry-style^^ mihn baau. One informant recalled the 
first experience of consuming Continental-style mihn baau, namely rye bread, in a 
Japanese-style bakery in the 1980s that "I remember it was Bakery Y; some 
German-style mihn baau was available there". These Japanese-style bakeries 
brought in more unfamiliar Continental-style mihn baau, namely baguette, croissant, 
brioche and rye bread, and the novel Danish-pastry-style ones, namely tuna fish 
pastry ( 吞 拿 魚 D e s p i t e the argument of whether the Danish-pastry-style was 
mihn baau, my informants generally considered that it should be. At least, it should 
belong to the family of mihn baau. As mentioned in Chapter One, this was because 
these baked products were sold in the bakeries and were placed next to the other 
ordinary mihn baau. In fact, the Continental-style mihn baau was not new in the 
local society. However, the more "authentic" ones were limited to the high-class 
hotels. Master Hung remarked that "French-style {mihn baau) originated in hotels". 
On the other hand, the more common ones such as hard roll had already been 
localized. My informants hardly regarded them as foreign, but Hongkongese. 
Thus, the Japanese-style bakeries played a role in introducing more new varieties like 
the Japanese- and the Continental-style mihn baau and popularizing them among the 
general public. They challenged the inherited images and extended the boundary of 
mihn baau. This shaped the consumers' imagination of bread, and their taste. 
It was also noteworthy that the Japanese-style bakeries targeted the better off 
when they were first established in Hong Kong, as mentioned. My informants 
expressed that the Japanese-style mihn baau was more expensive than the 
Hongkongese ones available at the neighborhood bakeries. Mihn baau has 
gradually been extended from a necessity to include an element of conspicuous 
consumption by having these rather expensive and exotic varieties sold in the 
Japanese-style bakeries. Yet, it was less conspicuous compared with that of the 
luxurious food. This showed that the re-created Japanese-style mihn baau has 
brought a breakthrough to the local paradigm that mihn baau was just associated with 
a plebian image. It paved the way for the active consumption of the Japanese-style 
62 Danish-pastry-style mihn baau is a Danish pastry with different fillings or toppings. 
63 Tuna fish pastry is a Danish pastry filled with tuna fish stuffing. 
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mihn baau and the other distinctive taste to complement class distinction amid the 
rapid socio-economic changes. 
On the other hand, the local mihn baau market, as a whole, continued to expand. 
This was shown in the expansion of industrial bakers and bakery chains. For 
example, Bakery G established a new modernized plant for Life Bread in 1970 and 
its third bakery plant in 1982^^ Bakery Y established its production plant in Tai Po 
Industrial Estate in \9%T\ The growing demand for convenient food was also 
reflected in the emergence and popularity of bakery chains. For instance, Bakery 
M66, which embarked on the business in 1966^^ notably expanded its network by 
opening its branches along Mass Transit Railway (MTR) lines, the local underground 
railway system, in 197968. Discussing the increase in mihn baau consumption was 
far from complete without relating it to the launch of MTR^^ 
The MTR revolutionized the local transportation modes^°. It facilitated more 
people to work farther away from home?'. It also fueled the fast pace of life. This 
led people to demand more convenient food to go with the hectic life amid the 
tremendous economic development. It was reflected in the mentioned expansion of 
Bakery M in the MTR lines. From then on, there have been more and more bakery 
chains and takeaways established along the MTR lines to cater for daily commuters, 
with mihn baau and refreshments in one-stop shopping at the nodes of traveling. 
Thus, the MTR lines and the ubiquitous bakeries utilize the symbiotic effect to 
stimulate consumption by creating the complementary demand for both convenient 
transport and food. They capitalize on the growing, faster pace of life and promote 
a hassle-free lifestyle through incorporating more quick food into it. Thus, the 
continuous expansion of mihn baau market reflected the changes in local diet, as 
well as the fundamental changes in the local way of life, which laid more stress on 
convenience. These transformations are driven by the interplay of the 
64 Company webpage (2004). 
65 My informant's written communication (2005). 
66 Bakery M is the largest local bakery chain with more than 140 branches at present. 
67 Economic Digest (2002:6). 
68 Weekend Weekly (30'^ November 2005:54). 
69 In October 1979, the first MTR line had nine stations connecting east and north Kowloon. In 
December 1979, it extended to include four more stations reaching Tsim Sha Tsui, south Kowloon 
(Hong Kong 1979:13). 
On the first day of the regular MTR service, it had reached 250,000 passengers (Hong Kong 
1979:13). In 2003, it was estimated to have more than 2.4 million commuters a day (MTR 
Corporation webpage 2003). 
71 MTR has extended to 53 stations along its seven lines linking south New Territories to Kowloon 
and to north Hong Kong Island (MTR Corporation webpage 2003; Transport Department 2006). 
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socio-economic development and the cultural changes. 
The 1990s onwards: The Diversified Development 
The shift in transportation modes was only one aspect to reflect the tremendous 
local development. The drastic political and economic changes since the 1990s 
have exerted a great impact on the domestic way of life. Politico-culturally, the 
return of sovereignty from British colonial rule to China in 1997 deepened the fear of 
losing the unique Heunggongyahn identity and catalyzed the identity crisis. This 
accelerated the quest for, and construct of this, distinctive identity when the local 
people articulated with the imposed Chinese national identity (Tarn 1997). It 
spurred people on actively appropriating food as a means of constructing the sought 
identity (Cheng 2002). 
On the one hand, it triggered off the search for the indigenous Hongkongese 
roots (Cheng 2002). It was under this shadow that chah chaan ting was 
appropriated for representing a unique Hongkongese lifestyle and the 
Heunggongyahn identity (Tarn 1997:303-304; Wu 2001:79). As Tarn 
(1997:303-304) puts it, this distinctive cultural identity is embodied as “to be both 
Chinese and Western (how these are defined never really mattered), as well as to be 
non-Chinese and non-Western". It witnessed the revived nostalgic sentiments in the 
delicacies of chah chaan ting, namely bo loh baau and bo loh yaidf:(疲羅油尸. 
These represented the indigenous “chah chaan ting” culture (茶餐廳文化 ) . T h i s 
was because these items have been "traditionally" made and sold in chah chaan ting. 
One informant indicated that "people regard bo loh yauh as a kind of, what is it 
called? ‘Chah chaan ting, culture”. Another informant expressed that “I think bo 
loh yauh is very, very Hongkongese; this is because it is available at the indigenous 
chah chaan ting as well". Whether these baked items are genuine local creations is 
of no concern, what is significant is that my consumer-informants deem that they are. 
They represent the indigenously Hongkongese, that reflects an indigenous foodway 
syncreticizing the West and the local. One informant made a remark about bo loh 
baau that “I cannot think of where it originated from. Really, this kind of mihn 
baau. I don't know, don't know whether it is indigenous. Nowadays must be very 
indigenous foodstuff in the minds of Hong Kong people; perhaps because there were 
Eat and Travel Weekly May 2006). 
73 Bo loh yauh is a baked bo loh baau slit and inserted with a slab of butter or margarine. 
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not so many bakeries in the past. People said that mihn baau was baked and sold in 
chah chaan ting; there were not so many, you could not get (mihn baau) from 
supermarkets; mihn baau was mostly available at chah chaan ting. At the time, 
there was just bo loh baau, bo loh yauh. Nowadays, you still see bo loh yauh 
available at chah chaan ting. I think (they are) very Hongkongese mihn baau". 
These baked goodies have also been associated with the other unique Hongkongese 
characters and cultures. One informant remarked that ‘‘if bo loh baau is not 
indigenous, there will be no 'Prince de la Bun, (Prince of Bo Loh Yauh •疲羅、7由王 
子 B o loh yauh is developed from bo loh baau; McDuWs (^Su)^^ Prince de la 
BurT. Another informant mentioned that “firstly, I think of the space museum, it 
looks like a bo loh baau. Secondly, there has been a typhoon naming contest 
recently; Hong Kong people, it is funny, adopting the local character, suggested 
naming it after ‘bo loh baau,,,. Yet, she added that the Hong Kong Observatory 
declined this suggestion. This showed that bo loh baau and bo loh yauh construct a 
deep-rooted image of the Hongkongese mihn baau. They not only help to define 
what the Hongkongese bakeries and mihn baau are, but also are appropriated for 
representing indigenous Hongkongese culture. 
On the other hand, the pursuit of a distinctive Heunggongyahn identity was 
reflected in the bringing in of more new food from the global realm to justify 
cosmopolitanism and internationalism (Tarn 1997:302; Cheng 2002). This was 
triggered by the local people's growing apprehension that Hong Kong would become 
just another Chinese city instead of remaining a distinguishable international city 
(Tarn 1997:302). Tarn (1997) puts forward that the distinctive Heunggongyahn 
identity embodying the unique character of syncretism, cosmopolitanism and 
sophistication was constructed and reinforced through the active consumption of yam 
chah. Yam chah was not static or essentially traditional, but was characterized by 
adapting the global and syncreticizing it into an inclusive local (Tarn 1997). In 
addition, the pursuit of a distinctive identity with a sophisticated and western outlook 
was intensified by the increasingly fragmented middle class. This was reflected in 
the active consumption of red wine to display their refined taste and sophisticated 
knowledge. It was contrasted with the conspicuous consumption of brandy among 
74 ''Prince de la Bun” is a local animated film featured McDull, the famous local cartoon character, as 
the leading role. 
75 McDull and his friends are the very few, but successful, locally created cartoon characters. 
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the nouveau riches who showed no taste at all (Ma 2001:134). It was more than a 
coincidence it was under this socio-cultural milieu that saw the notable increase in 
the Continental-style mihn baau. 
The Japanese-style bakeries have popularized the Continental-style mihn baau 
since the 1980s, as mentioned. It spread to the general public through the local 
bakery chains and neighborhood bakeries that emulated these foreign flavors in the 
1990s76. Baguette was the most representative one. Most informants immediately 
thought of it when I mentioned the Continental-style mihn baau. This had to be 
related to the shaping of popular cultures, in addition to that of the bakeries. One 
informant recounted that "I remember that I have read local movies and televisions 
depicting the characters carrying a paper bag full of baguettes. They are depicted as 
walking lightheartedly, sometimes they take a few bites of the baguettes while they 
are strolling along. It really looks very relaxing, and romantic". These images are 
not only limited to my informants' imagery, but also shared among the mass media. 
The popular magazines and newspapers associate baguettes with a carefree and 
romantic lifestyle when they feature bakeries selling the French-style mihn baau (Eat 
and Travel Weekly June 2005:26; Apple Daily May 2006). Thus, the 
consumers and the popular cultures played a complicit role in shaping a particular 
image of consuming baguettes. This created a cultural imagery for people to 
reproduce their aspired identities. 
Apart from that, there was a growth of health consciousness in food choices 
while people were enjoying a relatively affluent life (Cheng 2002). The 
experienced bakers indicated that there has been a notable trend of healthy eating, 
and mihn baau was no exception. It saw a proliferation of healthy mihn baau, like 
wheat bread, wholewheat bread and oat bread. They attributed it to the fact that 
people have paid more attention to the nutritional aspects due to the increase in 
reports on the diet-related diseases. It led them to become more aware of the 
widely popularized dietary credo of "three lows and one high" - low in fat, low in 
sugar, low in salt and high in fiber. Yet, this creed was not necessarily adhered to in 
accordance with its strict nutritional terms. In fact, there were much "nutritional" 
advice featured in the mass media like magazines and newspapers (Apple Daily 
May 2004; Apple Daily March 2005), and "pseudo-scientific" health advice in 
76 Eat and Travel Weekly (29'^ June 2005:17). 
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product promotion (Apple Daily August 2006). People's perceptions of healthy 
and slimming food, and their choices, were inevitably shaped by these guidelines 
readily available in the popular media. This showed that the choices of mihn baau 
were subjected to the influence of the prevailing healthy-eating trend. It also 
revealed the increasing appropriation of a healthy lifestyle for representing 
distinctive identities. 
The pursuit of distinctive identities was founded on having achieved a high 
level of affluence in the local society. Economically, the financial and property 
markets developed at an unrivalled pace in the early 1990s. It fuelled the 
conspicuous spending (Cheng 2002). However, the economy suffered a serious 
blow after the collapse of world stock market in 1997. Hong Kong has then 
undergone economic recession. The depression dampened people's incentive to 
spend, especially on the luxurious items. Yet, it facilitated the consumption of mihn 
baau because it was economical. This brought an unexpected boost to the mihn 
baau market and so to the local bakery chains^^ 
It saw the growth of bakeries amid the economic depression. Some 
informants indicated that many people, especially those who had been laid off or 
forced to work second-rate jobs, learned baking skills in the hope of becoming 
bakers or opening bakeries to earn a living in the time of recession. These emerging 
bakeries targeted very different customers. Some of them were neighborhood 
bakeries. They targeted the lower class and opened outlets in less prime locations 
than the chains; as they could not compete with them financially, particularly taking 
into account the high rental cost. Some were specialty bakeries and bakery-cafes 
that targeted the middle class and the professionals. This showed that there was a 
divergent development of mihn baau with polarized images. On the one hand, there 
was a revived "low" image when mihn baau was consumed to cope with the 
impoverished life during the economic downturn. On the other hand, it witnessed 
the transcendence to a “high” image with respect to the distinctive bakeries and 
bakery-cafes. The growing hierarchal position of mihn baau pointed to the 
intensifying class fragmentation, as there have been more and more divergent types 
of bakeries catering for different customers with different taste. The rise of 
bakery-cafes and specialty bakeries selling the Continental-style and healthy mihn 
77 Economic Digest (2002:6). 
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baau associated with distinctive images amid the economic recession was telling. 
In addition, there has been a proliferation of novel mihn baau. My informants 
indicated that people looked for novelties and demanded more new varieties; the 
younger generations in particular were very fastidious in food choices. One 
informant expressed that “nowadays, the youngsters do not eat mihn baau without 
stuffing". Master Tong said that "(the young ask for mihn baau), firstly, with 
fillings, secondly, with cheese". The informants attributed it to the fact that the 
young enjoyed a relatively affluent life and were pampered by their parents. People 
have also gained widening exposure to the global from the increase in overseas 
education and travel and the rapid information flow, like the internet. The tendency 
to consume novelties coupled with the willingness to spend was shown in one 
informant's remark. She expressed that “Hong Kong people, though they say they 
earn barely enough and do not have enough money to spend, are really willing to 
spend on eating". She added that “at any rate, you sell (mihn baau) at a more 
expensive price and you make it look more elaborate, (the young women) are willing 
to pay no matter how expensive it is". Indeed, people were willing to pay for 
novelties, despite their discretion in spending amid the economic recessiorfs. 
The influences of overseas experiences on food choices cannot be 
over-estimated. The better off, who benefited from the increase in wealth in the 
1970s, were able to afford to travel overseas. In the 1980s，there were more and 
more people able to afford this leisure activity. These overseas experiences have 
markedly expanded and shaped local people's images of food and raised their 
expectations. It led them to demand changes and look for more novel experiences. 
It resulted in the diversification of local food domain by continuously bringing in 
more new taste from different places (Cheung 2001:91; Cheng 2002). This 
facilitated the appropriation of food for constructing and reinforcing the distinctive 
Heunggongyahn identity (Cheng 2002). 
The impact of overseas experiences on the changes in taste is widely shared. 
Mr Tsang of Bakery G commented that "travel is very important; nowadays, tourists 
consume bread when traveling to different places all over the world and return (with 
these experiences)". Master Tong remarked that "some youngsters have studied 
abroad since they were young and have become accustomed to the things, the kind of 
78 Economic Digest (2002:6). 
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food there. Then they interact with (the locals), each exerts influences on one 
another. This shapes the next generations' diets as well". One informant who 
liked traveling, to Europe in particular, expressed that "since you have traveled to 
(foreign) places, you know what the (foreign) things are like; then, when you come 
back to Hong Kong, (you) compare it (with those sold locally)". As for the 
producers' side, one informant indicated that “in the 1960s and the 1970s, people, 
and those living in New Territories in particular, often emigrated to foreign countries. 
Some of them learned to be chefs and worked in restaurants overseas. And, having 
accessed the foreign stuffs and eaten foreign food, they bring with them these 
experiences on returning, integrate them into the local; and food materials and taste 
change. This has been the changes in the last 20 years". Mr Bai of Bakery B^ ^ 
recalled a travel experience that “we once drove to tour around Britain. Eating in 
Britain is expensive. The cheapest way is to buy bread, ham, and some quality 
bacon, at supermarkets. I found out that their bread tasted very delicious, yet it was 
hard to find in Hong Kong". Then, he opened his bakery-cafe selling the 
Continental-style mihn baau two years ago when he encountered a chance. He 
revealed that “there lacks this type of mihn baau in Hong Kong, so I decide to delve 
into it; there is hardly any this kind of bakery making quality mihn baau". Thus, 
the producers re-create more new flavors and the consumers demand more novel 
taste when both of them are shaped by these newly acquired experiences. This 
dialectical interaction leads to reproducing more new images of mihn baau in 
response to each party's changing expectations and taste in the local context. 
The taste for mihn baau is also shaped by social experiences. My informants 
expressed that they acquired their knowledge of, and preferences for, mihn baau 
through various everyday experiences. They included fine dining at classy hotels, 
"authentic" Western restaurants and specialty bakery-cafes, shopping in up-market 
supermarkets, groceries and bakeries, as well as professional advice from Western 
and Chinese medical practitioners and nutritionists. Some informants recalled the 
fine dining experiences at Italian and French restaurants that exposed them to the 
delectable Continental-style mihn baau, which could not be found in the ordinary 
local bakeries. These eateries also introduced them to new ways to eat mihn baau 
like dipping it in olive oil and balsamic vinegar. One informant recounted that she 
79 Bakery B is a bakery cafe. It will be discussed in Chapter Three. 
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especially enjoyed handmade pumpernickel served in a distinctive bakery-cafe where 
she dined with her friends a few times. She considered the mihn baau healthier, 
more sophisticated and very hearty. The first time they visited there was because 
one of her friends suggested dining there. She considered that "only certain kinds 
of people dine there, many of my friends do. The people are like executives and 
have lifestyle; (they) think they have kind of lifestyle; that is not to say, have to be 
very westernized or live a very luxurious life, but are looking for a quality life". 
She then mentioned that "perhaps most of my friends have studied or grown up 
overseas, so most people find that I am like having grown up overseas as well. I 
think I used to admire certain Western things; then, people regard me as rather 
westernized, yet, I am not". In addition, the experiences of having buffets at coffee 
shops in hotels enabled some informants to catch a glimpse of the more special mihn 
baau, like rolls, which was different from the ordinary ones sold in the neighborhood 
bakeries. This reflects the significance of peer socialization on shaping one 
another's taste; as dining out fulfilled important social functions. Social circles are 
one of the media in acquiring the recognized taste. The social others are usually 
friends, colleagues and superiors. One informant expressed that “the mass media 
and friends provide information but the decision is still mine". She also remarked 
that “my taste is influenced by my knowledge". This shows the importance of 
information exchanges in social circles in influencing consumption decisions. 
These social experiences exposed people to new knowledge and images, and 
continuously shaped their imagery. 
Apart from that, it is necessary to look into the role of the government in 
shaping people's expectations of food. There have been gradual shifts in its roles 
from ensuring people were being fed in the post Second World War period, to 
overseeing sanitary issues and tackling the related diseases in the 1950s^°, from 
raising the general public's awareness of maintaining cleanliness and health in the 
1960s8i and the 1970s'' to promoting healthy lifestyle to the public in the 1980s'' 
In 1950, the government set up the Urban Council in the urban districts and the District 
Commissioners in the New Territories to govern the sanitary issues (Annual Report on Hong Kong 
for the Year 1950:53-54). In 1954, the Sanitary Division of the Urban Services Department was 
formed to deal with the sanitary standard, sanitary-related diseases, namely intestinal diseases, and 
similar matters (Hong Kong Annual Report 1954:116-120). In 1959, it launched a "Keep Your 
City Clean" campaign to educate people for maintaining cleanliness (Hong Kong 1961:158). 
81 In 1961, a "Miss Ping On" campaign was launched. It was continued until 1962 to promote the 
awareness of hygienic and epidemic issues like the cleanliness of living environment and the 
intestinal diseases (Hong Kong 1961:157-158; 1962:164). The "Keep Your City Clean" campaign 
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and the 1990s, and then addressing food safety by dealing with the issues of food 
labeling and genetically modified (GM) food from the 2000s onwards^^ It also saw 
the increasing involvement in raising the public's health consciousness through 
different educational campaigns. It disseminated the health-related information like 
balanced diets through different channels like websites, newsletters and seminars^\ 
Coupled with the marked improvement in living standard as a result of the economic 
prosperity, the government's participation in inculcating in people the importance of 
hygiene, and later that of balanced diets and food safety, has exerted an impact on 
shaping people's expectations of better food qualities, their images of an improved 
and healthy way of life and, therefore, their choices of food. It cannot rule out that 
this was interrelated with the demand for food with higher quality and stricter 
hygienic standard. For example, it was more than a coincidence that it was during 
the time of the government's promotion of attending to higher sanitary standard in 
the 1950s and the 1960s that Life Bread was launched and has become well-received 
in spite of its higher prices, as mentioned. The government's involvement in 
promoting balanced diets and implementing food labeling systems has fostered a 
favorable environment for the rise of healthy eating and has helped to popularize it 
among the public in the 1990s and the 2000s when people reached a relatively high 
affluent level. It cannot rule out that corporations responded to the latent changes in 
consumers' expectations, which have already been shaped by the society as a whole. 
Of which, the government has played a role in it. Thus, the government's part in 
shaping the perceptions of the public cannot be neglected. This showed that the 
changes in consumer taste were shaped by the interplay of institutional, economic, 
social and cultural factors, as well as material conditions. 
Thus, it sees a gradual emergence of mihn baau variety from the post Second 
continued and was later changed to "Keep Your District Clean" campaign. It was aimed at 
arousing people's awareness of hygiene, improving the general sanitary standard and preventing the 
outbreak of diseases (Hong Kong 1961:158; 1966:121). 
82 The government carried out "Keep Hong Kong Clean Campaign" in the 1970s. It was aimed at 
maintaining a clean living environment, educating people and getting the public participated in 
these campaigns (Hong Kong 1973:83; 1975:77). 
83 In the 1980s, the government organized "Clean Hong Kong Campaign", "Keep Hong Kong Clean 
Campaign" and other campaigns to educate the general public and the younger generations in 
particular about health and environmental hygiene, arouse their awareness of health, and promote 
community participation (Hong Kong 1982:99-100; 1985:122; 1987:146-147; 1989:160; 1990:174). 
In 1988，the Health Education Unit also organized different programs under the subject of "Health 
Life Style, Happy Life" to promote higher food hygiene and better living environment to the public 
(Hong Kong 1988:159-160). 
84 Hong Kong (2000:186; 2001:185; 2002:176-177; 2003:182; 2004:198-199). 
Hong Kong (2003:182). 
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World War period onwards. It has revealed the influences of the different cultural 
forces like British, Russian through the Shanghainese and the Shandongese, 
Cantonese, Japanese, Continental through the Japanese-style bakeries, and the local 
on shaping the bakers' and the consumers' everyday imagery. This shows how each 
party dialectically interacts with one another in reproducing mihn baau and its 
different images of what bread is. The different styles, like Russian, Japanese and 
Continental, mentioned by the experienced bakers are what they referred to as a kind 
in general. The informants in the baking trade underlined that these types have 
already been localized in terms of their taste and texture to suit the domestic palate. 
By responding to the local taste, it leads them to reproduce different new taste and 
images of mihn baau based on the changing local imagination of the global when 
different foreign bread is brought in. The shared imagery has been built on and is 
contrasted with the previous ones. In addition, there is a continuous expansion of 
mihn baau to include more and more new taste. They are syncreticized with the 
local ones to re-create more novel images. These re-invented images are 
increasingly appropriated for displaying a more refined taste in the pursuit of a 
distinctive lifestyle. This shows that mihn haau has gradually been extended from a 
subsistent food to a necessity and then to become an aspect of conspicuous 
consumption. The growing specialized taste for mihn baau observed in the local 
context at present will be discussed in Chapter Three. 
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Chapter 3 ： The Current Types of Mihn Baau 
In this chapter, I look into the different types of mihn baau in today's Hong 
Kong and relate it to the present socio-economic context. I begin with discussing 
the current socio-cultural context, and the types of mihn baau available at different 
kinds of bakeries as learned from my observation. Then, I present the ethnographic 
data collected from my observation of two different operations. They are a 
neighborhood bakery and a Japanese bakery chain. The purpose is to show the 
growing diversification of mihn baau with more specialized taste. It is also aimed 
at framing a context to examine my informants' consumption patterns and taste, 
which will be discussed in the next chapters. 
The Growing Diversification of Mihn Baau with Specialized Taste 
The growing diversification of mihn baau with specialized taste reflects the 
increasing segmentation of different taste groups in the local context. This has to be 
related to the intensified intra-class fragmentation under the over-arching 
middle-class consumerist culture (Ma 2001:134-135). The corporations cash in on 
people's tendency to appropriate taste for complementing class distinction. Every 
commercialized distinctive trait is a sales opportunity. This becomes critical when 
the enterprises face intense market competition nowadays. They actively create 
niche markets to maximize profits (Stem 2004). This leads to creating more 
nuanced taste for people to actively consume to construct their distinction. 
The role of mass media cannot be over-estimated in the active pursuit of a 
distinctive lifestyle among the fragmented middle class. The publishing industries 
capitalize on consumers' increased free time and their propensity to spend by 
inculcating in them the hedonistic attitudes. Mr Tsang of Bakery G made a 
comment that "nowadays the youngsters do not care about spending". He went on 
to say that "(they) would rather seek enjoyment. (This is the) trend; and have a lot 
of free time. In the past, earning a living was very hard". His remarks are 
revealing. Indeed, there are more and more channels, namely magazines, instilling 
the hedonistic lifestyles into the consumers and providing them with information 
about the latest fashions and taste. For example, Eat and Travel Weekly (飲食男 
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女)1 is one of these popular magazines. It features the prevailing trends and taste 
and introduces different classes and styles of eateries like fine dining restaurants and 
chic cafes. This enables people to leam and keep up with the leading lifestyles. 
Thus, popular media exert an impact on shaping and reproducing people's taste. 
The promotion of pursuing a distinctive lifestyle has spread to mihn baau. It 
is reflected in the mentioned magazine, Eat and Travel Weekly. It has had special 
features on mihn baau at least once a year for the past three years. They are “Bread 
Fantasia"(麵包狂想曲• Bread Fantasia) (Eat and Travel Weekly March 2004)， 
“Years of Hongkongese Bread”（香港麵包歲月）（Eat and Travel Weekly 29'^ June 
2005) and “My Soul Bread" (06 我的生命麵包 • My Soul Bread) (Eat and Travel 
Weekly June 2006). In each of these issues, it introduces the latest fashions in 
mihn baau and bakeries. For example, in the issue of 2004, it features exotic 
flavors, namely French baguette, German pretzel, Italian focaccia and Jewish bagel, 
as well as the chic Continental- and Japanese-style bakery-cafes (Eat and Travel 
tVi 
Weekly \ T March 2004). In the issue of 2005, it presents a newly arrived 
Southeast Asian bread boutique, an up-market in-store bakery comer named Bakery 
丁2, some trendy Japanese-style bakery-cafes, as well as a "traditional" neighborhood 
bakery and some classic Hongkongese mihn baau (Eat and Travel Weekly June 
2005). In the latest issue of 2006, it highlights five latest trends in mihn baau. 
They are the growth of bakery-cafes, the increase in healthy mihn baau, which is free 
from additives, the emergence of bread boutiques, the ingredients and fillings in 
fashion for making mihn baau, as well as some lavish bread accompaniments like 
green fig conserve (Eat and Travel weekly June 2006). In addition, in another 
issue (24th March 2006), it has a special feature on the recent introduction of the 
artisan bread from a famous Parisian bakery into the mentioned Bakery T. It boasts 
the bread being handmade in the traditional ways without additives and baked in the 
wood-fired ovens in Paris. What high-end mihn baau means is shown in their 
prices. The Parisian-branded walnut bread (合丰兆包),which is about 300 grams, is 
sold at $98, and country bread (農丰寸包)，which is about 450 grams, at $78 (Eat and 
1 Eat and Travel Weekly is one of the popular magazines. Each of its editions features a special 
theme like chah chaan ting, has general features about food, eateries, latest fashions and lifestyles, 
and includes copious restaurant and other advertisements. I selected this magazine as it is popular. 
My informants and their friends, and my friends read it. 
2 Bakery T is situated in an up-market supermarket which is located in a shopping mall in the main 
business district. 
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Travel Weekly March 2006). The boasted authenticity and the associated 
prestigious image are embodied in their values. The Parisian bread is definitely not 
just a cheap food for filling the stomach. Indeed, taking into account the textural 
and pictorial descriptions and the listed prices] of the mihn baau (Eat and Travel 
Weekly March 2004; June 2005; 24'^ March 2006; June 2006), the 
targeted are the middle class, those who aspire to enjoy and leam a distinctive 
lifestyle and those who want to have a glimpse of it. The prevalence of these 
popular magazines is reflected in some informants' responses. They mentioned that 
they sometimes bought the issues and glanced through them at their leisure. This 
shows that the mass media are an important channel in inculcating in people the 
prevailing taste and the concerned knowledge. It also reflects their role in 
facilitating the pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle in different aspects of life. Of which, 
consuming mihn baau is one of them. 
The close association between the publishing industries and the food industries 
is also revealed. Both of them benefit from the stimulated demand by capitalizing 
on the pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle. The former needs more appealing features 
to attract more readers, while the latter gains from this kind of publicity to tout for 
more customers. This is similar to Ross' (1980) description of the symbiotic 
business development in the American beef industry. The mihn baau market in 
Hong Kong is dependent on the intricate business relationships that interconnect 
apparently unrelated industries in a subtle way. 
Ross' (1980) description of the role of supermarket chains in facilitating beef 
consumption is insightful for us to look into the expansion of the local mihn baau 
market. Euromonitor International's (2004) survey showed that supermarkets were 
the major channel of distribution which increased from 37 percent in 1998 to 45 
percent in 2004 in terms of the total bakery sales. The view on the supermarkets' 
marked expansion of, and monopoly on, mihn baau retailing is also shared by Mr 
Tsang of Bakery G. He remarked that “(the two largest supermarket chains) have 
captured more than 60 percent (of the market share)". The supermarket chains 
capitalize on and promote a hassle-free but quality life. They extend the one-stop 
shopping to include freshly baked mihn baau at their in-store bakery comers. 
3 For example, the English-style sandwich bread featured in a specialty bakery is sold at $18, and 
green fig conserve is sold at $45 per jar (Eat and Travel Weekly June 2006). From my 
observation, sandwich bread sold in the neighborhood bakeries is around $3 per half a pound and $6 
per pound. A ja r of jam sold in one of the largest supermarket chains is about $16 to $18. 
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According to Euromonitor International (2004), the unpackaged and artesian bread 
recorded a 23 percent growth from 1998 to 2004, while the packaged and industrial 
ones only saw a nine percent increase for the same period. The survey commented 
that the two largest supermarket chains' growing involvement in it could not be 
overlooked (Euromonitor International 2004). Although my consumer-informants 
might not be aware that mihn baau sold in the in-store bakery corners was not made 
from scratch^ they considered it fresher than the packaged ones. The changes in 
industrial bakers' role are reflected in Mr Tsang's comment. He revealed that “for 
the current trend, (the supermarket chains) sell their own mihn baau, it is very 
lucrative". He went on to say that “our role is changed; we make frozen dough for 
them; many are semi-finished products". This shows that the supermarket chains 
actively explore the changes in lifestyles and facilitate mihn baau consumption by 
providing hassle-free, one-stop shopping with a re-created quality image. 
The increasing participation of supermarket chains in supplying freshly baked 
mihn baau reflects the intensified market competition. Since the local bread market 
has become a mature one (Euromonitor International 2004), the bakeries resort to 
stimulating more existing consumption to maximize profits. This leads to the rapid 
expansion of mihn baau varieties to push sales. Mr Poon of Bakery P remarked that 
"this society is very competitive. If we do not launch more new products, our sales 
will drop. So, we have different new products launched every month to respond to 
different taste”. My informants agreed that there were more and more novel 
varieties available, especially at the Japanese-style bakeries and bread boutiques. 
The proliferation of novelties is featured in the local magazines and newspapers. 
For instance, in the mentioned issue of Eat and Travel Weekly (23*^ June 2006), it 
features mihn baau's "in" flavors including vegetables, milk, cheese and chocolate, 
as well as ‘‘out” taste, namely sausages and ham. These novel flavors also reflect 
how the local bakers actively reproduce different images of mihn baau by bringing in 
their imagery of the global. This is revealed in the types that are re-created through 
associating them with the specific geographical or cultural origins. Examples are 
Italian-style tomato bread (意式蕃前包)，and Hokkaido-style condensed milk bread 
4 Euromonitor International (2004) and personal communication (2005). 
5 Italian-style tomato bread is a flat bread with dried tomatoes and herbs (Eat and Travel Weekly 23"^ 
June 2006). 
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(北、海道煉学L麵包）6. In addition, there are more unfamiliar ingredients like 
blueberries, cranberries, cream cheese and Parmesan cheese used in making mihn 
baau, as well as more exotic flavors, namely Scotch bap and French fougasse sold 
locally (Eat and Travel Weekly June 2006). Moreover, the bakeries make slight 
variations on existing ones to create new appearance like in the example of white 
chocolate doughnut (白朱古力冬甩厂(Eat and Travel Weekly 23'^ June 2006). 
These novelties shape people's expectations and images of mihn baau. 
Having different varieties of mihn baau sold in each of the different types of 
bakery is very common in Hong Kong. The bakeries provide a wide range of 
choice from the novel to the nostalgic and the foreign to the familiar in response to 
different customer demand in the globalized local context. For example, Bakery T 
sells the Hongkongese mihn haau such as bo loh baau in addition to the 
Continental-style ones, namely Parisian walnut bread, as mentioned. This reflects 
an interesting but taken-for-granted juxtaposition of different images of mihn baau 
including "high-class", ‘‘novel” and ‘‘everyday，，in any bakery in the local context. 
Each bakery places different weighing on the degree of the represented cultural 
images in terms of being more Hongkongese or more foreign. This reveals that 
consumer preferences are not exclusively clung to any particular taste but represent a 
schema of taste having different degrees of disposition. 
Apart from that, the bakeries stimulate sales by creating more consumption 
occasions for mihn baau. This is achieved by reinforcing the images of mihn baau 
as snacks and quick meals. Mihn baau has already been culturally defined as a 
snack in the local context (Watson 1997b), so the bakeries expediently secure a 
strong niche in the snack market. It sees the proliferation of mini-bread, which is 
claimed to have originated from Japanese-style bakeries, in different types of 
operations to push snacking. For instance, Bakery P sold two types of mini-bread 
with a total of seven flavors, and there was an additional one with two flavors on the 
weekend. The consumers' liking for mini-bread is reflected in my informants' 
remarks. One informant mentioned that "you can taste more flavors; (for example) 
6 Hokkaido-style condensed milk bread is a bread filled with mousse made from condensed milk 
produced in Hokkaido, and sprinkled with icing sugar (Eat and Travel Weekly 23"^ June 2006). 
7 White chocolate doughnut is a ring-shaped doughnut having half of it coated with white chocolate 
and trickled with a few lines of milk chocolate (Eat and Travel Weekly June 2006). This 
shows slight variations on the conventional chocolate doughnut (朱古力冬甩）w h i c h is a 
ring-shaped doughnut having half of it coated with milk chocolate. 
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three pieces for $5. Instead of having one flavor, you can taste three different 
flavors, and the appearance is very cute and it tastes delicious. I feel happier". 
She added that “it is not too filling”. Another informant expressed that “the portion 
of mini-bread is not too large, so it is fit for teatime, and you can try more different 
flavors, let's say, two to three instead of just one for the same amount of money. 
When you choose among the plentiful varieties available, you feel very happy, not to 
mention enjoy the different flavors". My informants considered that the smaller 
portion of mini-bread made it suitable for snacking, and adding a touch to lunch. 
They are persuaded to consume more. It reveals that mini-bread is an ingenious 
capitalistic creation to stimulate sales. The growing snack types in different new 
appearance reinforce mihn baau's novel images in the minds of the consumers. 
The other way to create consumption occasions is to reinforce the image of 
mihn baau for satisfying quick meals. This is in response to the growing, faster 
pace of life and the increasing workloads, in particular. Some informants expressed 
that they found it convenient to have mihn baau because they could ate it when they 
kept working in their lunch hour; this enabled them to cope with their heavy 
workloads. They also indicated that this situation became worse since the economic 
recession, as many employers have cut the staff. This pragmatic consideration 
facilitates people to consume mihn baau for a convenient meal. The bakeries then 
actively capitalize on these informal meals to stimulate sales. 
The corporations are shrewd in capitalizing on, as Appadurai (1990:307) puts it, 
"fetishism of the consumer" in maximizing profit. They inflate individuals' needs 
and wants by creating an illusion of catering for each of them. It leads customers to 
demand more tailor-made choices. This accelerates the development of more 
nuanced taste. It is reflected in how the bakeries cash in on the consumers' growing 
preoccupation of healthy eating. As mentioned by the experienced bakers, the trend 
of healthy eating has spread to and becomes prevalent in the mihn baau market. 
This is shown in the growing specialization of healthy mihn baau types. 
The healthy mihn baau becomes more prevalent. From my observation, the 
healthy types are boasted of having the health-balancing or health-enhancing 
qualities. They are promoted as being low in fat, low in cholesterol, low in sugar, 
high in fiber, or a combination of these qualities, or having been enriched with the 
essential nutrients, namely calcium. They use promotional words like “healthy”， 
"natural" and "organic". They boast of using wholesome ingredients such as 
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unprocessed and semi-processed flour (namely wholewheat and rye), grains and 
seeds (namely multi-grains and sunflower seeds), nuts and dried fruits (namely 
walnuts and figs) and olive oil. These materials are claimed to help people to 
maintain a balanced diet for restoring health. They are also alleged to help those 
who are on a diet to keep a slim body. Apart from that, there are the types, usually 
the Japanese-style ones, which feature using ingredients like brown sugar, black 
sesame seeds, sweet potatoes and pumpkins. These materials are claimed to have 
been researched, often in Japan, as having health-enhancing properties, like being 
especially rich in vitamins and minerals and high in fiber. No matter whether the 
information or the alleged research reports are true or not, this shows that the 
bakeries appropriate the scientific knowledge for developing new varieties to attract 
customers. They explore and stimulate consumers' demand for more diversified 
choices with specialized taste. 
The expansion of healthy mihn baau is reflected in all kinds of bakeries. Take 
Bakery G as an example of the industrial bakers, a quarter of its packaged mihn baau 
in the retail line belong to the healthy choicesl Mr Tsang commented that “(the 
current trend is towards) nutrition; nowadays people ask for choices in buying mihn 
baau and having all the nutritional values explained". He went on to say that "it 
becomes very tailor-made for each individual; some people need calcium, so have to 
eat more calcium; some people need fiber; nowadays, making mihn baau has almost 
turned specialized; some {mihn baau is made) for women who have needs different 
from the others, some for the elderly, some for children; all have to be tailor-made, 
fragmentation". For instance, Bakery G has 100% wholewheat bread (全麥包)9 
and hi-calcium sandwich bread (高金丐方包).He remarked that “play on consumers' 
psychological needs, this is done all over the world; we follow trend". It shows that 
the bakeries actively segment taste and stimulate demand for more choices. This 
leads to the growing specialization of customer taste, while the bakeries cash in. 
However, the consumers may not be fully aware of the economic motives of 
bakeries in shaping their demand for healthy mihn baau. The corporations actively 
exploit the healthy eating by segmenting the markets to maximize profits (Stern 
8 Company webpage (2004). 
9 "No cholesterol" and "100% vegetable oil" are highlighted on the package. On which, there is also 
a short passage printed stating that "Bakery G 100% wholewheat bread contains rich amount of 
dietary fiber which provides an aid to a healthy gastrointestinal tract, may help reduce the risk of 
colon cancer". 
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2004). Nevertheless, my informants attributed the growing consciousness of 
healthy eating to their widening exposure to more information. They indicated that 
there were more news reports on diseases, namely avian flu, and food scandals like 
adulterated food and polluted food. One informant said that "in recent years, there 
have been a lot of medical reports, or other kinds of reports, that keep reminding 
(you that) this and that affect your health". My informants also considered the 
outbreak of SARS in 2003 as having a direct impact on changing their attitudes 
towards health and life. One informant expressed that "perhaps after SARS, people 
consider health more important". On the other hand, they admitted that they were 
aware of the fast-growing beauty industry in facilitating the slimming trend. Yet, 
most of them considered that they were not influenced much by it. It shows the 
different perspective held by the consumers and the producers. This discrepancy 
reveals how the latter exploits the former for lucrative gains. 
The market forces cannot be over-estimated. There was a market survey 
showing that the advertising expenses of the beauty and slimming industry recorded 
a rise of 63 percent when comparing the first six months of 2004 with that of the 
same period last year (Apple Daily July 2004). Similarly, Mr Poon of Bakery P 
attributed the prevailing trends of healthy eating and slimming to the intensive 
advertising of the related industries in recent years. He added that "since 
information flow has become advanced, people are more aware of the importance of 
health. Perhaps they did not know enough in the past, maybe they even did not 
know the internet; but nowadays people have different kinds of information available, 
so they know the importance of health. Therefore, no matter they eat or play, they 
relate it to health". As he put it, "taste and health are relative". The recent 
government survey also indicated that the expenditure on fitness services including 
spa, massage and slimming services were about $81 million for the year of 2004 to 
2005, compared with about $18 million for 1999 to 2000. This is an increase of 3.5 
times (Apple Daily 28出 April 2006). People are inevitably shaped to be more 
conscious of health and body shape because of advertising (Apple Daily April 
2005). They are driven to consume more health food, including mihn baau. 
Thus, it shows the apparently straightforward development of mihn baau is in 
fact shaped by the intricate interaction among the economic, social, cultural and 
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ins t i tu t iona l fac tors and the capitalistic force. Facing the intense market 
competition, the bakeries actively develop more new flavors and re-create more new 
images of mihn baau in response to the rapidly changing consumer taste. On the 
other hand, the customers' images of and preferences for specific taste are 
dialectically shaped by the mihn baau reproduced in different bakeries. In the 
following sections, I exemplify the current context of growing diversification with 
specialized taste by presenting the ethnographic data collected from my observation 
of bakeries. 
Types of Bakery 
Before examining the ethnographic data collected, it is necessary to know the 
major types of bakeries in Hong Kong. They are neighborhood bakeries, bakery 
chains, and specialty bakeries, which include bakeries specializing in healthy mihn 
baau, bread boutiques and bakery-cafes". I categorize them into three groups based 
on their scale of operation, varieties of mihn baau and images. As far as their 
images are concerned, I draw the impression from the textual and pictorial 
descriptions in one of the local popular magazines, Eat and Travel Weekly, my 
informants' replies and my observation. I briefly discuss them as follows: 
Neighborhood Bakery^^ 
Neighborhood bakeries are small-scale bakeries. They are conveniently 
located in almost every neighborhood. Most of them are independent operations, 
while some are small-scale chains running a few branches. The latter is different 
from the large-scale bakery chains, not only in terms of their production scales and 
financial resources but also with regard to their brands. Their names are not 
widespread but are limited to a particular neighborhood. This is with the exception 
of a couple of famous "traditional" bakeries. 
The types of mihn baau sold are limited to about 30 to 40. Most items are the 
typical Hongkongese mihn baau, namely bo loh baau, gai meih baau and sausage 
bread. My informants refer to them as indigenously Hongkongese. What they 
meant by it is that they have been accustomed to eating these familiar flavors since a 
The role of government in facilitating healthy eating has been briefly discussed in Chapter Two. 
11 I categorize bakeries specialized in healthy mihn baau, bread boutiques and bakery-cafes into 
specialty bakeries. These bakeries occupy a relatively small segment in the local mihn baau 
market, compared with neighborhood bakeries and bakery chains. Yet, they represent an image 
markedly differently from the latter two. 
12 The data and comments are summarized from Eat and Travel Weekly (29th June 2005), my 
informants' communications (2005) and my observation. 
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young age. There are also a few healthy choices, such as wheat sandwich bread (麥 
方包)，available at these bakeries. Some of them sell some Continental-style items 
like baguettes. “Freshly baked" is one of their main appeals as most of them have 
on-site baking facilities. Their cheap price also attracts the general public. Yet, 
the crude and less standardized appearance of their mihn baau is differentiated from 
the elaborate image of the Japanese-style bakeries or the standardized control in the 
local bakery chains. However, most informants insisted that the most delectable bo 
loh baau could only be found in these neighborhood bakeries, and definitely not in 
the modem bakery chains. One informant expressed that "for bo loh baau, it has to 
be bought in (the neighborhood bakeries located in) the wet markets, the places that 
sell egg tarts as well; (those bo loh baau) taste delicious. If I have choice, I 
definitely will not (patronize local bakery chains)". To sum up, these bakeries 
reflect an old-fashioned, eclectic but humble image. 
Bakery Chain�了 
Bakery chains are established operations with a chain of outlets. Local bakery 
chains have emerged since the late 19605" and Japanese-style ones since the 1980s'^ 
Most of them have their mihn baau centrally baked and delivered to their networks 
of conveniently located outlets. Compared with neighborhood bakeries, their 
branches are usually situated in more prime locations in commercial and residential 
districts like in MTR stations and shopping malls. They offer a wider range of 
choices. The presentation of mihn baau shows a neat image and standard sizing. 
These bakeries target a wide spectrum of customers ranging from the general public 
to the middle class. 
For the local bakery chains, the varieties sold daily number about 40. Yet, 
their choices are not limited to the familiar Hongkongese mihn baau. They emulate 
the images of the Japanese style. They continuously create novel and healthy 
choices encompassing local, Western and Japanese types. Take Bakery M as an 
example, there are novelties like crabmeat and mushroom bread (蟹根[J蘑薛包）'6 in 
addition to the everyday choices, namely bo loh baau. They also emulate the 
13 The data and comments are summarized from Eat and Travel Weekly (29'^ June 2005; 23"^ June 
2006), my informants' communications (2005) and my observation. 
14 Economic Digest (2002:6). 
15 My informants' communications (2005). 
16 Crab meat and mushroom bread is a claw-shaped bread with fortified crab meat and mushroom 
stuffing. 
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Japanese-style bakeries by using the claimed nutritional ingredients like brown 
s u g a r " to re-create healthy items such as brown sugar and red bean bread (黑糖紅豆 
麵包)i8. Recently, they have introduced a new healthy line'^ including golden 
raisin rye bread (黑麥金提麵包)2。，by appropriating the sought after quality of 
“cholesterol free". My informants found their prices more expensive than that of 
neighborhood bakeries, but still considered it economical. In brief, local bakery 
chains represent a syncretic, innovative but rationalized image. 
Bakery chains present an image of confidence by capitalizing on the brand 
asset. Local bakery chains are no exception. However, the effect of local chains' 
representation varies across different classes. It is more effective on the working 
class. This was shown in a remark from a salesgirl working in a neighborhood 
bakery in the working-class district. She expressed that their customers had 
confidence in local bakery chains. She attributed it to the fact that the chains 
advertised their products, not necessarily mihn baau per se but the others, namely 
moon cakes, to present a quality image as a whole, hence, people were willing to pay 
more. She mentioned that the mihn baau sold in the chains was not as delicious as 
theirs but was more expensive. On the contrary, my informants expressed a 
different view on it. One informant expressed that ‘‘the mihn baau sold in Bakery 
M (tastes) very artificial, very, how should I put it? Perhaps have nothing special, 
or perhaps are overly soft". This shows that local bakery chains try to capitalize on 
the brand asset to represent a confident and quality image. Yet, this quality image is 
not equally recognized by the middle class. 
As for the Japanese-style bakery chains, there is a much wider range of novel 
choices. Although my informants doubted the authenticity of their Japanese-style 
mihn baau, they expressed that it was made to present a "Japanese" image. What 
they meant by Japanese is the mihn baau is very different from those sold in local 
bakery chains and neighborhood bakeries. One informant expressed that “with the 
mihn baau sold in Bakery Y, you can tell it that it is Japanese on sight because I find 
their varieties, (for example) sausage bread, is not like sausage bread as perhaps it 
has other elements mixed into it; get the feeling that it is not like (ordinary sausage 
17 Brown sugar is boasted of being richer in minerals and vitamins than white sugar. 
18 Brown sugar and red bean bread is a brown sugar-flavored loaf with red beans. 
19 This new healthy line is boasted of using cholesterol-free oil (穀米f由）in making the mihn baau. 
Golden raisin rye bread is a loaf having rye flour and golden raisins added. 
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bread)". The mihn baau is considered more original and richer in flavors, 
especially having a stronger buttery taste. Its appearance is more fancy and cute. 
Having more than 60 types sold daily is common. Though their prices are higher, 
my informants found it acceptable because their mihn baau was more delicious in 
taste, appealing in appearance and distinctive in style. Take the Bakery Y as an 
example, there are the localized exotic types such as plain, tomato- and 
curry-flavored naan, as well as the re-invented local flavors, namely Danish-style bo 
loh baau (丹麥式菠蘿包)2i. There are more varieties of mini-bread like green tea 
red bean mochi bread (綠茶紅豆鍋餅尸 which features Japanese-style green tea and 
red bean flavors. Their healthy mihn baau has both Western- and Japanese-style 
choices like whole wheat bread and brown sugar soft bread (黑糖香車欠包尸.In a 
nutshell, Japanese bakery chains represent an original, elaborate and quality image 
with a re-created ‘‘Japaneseness，，. 
Specialty Bakery狄 
Specialty bakeries are not entirely new in Hong Kong. I refer to them as 
bakeries specializing in healthy mihn baau, bread boutiques and bakery-cafes. 
They have gradually emerged since the 1980s. Yet, it is in recent years when 
people enjoy a high level of affluence and begin to pursue a distinctive lifestyle that 
sees the marked growth of these bakeries. They are usually located in the 
commercial districts, middle-class residential areas and downtown shopping malls. 
The prices of their mihn baau are expensive. 
As revealed by its nature, bakeries specializing in healthy mihn baau target the 
health-conscious or those seeking alternatives. Their mihn baau is promoted as 
being wholesome since it is made from natural, organic and healthy ingredients like 
unprocessed flour and olive oil. Bakery N exemplifies specialty bakeries in healthy 
mihn baau'. It is located in North Point, a commercial-cum-residential area in Hong 
Kong Island. Mr Nip, the owner, has established it for ten years with a vision to 
make distinctive mihn baau with an image of health. He also aims at changing 
people's attitudes towards mihn baau from just consuming it for convenience to 
21 Danish-style bo loh baau is a domed Danish pastry with the short topping of bo loh baau. 
22 Green tea red bean mochi bread is a mini-bread. It is a flat round green tea-flavored bread stuffed 
with red bean puree and a walnut. 
23 Brown sugar soft bread is a brown sugar-flavored domed sandwich loaf. 
24 The data and comments are summarized from Eat and Travel Weekly (17'^ March 2004; April 
2004; 29^ June 2005; 23"^ June 2006), my informants' communications (2005) and my observation. 
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treating it as a food for enjoyment. The first time I went there, I was struck by its 
promotional taglines written on the show-window that said "our mihn baau 
emphasizes naturalness and healthiness; use natural yeasts, high fiber; no 
preservatives, artificial colorings or animal fat,^. I was also impressed by “Bakery 
N's anecdotes", a leaflet written by Mr Nip to share his experiences and views. For 
instance, it features the reasons for not selling bo loh baau or gai meih baau to 
respond to the frequent customer enquiries, and the ingredients for and the basic 
methods of making mihn baau to let people know more about. This is aimed at 
arousing their interest and changing their attitudes. Mr Nip told me that "if you 
place a bo loh baau here and you tell people that it is healthy, nobody will believe 
you". His remark reminds me that bo loh baau has a connotation of being 
indigenously Hongkongese, it is also strongly associated with unhealthiness. Its 
absence then reinforces the bakery's healthy image. When I asked how he made the 
mihn haau to suit the local palate, Mr Nip revealed that “I have already mixed the 
three methods (Hongkongese, Japanese and Continental) into one". He added that 
“I have already modified the Continental-style mihn baaiis hardness and elasticity, 
so the ones sold here are well-received". He also mentioned that he has adjusted 
the making method of wheat bread by blending it with that of the Japanese-style 
mihn haau and the aroma of the Hongkongese style in order to make it less bland to 
suit the local taste. These efforts were reflected in their mihn baau (Appendix 7). 
For example, there are more special, healthy choices, namely mix peel bread (什皮合 
才兆包)26. There is an array ranging from the familiar wheat bread (健康麥包尸 to 
the novel sweet potato bread (蕃薯包尸.T o sum up, this kind of bakeries not only 
represents a healthy image, but also re-creates new images of mihn baau. 
The bread boutiques target people who seek avant-garde alternatives. This is 
shown in their modem and trendy interior design following the boutique-style display. 
The other salient feature is the wide range of novel variety like caterpillar-办o loh 
yauh (菠蘿、7由蟲蟲)29, which is characterized by being innovative and fun. Some 
bread boutiques are really out-of-the-ordinary. For example, one of them offers a 
line of carbon-flavored mihn baau including carbon-flavored bo loh baau (竹炭菠蘿 
25 I translate the Chinese tagline into English. 
26 Mix peel bread is a loaf made from wholewheat flour with mixed peel and walnuts. 
27 Wheat bread is wheat sandwich bread. 
28 Sweet potato bread is a bread with sweet potato filling. 
29 Caterpillar-Z7o loh yauh is three mini-sized bo loh yauh in a row. 
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包)3o. The Japanese carbon powder is claimed to be good for the gastrointestinal 
health^ ^  Yet, my informants did find it bizarre and over the top when I mentioned it 
to them. In short, this type of bakeries represents a modem and fun image. 
As for the bakery-cafes, they appeal to people who pursue a quality life. They 
are located, not necessarily in the central business district, namely Central, but in 
areas where expatriates, professionals and the middle class work and live, namely 
Quarry Bay. Since they operate both bakeries and cafes, they serve light meals, 
refreshments and confectionery in a leisurely atmosphere in addition to selling mihn 
baau. Most of them feature mihn baau being handmade without any additives and 
following natural fermentation process^l They usually reproduce the Continental or 
the Japanese styles, but at the same time localize them by bringing in the bakers' 
creativity in response to the local palate. Examples include pumpernickel and raisin 
dark rye bread (法式提子稞麥麵包T h e r e f o r e , personal touch, craftsmanship 
and high quality are their distinctive appeal. The mihn baau available at these 
bakeries are contrasted with the impersonal mass-produced wares from the local 
bakery chains and industrial bakers. Take Bakery B as an example, it is located in a 
less bustling lane just streets away from the office blocks in Sheung Wan, Hong 
Kong Island. Mr Bai, the owner, commented that "selling Continental bread was 
hard to survive (in business)". He found it necessary to diversify the business and 
localize the bread to suit his customers' taste. For instance, the amount of raisins 
added to the mihn baau was reduced to make it less intense in flavor. Moreover, he 
had to sell Hongkongese mihn baau, namely bo loh baau, during breakfast time. 
He indicated that “it is mostly the bosses who (have the leisure to come here to) have 
breakfast. These customers are older, traditional, (and are used to) eating bo loh 
baau, gai meih baau (while) enjoying a cup of milk tea, (or) coffee”. He added that 
“(their) taste is relatively traditional". He also served light meals such as 
Carbon-flavored bo loh baau is a bread having Japanese carbon powder and ground rice batter 
mixed in the dough. This results in a dark gray bread, which is topped with a crusty topping. 
The topping looks like that of bo loh baau but is not the same. It is much harder, thicker and 
crunchier than the conventional short topping (Eat and Travel Weekly 23*^ June 2006). 
31 Eat and Travel Weekly (23*^ June 2006). 
32 The experienced bakers indicated that the natural fermentation process does not use additives. 
Although it takes longer time to ferment the dough, the finished mihn baau is chemical-free and 
tastes more delicious. This is because it lets its natural taste fully develop and evaporates the bitter 
taste resulted from fermentation. They mentioned that adding chemicals to make mihn baau is 
very common nowadays, as it makes the dough ferment much quicker and to larger size. Though 
it saves cost, it results in a tasteless and overly soft mihn baau with a tinge of chemical flavors. 
33 Raisin dark rye bread is a baguette-shaped rye bread with raisins. 
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sandwiches and salads in lunch hour to cater for customers like office ladies who 
seek lighter food as an alternative. These pragmatic considerations drive him to 
re-create the localized Continental-style mihn baau while reproducing its "authentic" 
image. It is also noteworthy bakery-cafes break the local paradigm that mihn baau 
is just a cheap grab-to-eat item. It has gradually become a food for enjoyment. 
This points to that mihn baau has been brought to a new cultural realm. It enables 
the middle class to actively appropriate this newly created medium for pursuing a 
distinctive lifestyle. As Mr Bai put it, "I make mihn baau for people who like 
eating mihn baau; perhaps those who like eating mihn baau belong to the middle and 
the upper-middle class in the market". In a nutshell, bakery-cafes represent a 
sophisticated, distinctive and relaxing image. 
Having briefly reviewed the three types of bakeries, I decide to choose a 
neighborhood bakery and a Japanese bakery chain to illustrate different types and 
consumption patterns of mihn baau. This is because both of them are popular in 
Hong Kong, yet represent different images. Although specialty bakeries are distinct, 
they are not prevalent but limited to a niche market at present. Hence, they are not 
representative enough to show the current situation, though mihn baau has gradually 
extended to become a more conspicuous consumption. I therefore selected a 
neighborhood bakery to represent the familiar independent operation to show the 
popular image of mihn baau, as well as a Japanese bakery chain to represent the 
chain operations to reflect the relatively distinctive image. I present my observation 
conducted in these two bakeries and briefly describe each of their backgrounds and 
types of mihn baau in the following sections. 
Bakery H: The Neighborhood Bakery 
Bakery H is an independent neighborhood bakery located in an old public 
housing estate in Shek Kip Mei, Kowloon. It takes me about five minutes walk 
along the road from the closest MTR station to get there. It is conveniently located 
at the comer of an alignment of shops next to the wet market on elevated ground. I 
have to walk up a short flight of stairs to reach it. I can see it from afar before 
crossing the main junction to arrive at the residential block where it is situated. 
The owners, Mr Ho and Mrs Hui who are brother and sister, have been 
operating it for about 28 years. During my month's observation there I found out 
that they are in charge of daily operations like overseeing production, supervising 
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staff and serving customers. Yet, they do not engage in baking. There are two 
male bakers in their sixties and fifties making mihn baau in the workshop at the rear 
of the bakery. Master Hung, the baker, indicated that both of them worked 12-hour 
shifts, one from midnight to around noon and one from 5:00am to about 5:00pm. 
There are also three middle-aged salesladies and one elderly salesman working in 
shifts. Since no uniform is provided, the salespeople wear T-shirts and jeans. And, 
the bakers wear vests and shorts because of the heat in the workshop. 
The bakery opens daily from 6:30am to 8:00pm supplying freshly baked mihn 
baau. Most varieties are ready by breakfast time to meet the high customer demand 
in the morning. In the rest of the day, they are baked depending on the sales to 
maintain adequate supplies of each type. Master Hung explained that some items, 
namely bo loh baau, were sold fast, so they baked a whole baking pan of it, but for 
those, namely barbecued pork bread, luncheon meat bread and ham and egg bread, 
which were sold at a slower rate, they baked two items together in a pan. Baking a 
smaller amount each time was necessary to keep its freshness and appealing plump 
shape to tout for customers; this was because when mihn baau was left for a while, it 
got a crinkled and squashed appearance easily and looked like having been left 
overnight. In addition to mihn baau, they sell ham and cheese sandwiches, hot dogs, 
hamburgers, confectionery，〜bread spread and beverages. 
The first thing that struck me was the array of large square metal baking pans 
covered with thick transparent plastic panels on a long bench in front of the shop for 
displaying most mihn baau. The pans are exactly the same ones used in baking. 
The salespeople take the whole pan of freshly baked mihn baau from the workshop 
to the front of the shop for display. This shows the improvised practices, which are 
common to the old-fashioned neighborhood bakeries. The eye-catching display in 
front of the shop touts for customers. Mrs Hui remarked that the passers-by were 
not appealed to when the mihn baau was displayed inside the shop. This practice 
also allows customers to expediently choose among different varieties as it spares 
them entering the limited shop area. It not only saves the hectic consumers' 
precious time, but also enables the salespeople to handle the high customer flow in 
the morning. This is important as the bakery retains the old-fashioned style of 
34 The bakery sells western and Chinese goodies. The former includes cakes, pies, tarts namely egg 
tarts, palmiers and cookies. The latter includes pastries with glaced winter melon paste, glutinous 
rice pancakes with red bean paste, walnut crunch, almond biscuits and puffed rice bars. 
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customer service. The sales staff pick the mihn baau from the selected variety for 
customers who are not welcome to do so. The customers seldom enter the shop. 
The actual shop space is kept for preparation work and storage. For example, the 
salespeople trim the crusts off sandwich loaves, slice the loaves and pack them in 
plastic bags there. The furnishings are functional in design. This reflects the 
precedence of pragmatic considerations. Besides, there is no display card showing 
the names or prices of mihn baau. Yet, most customers are familiar with the 
varieties on display. 
The regular customers receive better service. They have developed a friendly 
relationship with the owners and the sales staff. For example, Mr Ho and Mrs Hui 
greet them heartily and like to chat with them. Mrs Hui allows them to pay later 
when they are in a hurry and even receives less than the actual amount. She also 
selects the choice mihn baau on display and sometimes takes the trouble to go inside 
the workshop to pick the freshest one for them. On the contrary, these favors are 
not for the general customers. Greetings are kept to the basics. "Hi, what do you 
want to buy?" is almost the standard phrase. The salespeople find it troublesome 
when customers specify the particular mihn baau they want, instead of letting them 
pick a random one from the chosen type. One saleslady expressed that she was 
irritated by the fastidious customers' "superfluous" enquires such as, “when was the 
mihn baau baked?” and “were they baked overnight?". She added that these fussy 
people belonged to the infrequent customers; the regulars did not ask these questions 
since they have known the quality of their mihn baau. However, from the 
consumers' perspective, these “irritating” questions are important. This is reflected 
in the fact that some customers even touch the plastic covers to see whether the 
covers have been warmed by the heat of the freshly baked mihn baau. It shows the 
liking for freshness. Yet, those who actually do so are the unhurried si naaih (§币 
奶 o r the elderly. This contrasts with the rushed customers who do not bother to 
do so. Some of them even start to cram the paid mihn baau into their mouth while 
still waiting for the change. This shows that convenience probably takes 
precedence over other criteria like freshness. 
As the bakery is conveniently located in one of the main routes to MTR stations, 
schools and wet market, it is packed with working people and students in the 
Si naaih refers to the working-class housewives in general. They are usually dressed in a 
relatively gaudy fashion and show relatively less refined manners. 
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morning rush hours and is frequented by si naaih and the elderly during the rest of 
the day. There are also university students and domestic helpers, as a university and 
a large middle-class private housing estate are located nearby. Yet, not many 
residents there visit it. Mrs Hui revealed that they mainly covered the 
neighborhood and student business, so they entered a low season during summer 
vacation. Thus, the primary neighborhood business generated from the public 
housing estate reflects that the bakery represents the general public's consumption 
patterns and taste. 
Types of Mihn Baau 
There are more than 30 types of mihn baau sold daily (Appendix 8). This is 
on the low side when it is compared with that of the more than 60 types sold in the 
Japanese-style bakery chains. The varieties are described as Hongkongese. One 
informant who has bought mihn baau there expressed that "the types of mihn baau 
available at Bakery H are those that you have been accustomed to eating them from a 
young age; let's say, sweet bun (甜餐包广，raisin bun (提子小麥包尸 and sausage 
bread. Even though the Japanese-style bakeries sell sausage bread as well, their 
appearance is markedly different from the one sold in Bakery H. I think the mihn 
baau sold in Bakery H is very traditional, very familiar". The mihn baau is 
distinguished by its sweet and rich flavors, soft texture and familiar appearance. 
There are almost half of them literally belonging to the sweet type with respect to the 
sweetened dough, fillings and toppings. The plain mihn baau are lightly sweetened. 
The savory-stuffed varieties are filled into the sweetened dough. Moreover, the 
stuffed mihn baau are filled with familiar ingredients such as red bean paste and 
Chinese barbecued pork to make a substantial filling. Even mini-bread is filled 
with meaty stuffing like sausages and Chinese barbecued pork. The appearance of 
stuffed mihn baau is without major variation. It reflects the local paradigm of 
Chinese baau by having the fillings stuffed. This is with the exception of a few 
items like pizza bread, which follow the Japanese-style mihn baau by having the 
fillings placed on top. On the other hand, there is a lack of the Continental-style 
type, namely baguette, the novel variety like Danish-pastry-style mihn baau and the 
more special and lavish ingredients such as chocolate. The healthy types are 
36 Sweet bun is a sweet soft bun in knot shape. Some chah chaan ting and bakeries sell the 
round-shaped version. 
37 Raisin bun is a dark brown sweet bread with raisins. 
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limited to a couple of items. Wheat sandwich bread is the obvious one. Mrs Hui 
also peddles raisin bun as another alternative. She told me that having raisins added 
to it made it more wholesome. Thus, the mihn baau available at Bakery H fits into 
the experienced bakers' description of the Hongkongese mihn baau mentioned in 
Chapter Two and my informants' images of what it is in terms of its sweet and rich 
flavor, soft texture, as well as familiar ingredients, appearance and taste. 
I regard Bakery H as an old-fashioned neighborhood bakery. The mentioned 
informant who has bought mihn baau there also considered Bakery H a traditional 
neighborhood bakery representing the typical family-run operation which was 
prevalent in the past decades. She remarked that "this is taking into account its 
decoration and furnishings, its types of mihn baau which are very familiar, its 
location which is in the public housing estate, and its prices which are very 
economical; the impression that I get from it，，. Yet, beneath the dated image, people 
bustle into it to start their hectic days by consuming the freshly baked mihn baau. 
Their mihn baau also reveals the heartiness and creativity of the bakers. For 
example, unlike the conventional bo loh baau with red bean (糸工豆疲藤包and bo 
loh baau with coconut (挪糸糸疲羅包)39, theirs have a slice of cherry placed on top. 
Their tuna fish bread is made into the shape of a fish, instead of the conventional 
oval shape. Thus, Bakery H represents an old-fashioned independent bakery, yet at 
the same time is familiar and actively constitutes the everyday life. 
Bakery P: The Japanese Bakery Chain 
Having observed Bakery H for almost a month, I visited Bakery P. They 
represent two very different images in terms of clientele, mihn baau types, 
consumption patterns and general impression. Bakery P is a chic Japanese bakery 
chain. Its Japanese image is represented first by presenting it as a Japanese 
company with its headquarters there. 
The first local branch was established in 1985, as mentioned in Chapter Two. 
It now has three bakeries located in the commercial and middle-class residential 
areas and two bakery-cafes in the business districts. Mr Poon, the manager, 
oversees these five branches and engages in product development. Yet, he does not 
station in any particular outlet but routinely visits each of them to supervise them all. 
38 Bo loh baau with red bean is a bo loh baau filled with red bean paste. 
39 Bo loh baau with coconut is an oval bo loh baau filled with coconut and butter paste. 
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Unlike most of the chains, all of their outlets have on-site baking facilities that 
supply freshly baked mihn baau. He remarked that “freshly baked mihn baau is one 
of our selling points". The types of mihn baau baked and the opening hours of each 
of their outlets are slightly different subject to the target customers in the specific 
area. I conducted my observation in their Tai Koo Shing branch, which opens daily 
from 10:00am to 11:00pm. Tai Koo Shing is one of the large-scale middle-class 
private residential estates in east Hong Kong Island. 
The bakery is located in the food court on the ground floor of a Japanese 
department store in the shopping complex, which constitutes part of the middle-class 
housing development. The first-time visitors to the mall may overlook the bakery if 
they do not happen to wander around the department store and then the food court. 
The first time I went there it took me about 15 minutes walking time from the MTR 
station to reach the department store and a further five minutes to find out where the 
bakery was. However, having conducted the observation there for about a week, I 
found that the location was not as inconvenient as I had thought. In fact, it is quite 
conveniently located. It just takes a minute's walk from the nearest escalators. It 
also catches anyone's sight in the food court because of its Japanese-style rustic 
interior design. Besides, having a Japanese-style bakery inside a Japanese 
department store creates a symbiotic effect in that they reinforce each other's image. 
The Japanese image is reinforced by the ways that the bakery is presented to 
the public. Mr Poon indicated that "firstly, quality; our quality is mostly brought in 
from Japan, we pay much attention to our quality, firstly. Secondly, it is the service; 
our staff have got training, that is the service attitudes towards customers. Whereas 
in the local bakeries, (their staff) just wear T-shirt, or they do not even need to wear 
uniforms. Let's say, when you pass our bakery, our staff welcome you". He 
demonstrated greeting me in Japanese. He went on to say that "greet you. Every 
idea is (construed) markedly distinguishable from the local bakeries. For example, 
you can see that in the local bakeries, in a word, perhaps their price cards are 
hand-written. But even for our decoration and furnishings, we pay much attention 
to it". His remarks led me to pay more attention to the details including product 
display, decoration and furnishings, staff, service and ambiance as a whole. 
The wide range of mihn baau is displayed in an orderly way. They are neatly 
presented on the shelves and are grouped under different sections in accordance with 
types and sizes. The individual- and mini-sized items are displayed on plastic trays 
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which are put in the transparent compartments. Sandwich bread and loaves are 
packaged into transparent plastic bags and displayed on the shelves; apart from 
baguette, which is packaged into paper bags and put in a rattan basket. The 
systematic display is clear in that, for example, all the mini-bread are placed under a 
section near the centre of the shop. The different types of Danish-pastry-style mihn 
baau are grouped together in the adjacent shelves near one of the entrances. And, 
most of the sandwich breads are categorized in an alignment of shelves opposite the 
entrances. All the packaging bags have the company name and logo, mihn baau 
name and ingredients printed, and the shopping bags have the company name and 
logo printed. Each type has a display card with printed Chinese and English names 
and prices placed in front. New and promotional items are highlighted by cards or 
flags marked with "hand-written" Japanese names and taglines. When there are 
freshly baked items on display, the staff put small flags with the words, "freshly 
baked”，next to them. These are important promotional tactics. The freshly baked 
items appeal to many customers. Some of them put the already selected items back 
and then choose the freshest. This shows their preferences for the freshly baked 
mihn baau. In fact, there are "wooden" plates behind the cashier counter to list out 
the baking schedules of some popular items to show when the freshest batches are 
out. Apart from the wooden plates, the bakery uses light brown wooden panels for 
furnishings. It reminds me what my informants told me that the Japanese-style 
bakeries in general tended to use plenty of wooden materials in interior design to 
create a rustic image. 
The staff play a part in creating a professional image. This is first reflected in 
their neat uniforms. The bakers wear white chef outfits and the salesgirls blue 
dresses with checked aprons and headscarves in a rustic style. The latter reminds 
me of the old-fashioned stewardess. It is notable that the sales team mainly consists 
of women in their twenties or thirties, while the baking squad has both female and 
male staff. They are responsible for frontline work and daily production, 
respectively. The baking team follows well-organized schedules to make the wide 
range of mihn baau. Most of the individual- and mini-sized mihn baau have been 
baked and are on display when the shop opens. The remaining ones and most 
packaged items are ready from noon onwards. All the mihn baau are replenished 
constantly to maintain abundant supplies. In addition, it sells sandwiches, hot dogs, 
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c o n f e c t i o n e r y o f which some are noted by their Japanese-style flavors, conserves 
and beverages. It has a sandwich comer selling refreshments and make-to-order 
sandwiches as well. 
The attention to details is reflected in the service. The salesgirls play an 
important role in creating a friendly atmosphere. Since the bakery adopts the 
self-service style, paying at the cashier counter is the main interaction point. Yet, it 
is not limited to that. As mentioned, the staff greet the customers, in Japanese, 
politely whenever they come across them. They always express ‘‘excuse me" and 
"thank you” when conversing with the customers. This enhances a courtesy image 
of the Japanese-style bakery. 
These minimized but courtesy interactions create an ambience that encourages 
consumption. My informants contrasted the service received in the Japanese-style 
bakeries in general with the rather rude service occasionally received in some of the 
old-fashioned customer-service bakeries, as well as the self-service neighborhood 
bakeries. One informant expressed that “I feel uncomfortable in selecting mihn 
baau in the old-fashioned customer-service bakeries, and even in some of the 
self-service neighborhood bakeries, as the salespeople gaze at me when I pick and 
choose mihn baau, and when I leave without buying anything, they sometimes give 
me a hard stare, and this makes me feel unhappy. But in the Japanese-style bakeries, 
I can pick and choose mihn baau, the choicest one, at a leisurely pace, and if I leave 
without buying anything, there will not be any hard stare from the salespeople". 
Another informant indicated that “when I frequent the old-fashioned 
customer-service bakeries and some of the self-service neighborhood bakeries, I 
think of what kind of mihn baau that I am going to buy beforehand, this is to 
minimize the time that I stay in the bakeries; as the salespeople turn sulky when I 
spend too much time on picking and choosing, I finish buying the mihn baau that I 
need in the shortest time possible. But in the Japanese-style bakeries, I am not 
bothered by the salespeople, so I feel comfortable in picking and choosing my 
favorite mihn baaiT. These remarks are aligned with my observation in Bakery P. 
Apart from those who are very rushed, their customers generally walk around the 
bakery, glance at different varieties, take the plastic trays and tongs available, decide 
which mihn baau to buy at last, scrutinize and pick the choice ones, walk around it 
恥 The confectionery includes pies, scones, muffins, steam cakes, souffles, cream puffs and cookies. 
The Japanese-style flavor includes green tea scones and green tea red bean steam cakes. 
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once again, pick one or two more items, walk slowly towards the cashier counter, 
pay and then leave. The self-service style encourages consumers to pick and 
choose and make them buy more in this pleasant atmosphere. This is especially 
coupled with the fact that there are more varieties of mihn baau available at the 
Japanese-style bakeries in general. They are considered as of higher quality and 
tasting better. The former informant expressed that “if I have a choice, I would 
rather patronize the Japanese-style bakeries, taking into account that they have more 
varieties, their food quality is higher, mihn baau is more delicious, and service is 
better. Indeed, their wide range of variety is really appealing to me". The latter 
informant remarked that “for the Japanese-style bakeries, there are many novel 
varieties launched from time to time, so I spend more time in picking and choosing 
different novel flavors to try new ones". Therefore, the ambience and the mihn 
baau varieties as a whole lead people to consume more. 
I was impressed by the high customer flow observed in Bakery P. I hardly 
believed the long queue for payment when I first visited there. It was about 3:00pm 
that I noticed the orderly queue, which lasted intermittently at least until I left at 
around 4:30pm. I will not be surprised if the line is found during the conventional 
morning peak. Mr Poon remarked that "even in the regular hours, we have long 
queue as well". The salesgirls mentioned that customer flow was always on the 
high side. They took a line for granted. I found out from my observation that 
having a queue from noon onwards is common. This is notwithstanding that two 
skilled salesgirls have often been assigned to be in charge of the two cashier registers 
and two extra ones to assist them in packing the mihn baau in the cashier counter to 
speed up the paying process. What I mean by skilled staff is they take no time in 
recalling all the names and prices of mihn baau and then press the amount into the 
cash registers. Nevertheless, the intermittent queue occurs. 
The high customer flow reflects its diverse mix of clientele. There are 
consumers from the nearby private housing estate, including the locals, expatriates 
and domestic helpers. Also, the shopping mall itself is a centre of attraction to draw 
customers. It is a large-scale multi-storey complex, which has cinema, department 
stores, different types of shops and eateries, and an ice skating rink, not to mention 
the occasional exhibitions held there especially during holidays to attract more 
visitors. Moreover, there are a few office blocks adjacent to the shopping complex. 
This creates a diverse customer mix of leisure shoppers, the white-collar, expatriates 
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and domestic helpers, in addition to the main middle class residents in the immediate 
vicinity. The different visiting times complement one another in creating a steady 
flow of customers. The leisure shoppers, including visitors to the mall who drop by 
the bakery at any time, avoid the cluster of customers in one or two peak periods, 
like in the morning. This facilitates the dispersion of customers into different time 
periods. Yet, it still maintains a high and steady customer flow. 
Discussing the high customer flow is not complete without referring to the 
redemption program'^'. From July to August 2005, the customers could get a 
stamp for every purchase of mihn baau at SlS'^l Having accumulated ten stamps, 
they could redeem a trendy recycle bag. Mr Poon referred to the redemption 
program as a kind of promotion. I observed that many customers participated in it. 
This is especially obvious among the women and the elderly who shop with their 
children and grandchildren, respectively. They are busy calculating the total 
amount of payment after they have selected a number of mihn baau. When they 
find out that the lump sum falls short by a couple of dollars, they pick one or two 
extra items to meet the required amount. The salesgirls mentioned that many 
residents living nearby deliberately visited the bakery and bought mihn baau in order 
to accumulate the stamps for redeeming the gift. This shows that the redemption 
program encourages people to consume more. It also reflects that the bakery is 
rather popular among the middle class residents in the immediate vicinity. Buying 
mihn baau for getting the redemption gift reveals that mihn baau has gradually 
extended from being just a necessity to including an element of leisure in it. Thus, 
the prevalence of the customers from the neighboring middle-class residential estate 
shows that the bakery represents their consumption patterns and taste. 
Types of Mihn Baau 
There are more than 70 types of mihn baau sold daily (Appendix 9). 
Compared with Bakery H, it provides a much wider range of choices. And, with 
the other Japanese bakery chains, which offer about 60 types, it is on the high side as 
well. In addition, Mr Poon remarked that "every month we do some kinds of 
promotion, launch new products". For instance, he mentioned that "we are 
currently doing a mini croissant (迷你牛角酥广 promotion fair". I also observed 
41 Redemption program is one of the popular promotional tools adopted by Japanese bakery chains. 
42 This limit is not hard to meet; as the amount of two individual-sized mihn baau meet it in general. 
43 Mini croissant is a mini-sized croissant. It is straight instead of crescent-shaped. 
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that mini horn (迷你,忌廉卷)44 was one of the featured items sold on that weekend. 
He pointed out that they rotated the varieties for sales monthly and had new products 
added to them. All these promotional tactics help to create a refreshing image. 
The refreshing and novel image is reflected in the flavors, varieties and 
appearance of mihn baau. There are Japanese-style flavors like red bean puree and 
curry, as well as the more special and lavish ingredients such as chocolate, shrimps 
and smoked salmon. The use of red bean puree and curry is noteworthy. 
Although Hongkongese red bean bread is regarded as old-fashioned, its Japanese 
counterparts are well-received in general. The Japanese-style curry mihn baau is 
rather popular, of which the curry flavors are sweeter and less spicy than its Indian 
counterparts. There are different varieties of cheese-flavored mihn baau. Mr Poon 
commented that ‘‘Hong Kong people like cheese flavor, cheese bread and the like; 
these are very popular". He explained in short that “delicious，，. They re-create 
‘‘Japanese’，novelties, namely Japanese pizza (曰式燒薄餅广 and bean jam white 
(白大牛畐)46. These items strike me as following the prototypes of characteristic 
Japanese food, which are not bread at all. The former reproduces the image of 
savory pancakes, which is eaten as a light meal; and the latter that of glutinous rice 
dumplings with sweet fillings, which is a snack. It reinforces the ‘‘Japanese” image 
by associating mihn baau with the typical Japanese food. There is an array of the 
Continental-style mihn baau. Mr Poon remarked that “Hong Kong people have 
slightly changed their taste. They like eating the Continental style {mihn baau) 
comparatively. For example, the younger generations like eating baguette. In fact, 
for the Continental-style mihn baau, our bakery currently provides a wide range of 
it”. There are different kinds of Continental-style mihn baau, namely country semi 
France (鄉村軟法包广 and tuna France (吞拿魚法國包广.These items reflect the 
adaptation to suit the local palate for soft texture, rich flavor and substantial fillings. 
By responding to customers' taste, the bakery re-creates new images of Continental 
bread. There are a number of Danish-pastry-style mihn baau, namely chocolate 
44 Mini hom is a mini-sized hom-shaped puff pastry filled with cream. 
45 Japanese pizza is a flat round bread in about 5-inch diameter, which is topped with meat, vegetables 
and salad cream and is sprinkled with flaked dried fish. 
46 Bean jam white is a bread filled with red bean puree and custard cream. 
47 Country semi France is a soft and enriched loaf. 
48 Tuna France is a flat round baguette with tuna fish stuffing. 
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Danish (朱古力丹麥穌)49 and cream horn (忌廉卷圈广 . T h e wide range of the 
Danish-pastry style appears to be a characteristic of the Japanese-style bakeries. Mr 
Poon said that “this is because the local (bakeries) cannot make it. The machine 
used to make them is very expensive and the local bakeries cannot (afford it). They 
do not have this kind of clientele, so they do not buy this equipment; they do not 
invest in this equipment for making these products". This becomes noteworthy 
when we take into account that Bakery H lacks this kind of mihn baau. Mini-bread, 
namely pao de queijo (一口芝士/J�食)5i and mini croissant, available at Bakery P is 
also less substantial compared with those sold in Bakery H. Besides, the 
appearance of mihn baau is fancy. For example, there are flower-shaped com ham 
flower (粟米火腿花包)52 and knot-shaped almond twist Danish (杏仁紐繩丹麥i^)53. 
The aesthetic appearance is contrasted with the familiar but inconspicuous items in 
Bakery H. Therefore, Bakery P provides their customers with novel mihn baau in a 
fancy image. 
Apart from that, there is a wide range of healthy mihn baau. Mr Poon 
indicated that "we definitely cater for each customer's demand. Different kinds of 
customers visit our bakery, including the sick and the diabetics who choose some 
(mihn baau which is) low in sugar, or wheat bread. We sell these as well". For 
example, there are healthy bread (健康麥方包广，multi grain bread (五穀全麥包尸 
and figs and walnut rye bread (無花果合才兆裸麥包广.There is brown sugar raisin 
bread (黑糖提子包广.And, they promote black sesame bread (黑芝麻方包广 by 
citing Japanese nutritional information. It is noteworthy that all the sandwich bread 
has crusts. This is in sharp contrast to the popular crustless sandwich bread found 
49 Chocolate Danish is a Danish pastry with chocolate. 
50 Cream horn is a hom-shaped puff pastry filled with cream. 
51 Pao de queijo is a spherical bread with different flavors, in the size of a table tennis ball. 
According to Wikipedia (2006) under the title of "Cheese Bun", pao de queijo which is Portuguese 
is a cheese bun made from cassava or com flour. It is originated from Brazil and is also popular in 
Bolivia, Paraguay and northern Argentina (Wikipedia 2006). According to Eat and Travel Weekly 
(17th March 2004), pao de queijo has been popularized in the bakeries in Japan and is developed 
into various flavors namely red bean and green tea (Eat and Travel Weekly March 2004). In 
Hong Kong, it is believed to be originated from and popularized by the Japanese-style bakeries. 
52 Com ham flower bread is a bread twisted into a flower-like shape and topped with corns and ham. 
53 Almond twist Danish is a Danish pastry twisted into a knot and sprinkled with flaked almonds. 
54 Healthy bread is wheat sandwich bread. 
Multi grain bread is sliced loaf made from brown flour and multi-grains. 
56 Figs and walnut rye bread is a baton-shaped rye bread with figs and walnuts. 
57 Brown sugar raisin bread is brown sugar-flavored domed sandwich loaf with raisins. 
58 Black sesame bread is a black sesame-flavored domed sandwich bread. 
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in the general bakeries. As compared with the limited healthy alternatives in 
Bakery H, Bakery P provides more different choices. This shows that it actively 
re-creates a healthy image in response to their customers' needs and taste. 
More tellingly, no bo loh baau or gai meih baau is available at Bakery P. Mr 
Poon stressed that “if we make bo loh baau and gai meih baau, we will not be a 
Japanese-style bakery but a local bakery". It reminds me of my informants' 
expressions that they take bo loh baau and gai meih baau for granted as indigenously 
Hongkongese because they have been eating them since a young age. Then, the 
absence of these items helps to dissociate a bakery from a local, Hongkongese image. 
Even the ordinary sausage bread has been re-created here and transformed into their 
more elaborate versions like sausage roll (腸仔卷包)59 and frankfurter France (�法蘭 
克牛畐月昜、法包)6*^  This distinguishes a bakery from the local neighborhood bakeries 
and its mihn baau from the Hongkongese ones. Thus, these subtle differences play 
a role in re-creating Bakery P's Japanese-style mihn baau and reproducing its 
Japanese-style novel and fancy image. 
I consider Bakery P a chic Japanese-style bakery. The first time I visited there, 
I was impressed by its array of fancy mihn baau. One informant expressed that this 
bakery gave her an impression it was partly Japanese and partly Continental. This 
was because she found similar mihn baau available at the other Japanese-style 
bakeries, namely Bakery Y, and at the bakeries selling the Continental-style mihn 
baau. She found that their mihn baau had a very wide range of variety, especially 
more healthy choices, and the decoration was fine and neat. She considered that the 
bakery targeted the middle class and the white-collar. Similarly, Mr Poon admitted 
that their prices were not inexpensive. He said that "the customers who frequent 
here are willing to spend, they have known what kinds of mihn baau we are selling". 
He later mentioned that "the customers frequent this bakery because they want to 
consume the mihn baau that cannot be bought in the other bakeries, Bakery P's 
unique mihn baau”. By targeting the consumers who are willing to pay for quality 
mihn baau, Bakery P re-creates the types of mihn baau and the images in a 
dialectical response to what their customers and the middle class in particular 
imagine and look for. These customers actively construct a schema of quality life 
by resorting to consuming the distinctive mihn baau in a Japanese-style bakery. 
59 Sausage roll is a bread wrapped around a sausage, brushed with sauce and sprinkled with parsley. 
Frankfurter France a stripe of baguette wrapped around a frankfurter sausage. 
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Thus, Bakery H and Bakery P exemplify very different images of mihn baau 
and bakeries in Hong Kong at present. The former represents and reproduces a 
familiar image of what an old-fashioned independent bakery and the Hongkongese 
mihn baau are. The latter reflects and re-creates a chic image of what a 
Japanese-style bakery chain and its novel mihn baau are. Both of them show the 
continuous localization of mihn baau. Bakery P, in particular, points to a growing 
diversification of mihn baau with more specialized taste that dialectically responds to 
the middle class, their main customers, amid the rapidly changing local context. 
There has been a wide range of mihn baau sold in any bakery in Hong Kong as 
learned from Chapter Two and this chapter. The array ranges from the popular 
Hongkongese mihn baau to the novel Japanese-style and the less familiar 
Continental-style ones. These varieties, which have emerged from different 
decades, can be found in different types of bakeries alike. The bakeries are more 
likely distinguished by different degrees of stresses laid on the economic values and 
the cultural images of mihn baau presented. Take bo loh baau as an example, it is 
available at the distinctive Bakery T that sells expensive airborne Parisian bread, the 
stylish bakery-cafe that sells naturally-fermented mihn baau, the local bakery chains 
that sell novel flavors, and certainly the familiar neighborhood bakeries. Each of 
the lower strata emulates and reproduces the array of mihn baau that those carrying 
higher images make in more localized forms and taste. This is in response to the 
growing popular social taste, when the foreign bread is percolated down to become 
the everyday mihn baau. It blurs the delineated taste boundaries by having different 
types of mihn baau juxtaposed in different bakeries. In the following chapter, I 
examine the consumption patterns of, and taste for, mihn baau. This is to look into 
the role of mihn baau has played in the local context and its implications. 
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Chapter 4: The Consumption of Mihn Baau 
Having briefly reviewed the mihn baau development in Hong Kong, I discuss 
the consumption patterns as well as the consumer taste in this chapter. Beginning 
with my observation of two bakeries, Bakery H and Bakery P, this enables me to look 
into different consumption patterns in a neighborhood bakery and a Japanese-style 
bakery chain. Furthermore, I enquire into my informants' reasons for consuming 
mihn baau at different meal times and their preferences through in-depth interviews 
in order to find out why they opt for mihn baau and how their choices are made. 
The Different Consumption Patterns Observed in the Two Bakeries 
Bakery H: The Prevalence of Necessity Consumption 
Based on my observation in Bakery H, the business peaks in the morning and 
then drops to a sluggish period at lunchtime. After that, it rises at teatime and falls 
back to another low from late afternoon onwards. It reaches its quietest period 
before the shop closes. As far as the customer profile' is concerned, there is no 
major difference in gender^ Many of them are young adults who appear to be in 
their twenties and thirties�. The majority of them dress casually. 
The morning peak cannot be over-estimated. From around 7:00am to 9:00am, 
1 recorded about 80 sales per hour, which was about double that at teatime and 
six-fold that at lunchtime. Master Hung, the baker, agreed that “for our bakery, (the 
morning peak) starts from 7:00am, until around 9:00am, this period is very busy". 
He also said that “(the other baker and I) work without a break (in the morning)". 
This is to meet the high demand. The majority of these customers are working 
people and students rushing to work and schools, respectively. They usually choose 
bo loh baau and gai meih baau\ One saleslady expressed that people rushed there 
‘ I worked out the ratios of customer profiles by dividing the number of customers appeared in 
different sub-groups of gender and age by the total number of customers observed during my whole 
observation. Since I recorded the data manually by myself, there might be some variations in the 
actual numbers. Taking into account this limitation, I still present my findings here so as to give 
my readers a brief idea of what the bakery's customers are. 
2 As learned from my observation, females represented about 60 percent of the total number of 
customers. 
3 As learned from my observation, the young adults represented about one third of the total number of 
customers, the elderly and the middle-aged about one quarter each, children and teenagers about 
less than one-fifth, and domestic helpers about less than one-tenth. 
4 As learned from my observation of the morning peak, there were about two baking pans of bo loh 
baau sold per hour on average, of which each pan had about 20 pieces. For gai meih baau, there 
was about one pan sold per hour on average, of which each pan had about 21 pieces. 
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in the morning, uttered “bo loh baauV\ grabbed it and then left. The working 
people usually buy two mihn baau at a time. Whenever these items are sold out, 
they switch to another type. They do not wait until the next batches are ready, 
which just takes a few minutes' time. This reflects that they are pressed for time. 
I observed that a few working folks start to cram the mihn baau into their mouths 
while waiting for the change. Similarly, some primary and kindergarten pupils are 
hurried by their parents and a few of them are literally ordered to cram the mihn baau 
into their mouths while waiting for the change or walking to schools or bus stations. 
Master Hung and one saleslady agreed with my observation and added that students 
in particular hurried there to grab mihn baau and left immediately for schools, and 
some ate it while taking a bus or something. This shows that it is more than just a 
matter of convenience. These young people are socialized to acquire a habit of 
eating mihn baau while walking or engaging in other activities. This not only 
reinforces the fast pace of life, but also shapes their less refined manners and hinders 
them from developing a taste in mihn baau. In addition, there are the elderly and si 
naaih. Some of them hurry there to buy a pack of crustless sandwich bread or a few 
mihn baau, while some casually drop by after shopping in the wet market. Then, it 
is natural to see customers waiting to get their mihn baau packed. This is 
considered regular on weekdays. 
In the rest of the day, the elderly and si naaih become the main customers, with 
a sprinkling of domestic helpers, workers and students. Master Hung indicated that 
“it starts to be busy again at around 3:00pm, very busy". The teatime is another 
peak, which lasts until around 5:00pm. There are si naaih and the elderly together 
with their children and grandchildren, respectively, dropping in to buy a couple of 
mihn haau. Bo loh baau and gai meih baau are still the most popular items，. I 
was also told that it was the time when customers bought mihn baau and sandwich 
bread in particular for the coming breakfast. On the other hand, the low period is 
between 11:00am to 3:00pm, and from 5:00pm onwards. The hour before the shop 
closes is the quietest time when hardly anyone passes by. In addition, weekends 
and public holidays are the low days. Mrs Hui, the owner, remarked that their 
regular working customers and students were off. There are only si naaih, the 
elderly, some young adults and children dropping in to buy mihn baau. 
5 As learned from my observation of the teatime, there were about one baking pan each of bo loh 
baau and gai meih baau sold per hour on average. 
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As far as the popularity of mihn baai/ is concerned, bo loh baau and gai meih 
baau are the two leading items. They generated more than half of the total number 
of sales recorded during my observation. The former represented about one third of 
it and the latter a quarter. They left the others far behind. The other rather popular 
items, which include mini-bread, raisin bun and sausage bread, comprised only about 
one tenth of the total number of sales observed?. Master Hung agreed that “bo loh 
baau, gai meih baau (get) the most (sales)". Having mentioned in Chapter Two, he 
attributed people's liking for ho loh baau to its short topping being crispy and hence 
more delicious. He revealed that their bo loh baau tasted much crispier in particular 
since they have added a higher proportion of eggs to make the topping and have left 
it overnight before laying it on top of the dough; this made it look glossier as well. 
Similarly, one saleslady indicated that ‘\bo loh baau and gai meih baau are) cheaper, 
more special, delicious. (People) are accustomed to (eating them). They have 
always been famous, these two items, I think, (people) have known these two items 
since they were young”. Nevertheless, when I asked Master Hung whether the 
popularity of bo loh baau and gai meih baau contradicted the current healthy-eating 
trend, he replied, in short, "gap". He also said that their customers had a liking for 
the sweet food; otherwise they would not make so many sweet items. This points to 
that their customers' tastes probably differ from the current trend of healthy eating. 
With respect to their consumption patterns, which peak in the morning, and 
their customers' rushed ways of buying and consuming, mihn baau appears to be a 
convenient food that helps them to cope with their hectic life. When Bakery H,s 
main customers come from the working-class neighborhood of the public housing 
estate, the noticeable popularity of bo loh baau and gai meih baau reflects their 
preferences for the sweet, rich and familiar flavors. Thus, their eating patterns 
show the prevalence of necessity consumption and their taste reflects the popular 
taste for the familiar and the substantial. 
Bakery P: The Reflection of Conspicuous Consumption 
There has been a high flow of customers since noon in Bakery P. I recorded 
6 I worked out the ratios of popularity by dividing the number of each type of mihn baau sold by the 
total number of mihn baau sold during my whole observation. As I recorded the data manually by 
myself, there might be some variations in the actual numbers. Despite this limitation, I believe that 
my findings give my readers a brief idea of the popularity of different types of mihn baau. This is 
important as far as the customers' taste is concerned. 
7 As learned from the total number of mihn baau sales noted during my observation, bo loh baau 
represented about 32.8% of it, gai meih baau, 23.7%, mini-bread, 4.5%, raisin bun, 4.1%, and 
sausage bread, 3.3%. 
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about 150 purchases per hour from then until at least 7:00pm. Though the bakery 
opens at 10:00am, their business is not affected by excluding the morning peak hours 
and can still maintain to have a steady flow of customers. As far as their profile is 
concerned, there are more femalesS. Most of the customers are young adults in their 
twenties and thirties9. 
The main customers visiting the bakery from noon onwards are females who 
appear to be in their late twenties to early forties. Judging by their light and trendy 
handbags or recycling bags, together with plastic shopping bags from the Japanese 
department store in where the bakery is located, I guess they are from the nearby 
neighborhood. The salesgirls mentioned that a lot of regular customers were from 
the private middle-class residential estate in the immediate vicinity. I noticed that 
these female customers dress in a chic and smart casual style and are conscious of 
their manners, which are different from the gaudy and obviously less refined si naaih 
observed in Bakery H. About a quarter of them were shopping with children, 
probably because of the summer vacation. There are also customers of different 
nationalities visiting the bakery as learned from their conversations with their friends 
in other languages like English and Japanese, though they comprised a small segment 
compared with the locals. The salesgirls also told me that the Japanese, such as 
housewives, liked buying mihn baau in their bakery. In general, most of the 
customers buy just one or two pieces. They also like to add a few more mini-bread 
to their selections. Some of them indulge in picking and choosing a considerable 
amount of mihn baau, probably encouraged by the redemption program. As 
mentioned in Chapter Three, many of them are busy calculating whether the selected 
items reach the required $15-limit to get a redemption stamp, or whether they get an 
optimal combination to maximize the number of stamps obtained. When they leave 
at last, they bring with them one or two shopping bags packed with a few 
individual-sized mihn baau, a dozen of mini-bread and a couple of packaged items. 
They appear to enjoy this leisure activity when they pick and choose different mihn 
baau and accumulate the redemption stamps to get the free gift. It is more than 
necessity consumption. 
8 As learned from my observation, females represented about three quarters of the total number of 
customers. 
9 As learned from my observation, the young adults represented nearly half of the total number of 
customers, the middle-aged almost one-third, and children and teenagers about less than one-fifth. 
The elderly and domestic helpers filled the remaining. 
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The bakery is frequented by the white-collar during lunchtime. Mr Poon, the 
manager, made a remark on the current healthy-eating and slimming trends saying 
that “females, in particular, do not like eating heavy food nowadays. They often eat 
mihn baau for lunch, white bread and wheat bread. I think it is the trend, which 
was unlike the fad in the last few years. The advertising has been really intense in 
recent years". I noticed that the lunch business was mainly generated from women. 
He also indicated that “lunch is the busiest hour, this is because Hong Kong people 
are getting busier and do not even have time for lunch. They buy a sandwich, buy a 
mihn baau, and work while eating it". The lunch peak observed in Bakery P, which 
is located in a middle-class residential area and near some office blocks, is in sharp 
contrast to the quiet lunch business in Bakery H, which is situated in a working-class 
public housing estate. 
The recurring long queues on the weekend are noteworthy. As mentioned in 
Chapter Three, a line queuing for payment occurs intermittently on weekdays from 
noon onwards. The packed bakery becomes even more crowded on the weekend. 
Mr Poon made a general remark on the bakeries located in the shopping malls that 
“(the sales) get better on the weekend". It is full of weekend shoppers like family 
shoppers consisting of three generations. They have visited the shopping complex 
in where the bakery is located. This is recognized from the handful of shopping 
bags they carry, indicating they have just shopped. These weekend shoppers 
indulge in picking and choosing mihn baau and chatting with their family members 
or friends to decide which ones to buy. Shopping in Bakery P appears to be one of 
the itineraries of their outings to get distinctive mihn baau, which is different from 
the everyday flavors in the neighborhood bakeries. The weekend business in 
Bakery P contrasts markedly with the sluggish one observed in Bakery H. 
As far as the popularity of mihn baau is concerned, it shows more diverse 
preferences. The popular items included ring donut (糖環都用yo, pao de queijo, 
sausage roll, comet (忌廉號角)"，and raisin hearth (提子直燒广.These items 
represented about one fifth of the total number of sales recorded'I This more 
evenly distributed pattern is in sharp contrast to the skewed one observed in Bakery 
� Ring donut is a ring-shaped doughnut sprinkled with sugar. 
11 Comet is a hom-shaped bread filled with cream. 
12 Raisin hearth is a loaf with raisins. 
13 Learned from the total number of mihn baau sales noted during my observation, ring donut was 
about 5.4% of it, pao de queijo, 4.9%, sausage roll, 4.1%, comet, 3.1% and raisin hearth, 2.9%. 
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H, of which it is prevailed by bo loh baau and gai meih baau. However, ring donut, 
sausage roll and raisin hearth remind me of doughnut, sausage bread and raisin loaf 
sold in Bakery H. Yet, their popularity in Bakery P contrasts with that of their 
counterparts in Bakery H. Although mini-bread and sausage bread were quite 
popular in Bakery H, their popularity cannot be compared with that of bo loh baau 
and gai meih baau. This is not to mention raisin loaf and doughnut in Bakery H, of 
which their sales are mediocre. It is noticeable that mini-bread sold in these two 
bakeries is different. They belong to two different kinds of mihn baau and 
represent very different images. Pao de queijo in Bakery P is a novelty with respect 
to its less familiar image in terms of appearance and flavors. While mini-bread sold 
in Bakery H appears to replicate the familiar and substantially stuffed mihn baau, 
namely sausage bread and barbecued pork bread in miniature. Similarly, comet in 
Bakery P reflects different impression and flavor from that of the everyday mihn 
baau in Bakery H. The popularity of these more special items reflects, as Mr Poon 
has mentioned in Chapter Three, that the customers frequenting Bakery P look for 
the distinctive mihn baau which cannot be bought in the other bakeries. The taste 
and images are different from that of the ordinary types found in the local bakeries. 
With regard to Bakery P's consumption patterns, mihn baau appears to be more 
than just belonging to necessity consumption. This is shown in their high and 
steady flow of a diverse mix of customers. Despite the fact that some of them, such 
as the white-collar, consume mihn baau to cope with their tight schedules, some pick 
and choose it at a leisurely pace. The latter is shown in the presence of leisure 
shoppers, including the regular consumers from the nearby middle-class 
neighborhood who participate in the redemption program to get the free gift, and the 
weekend shoppers who make visiting the bakery part of their outings. It is also 
reflected in the popularity of the distinctive mihn baau, namely pao de queijo. This 
reveals their customers' preferences for the novel taste, which cannot be satisfied in 
the everyday neighborhood bakeries. It reflects their active pursuit of a distinctive 
taste. As indicated by Mr Poon in Chapter Three, their customers were those who 
were willing to pay for quality mihn baau. Thus, mihn baau is shown to be 
extended from necessity to become a kind of conspicuous consumption. 
The observation conducted in these two bakeries shows different patterns and 
natures of consumption. Together with the differences in their locations, types of 
mihn baau and clientele, they represent two major kinds of operations with their 
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respective images. Their customers are different in appearance, ways of speaking 
and manners, indicating the subtle differences in socio-economic positioning or at 
least how they present their images to the public. It interests me whether these 
different patterns and natures of consumption and the types of customers are 
exclusive to each other, or whether they overlap with one another. If they overlap 
with one another, how do consumers switch between these two different modes? 
Why do they have to consume an image different from their everyday ones? In the 
following sections, I examine my informants' consumption patterns and choices of 
mihn baau in order to look into these matters. 
The Consumption Patterns from the Consumers' Perspective 
For the understanding of the consumption patterns, my data were collected 
from the in-depth interviews with 23 informants who were regular consumers. 
They belong to the middle class, taking into account their occupations, education 
level and income‘� Their replies shed light on the reasons for consuming mihn 
baau, patterns of consumption and taste. 
The majority of my informants had mihn baau for breakfast on a regular basis. 
They attributed it to the primary reason of convenience and found mihn baau a 
quintessential convenient food. One informant expressed that "it is very rushed in 
the morning. You pass Bakery M (on the way), grab a mihn baau and then leave". 
My informants passed by bakeries on their way to work and bought mihn baau there. 
This was driven by the fact that bakery chains were conveniently located in MTR 
stations. Having mihn baau saved them the time and trouble of making breakfast. 
One informant mentioned that ‘‘having to wash and cook by oneself is very 
troublesome; getting a mihn baau, and that is already enough". This enabled them 
to prioritize different morning routines and synchronize different tasks like eating 
mihn baau while traveling to work or working in the office. One informant said 
that ‘‘I am very rushed in the morning. I grab a mihn baau (and leave for work) and 
eat it while walking". My informants indicated that the dry and cold qualities of 
mihn baau made it easy to carry, eat and keep it in the most convenient ways. 
These convenient features enabled them to cope with their tight schedules. 
Having mihn baau for breakfast is an individual affair. Mihn baau proves 
itself an exception to the norm that it is awkward to dine alone in public. As 
14 Please refer to Chapter One and Appendix 1 for my consumer-informants' demographic data. 
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mentioned, my informants found it acceptable and common to eat mihn baau while 
traveling. This was unless they made themselves look embarrassing, like having 
the short topping of bo loh baau fallen all around them. One informant remarked 
that "for bo loh baau, you really cannot eat it (while traveling) as the topping 
crumbles. Especially when traveling, all the passengers look at you; it is very 
embarrassing". Indeed, the social function of breakfast is not conspicuous. My 
informants indicated that they seldom made use of breakfast for cultivating social 
relations. One informant expressed that “having breakfast is very personal; that is 
to say, by yourself; that is to say, you do not ask your friends to have it together". 
Even some of them had breakfast at home with their families. It was just a brief 
encounter among the members. They found it acceptable to skim the proprieties 
that governed formal meal. This was in contrast to the ways of sharing meals at 
dinnertime. One informant mentioned that "we have {mihn baau) at breakfast time 
but do not sit down and eat it together, unlike having dinner when (we) sit at the table 
and have it together". Relieving the anxiety of dining alone and the pressure of 
strictly following cultural rules is important. It enables people to use this 
convenient food to cope with their hectic schedules. 
Pragmatic considerations of quelling the hunger in the most convenient way 
become the prime concern at breakfast time. My informants indicated that their 
breakfast choice was shaped by the local fast pace of life. On informant remarked 
that "in Hong Kong, everything has to be done fast, perhaps because of the pace of 
life, the pace of life in the society". This led some informants to give up their 
favorite breakfast, which could not be bought or consumed as conveniently as mihn 
baau so as to cope with their tight schedules. One informant expressed that “mihn 
baau enables me to handle and arrange the schedules more easily". Mihn baau has 
been localized to address the need for convenience amid the fast pace of life. 
Nevertheless, having a convenient breakfast of mihn baau is not without its 
limitations. My informants mentioned that they did not prefer eating mihn baau for 
breakfast on the weekend. They found it boring and undesirable when having it 
every morning. One informant said that “on Saturday, I may have oatmeal, since I 
find eating mihn baau every morning quite boring". Since my informants were not 
in a hurry, they had more options. Examples of weekend breakfast included going 
to their favorite, but not conveniently located, food stalls to buy rice rolls, cooking 
instant noodles, having cooked breakfast prepared by their working mothers, having 
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brunch instead of breakfast, as well as going to yam chah with their families. 
Having a quick breakfast of mihn baau on weekdays appears to primarily address 
their need for convenience. This pattern of consuming mihn baau for breakfast 
reminds me what I have observed in Bakery H. The bakery is packed with the 
working people in the morning. It enters the low period after the morning peak on 
weekdays, as well as on the weekend. In this regard, my informants treat mihn 
baau as a necessity to cope with their tight schedules when they lead a hectic life. 
In addition to breakfast, many informants indicated that they consumed mihn 
baau for a quick lunch or dinner, occasionally, to cope with their tight schedules. 
Nevertheless, most of them found having mihn baau for formal meals undesirable. 
One informant commented that “mihn baau is a pretty good breakfast choice, not too 
filling; yet, for lunch, it is not filling enough, and for dinner, it is far from filling; for 
dinner, you should have faahn”. Similar remarks were made by the other 
informants. However, they indicated that they often faced situations when the need 
for convenience prevailed, so they had to choose a quick meal of mihn baau. At 
dinnertime, some of them engaged in different activities like studying evening 
courses. Therefore, they resorted to a convenient meal of mihn baau to fill their 
stomachs in order to handle their schedules. One informant who was studying 
evening course expressed that "when I reach school after work, it is almost the time 
for class; so usually buy a mihn baau beforehand and eat it in class or during a 
break". This was a typical scene as I have learned similar ones from the other 
informants. Many of them expressed the feelings of inadequacy. It shows that 
having mihn haau for dinner is considered far from satisfactory. 
Nevertheless, there is a tendency to consume mihn baau for a quick dinner. 
My informants were inclined to consume a convenient dinner in order to spare the 
chores of preparing a full meal of faahn and choi (菜广.O n e informant who lived 
with her younger sister and rarely cooked faahn for dinner mentioned that she 
sometimes bought packaged mihn baau for supper after she had had a substantial tea 
after work around 5:00pm. Another informant indicated that she had a meal of 
mihn baau whenever her husband worked until very late at night. As for lunch, 
convenience is also the main reason for having a quick meal of mihn baau. My 
informants sometimes found it necessary to spare time finishing their work or other 
15 Choi refers to the meat and vegetable dishes accompanying faahn. 
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activities like going to banks. This is to cope with the growing heavy workloads 
and make the best use of their limited free time. Thus, a convenient meal of mihn 
baau is consumed when formal meal has turned into an individual or casual affair. 
In general, my informants expressed that mihn baau was the most convenient 
food available that was pleasant to taste and economical as well. It enabled them to 
meet their need for convenience in order to cope with their tight schedules, though it 
might not be the most preferred one. One informant remarked that “1 have not yet 
thought of one foodstuff that is as convenient (as mihn baau�”. Another informant 
commented that “I think there has not yet been any other good (alternative); {mihn 
baau) plays an indispensable role, even though it is just an option". Thus, mihn 
baau undeniably constitutes an important part of the everyday life. 
On the other hand, many informants indicated that they liked to have mihn 
baau for snacking. This is especially when they referred to the distinctive and rich 
ones. They expressed that they and their family members liked to have mihn baau 
for tea, supper and whenever they felt hungry or just wanted to satisfy their appetites. 
Some of them indicated that they dropped in bakeries to buy mihn baau for snacking 
while they went shopping. Their replies remind me what I have observed in Bakery 
P, that some customers were shoppers visiting the mall. Therefore, consuming mihn 
baau for snacking is another marked pattern. 
Thus, my informants' consumption patterns of mihn baau seem to straddle the 
necessity consumption observed in Bakery H and the conspicuous consumption 
reflected in Bakery P. Yet, it is more than just a necessity consumed to address the 
need for convenience. This is reflected in some of their responses that they inclined 
to consume it for snacking and choose the distinctive ones. Then, mihn baau 
appears to be extended to become more than necessity consumption in certain 
context. This shows the different roles of mihn baau domesticated in the local 
context to meet different needs. In the following sections, I look into two different 
situational contexts of consuming mihn haau. 
Situational Context of Mihn Baau Consumption 
Based on the replies of my informants, I found out that there are two situational 
aspects of mihn baau consumption in general. The first one is to consume it for 
convenience to cope with the tight schedules. The other one is to consume it like a 
snack at the leisure. This is shown in my informants' remarks on the different 
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situational contexts of consuming mihn baau and the ensued differences in choices. 
One informant remarked that “mihn baau serves my two purposes. The first one is 
when time is a factor and filling my stomach, then it is casual and I buy it wherever it 
is available. The other is when I have spare time, I like to have some better-quality 
mihn baau”. Similarly, another informant distinguished the consumption of mihn 
baau into two types. The first one was to consume it to meet her need for 
convenience when she was in a hurry like rushing to attend the evening class after 
work. The second one was to consume it as a snack. She explained about the 
latter that she sometimes liked to indulge herself in having some elaborate mihn baau, 
as well as look for some rich ones to cheer herself up when she was in a low mood. 
The other informants shared similar views on the eating patterns as well. They held 
different weighing on the criteria for choosing mihn baau in these two different 
natures of consumption. 
In the situation of consuming mihn baau to cope with the tight schedules, 
convenience becomes the prime concern, taking into account the time and location 
constraints. It determines the bakeries people visit. This limits the types of mihn 
baau that are available to them to choose from. My informants had similar 
experiences that they had to consume their least preferred mihn baau for the sake of 
convenience, as these were found most conveniently. They expressed that they 
often visited local bakery chains when they rushed to work in the morning or to 
evening classes after work because these branches were conveniently located in 
MTR stations, though they did not like their mihn baau, which tasted poor. One 
informant recalled her unpleasant experience when she was juggling studying a 
part-time evening course and working a full-time job the previous year, saying that 
“there was no alternative, I always ate mihn baau for dinner last year and it had to be 
the mihn baau from Bakery M, too". What struck me was her remark that "it had to 
be the mihn baau from Bakery M". She considered having mihn baau for dinner 
undesirable and having the mass-produced ones from the local bakery chains made it 
even worse. The scenes related reminded me of one informant's remark that “I 
think convenience leads me to choose a particular bakery among different 
alternatives, then, once I am in the bakery and am choosing {mihn baau), I think 
health is the primary consideration, and then flavors". This shows that in this 
situation, being pressed for time, that buying mihn baau at the most conveniently 
located bakeries becomes more important than choosing the particular flavors. 
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Nevertheless, they do try to select the mihn baau that fits in their taste. As learned 
from my informants' replies, they picked the mihn baau that best suited their taste 
from the confined choices in the conveniently located but less preferred bakeries. 
They are less demanding and are willing to compromise on taste. They appear to 
strike a balance between taste and time constraints. 
On the other hand, there is a wider range of choices in the context of 
consuming mihn baau at leisure. My informants expressed that they had more free 
time to choose their favorite mihn baau, select the high-quality ones and try different 
novelties. The relief from time and location constraints is reflected in one 
informant's remark that she did not mind making detours in order to pass her favorite 
bakeries when she was not pressed for time, as she found the mihn baau more 
delicious. Another informant said that "when I go shopping (in the shopping mall) 
in Shatin, I drop in (my favorite bakery) to buy mihn baaiT. She added that her 
favorite mihn baau and other novel choices could not be found in the ordinary 
neighborhood bakeries or local bakery chains. They seem to treat buying their 
choice mihn baau in the distinctive bakeries as a kind of leisure activities. They are 
less likely to compromise on taste when they are free from time constraints. 
Thus, the consumption of mihn baau is highly situational. My informants are 
more tenacious to their choices and taste in the context of conspicuous consumption 
at their leisure. On the other hand, they are prepared to compromise in the situation 
of convenient consumption. Yet, they incline to explore the confined choices to 
find the mihn baau that suits their taste best. My informants treat mihn baau as 
both a necessity and conspicuous consumption, just by having different weighting in 
different situational contexts. They actively switch between these two spheres and 
look for the choices that represent their taste in different contexts. Then, I look into 
my informants' preferences for mihn baau in the following sections. 
The Preferences for Mihn Baau 
People's preferences for mihn baau are different and their social class might be 
able to tell the contrasts between that of texture in terms of hard or soft, that of flavor 
in terms of plain or rich, as well as that of image in terms of novel or familiar. 
However, my informants' likes and dislikes are not exclusive to one another, but each 
of them represents a comparative disposition to different taste. They consume mihn 
baau of different textures, flavors and images in different situational contexts. Yet, 
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it is worthy noting that many of them expressed that they did not deliberately 
differentiate which mihn baau belonged to local, Japanese or Continental style apart 
from the obvious ones, namely bo loh baau and gai meih baau, being indigenously 
Hongkongese. They even doubted that the claimed Japanese- or Continental-style 
mihn baau was really authentic. They believed that the ones sold locally had been 
modified to suit the domestic taste. One informant remarked that “I do not care 
about (distinguishing between Hongkongese and Japanese-style bakeries). In fact, I 
have not seen genuine Japanese style and do not know where to find it. Aren't 
those found in Japan real Japanese?" She went on to say that “when {mihn baau) is 
brought in, even if is copied from Japan, it will be modified somehow". Another 
informant expressed that “I cannot distinguish what the Japanese-style {mihn baau) is, 
it has already been mixed". Nevertheless, I did find out from their replies that they 
considered the hard and plain "Continental", the novel and fancy ‘‘Japanese” and the 
everyday Hongkongese mihn baau representing very different images. In the 
following part, I look into some cases to illustrate that. 
To begin with, there were about two fifth of my informants showing 
preferences for the harder, coarser and plainer Continental-style mihn baau and an 
aversion to the soft and sweet Hongkongese ones. One informant remarked that “I 
think the local mihn baau is, psychologically speaking, very highly processed, not so 
beneficial to health, that is to say, not very delicious. If I choose between these two 
alternatives, the Continental style will be more beneficial to health. It happens that 
I like eating it, of course, I choose it". Another informant expressed that 
‘‘perceptually, (the rough mihn baau) is healthier, because I do not like the overly 
sweet ones, which may have a lot of sugar added. I like the rough ones as the rough 
and raw ones are usually not so sweet, or they do not even have sugar added to it". 
These informants were conscious of excluding fat and sugar in their range of choices, 
since these two were stigmatized as the fattening substances and were considered not 
beneficial to health. They avoided substantial mihn baau like those stuffed with 
chunks of meat. They preferred mihn baau made from unprocessed flour like 
wholewheat and rye and with a lot of grains and nuts. Examples were wheat bread, 
multi-grain bread and walnut bread, which could be recognized from their dark 
16 I worked out the ratios of informants' preferences for mihn baau by dividing the number of 
informants from the consumer group (appendix 1) who showed similar preferences by the total 
number of informants from that group. Since they showed different degrees of disposition to 
different flavors, I present this rough ratio to give my readers a brief idea of the taste differences. 
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brown or grayish brown color. My informants considered that these were higher in 
fiber and lower in sugar, and hence healthier and more delicious. They shared the 
view that these kinds of mihn baau were very different from the Hongkongese 
varieties. They tended to associate mihn baau with high fat and sugar content with 
the Hongkongese ones, which were regarded as overly fluffy and not good for health; 
though they mentioned that some of the Japanese style ones, such as deep-fried mihn 
baau, were also fattening. As far as the backgrounds of these informants were 
concerned, most of them worked or have worked in the business field. They 
include auditor, executive in a welfare organization, personal assistant to chairman, 
clerk, former accountant and training manager in multi-national corporations, civil 
servant working in a laboratory, in addition to a postgraduate student and an 
undergraduate. The postgraduate student had worked as a journalist. Apart from 
that one of them being of secondary school education, the others were either 
university graduates or postgraduates. Yet, the secondary school graduate had been 
a personal assistant to a CEO in a multi-national corporation. I have an impression 
that they are actively pursuing and representing a western and cosmopolitan outlook. 
This is reflected in their similar remarks like this one that "people regard me as rather 
westernized". Thus, their preferences for these types of mihn baau show their 
inclination to adopt it as one of the aspects of displaying their distinctive taste. 
There were about one third of my informants showing that they were acquiring 
a taste for the healthier mihn baau. One informant expressed that “(I have chosen) 
tuna fish bread recently. I do not like eating it very much, however, eating more 
fish is better". He went on to say that “barbecued pork bread is very heavy, but now 
I have started to sometimes buy one tuna fish bread and one barbecued pork bread 
rather than two barbecued pork bread，，. These informants opted for the healthier 
alternatives, which were drawn from a wide range of choices based on comparison. 
For example, they chose tuna fish bread compared with barbecued pork bread, as 
well as garlic bread (蒜茸包)口 compared with sausage bread. Some of them 
emphasized that they were making a conscious effort to cut down on the 
consumption of rich mihn baau and shifting towards the healthy ones, namely wheat 
bread. These informants were professionals or worked in the fields that were well 
exposed to new information. They included senior lecturer, dentist, social worker, 
17 Garlic bread is an oval soft roll flavored with garlic. 
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editor and public relations officer. For instance, the editor, who worked in a 
publishing, obtained information about healthy eating due to her job since she has 
been assigned to write such features for the magazine. In addition, there were a 
postgraduate student, who had worked as a private tutor, and a housewife. Apart 
from that 'one of them being of secondary school education, the others were either 
university graduates or postgraduates. The secondary school graduate was a 
housewife who led a middle class life because of her family. These informants 
impress me that they are actively acquiring a taste for the healthy and a more 
recognized lifestyle in order to represent a sophisticated outlook. They are clearly 
aware of what the prevailing taste is. 
The stigmatized fattening mihn baau is not necessarily the unhealthiest from a 
strict nutritional point, but the ones that my informants considered were. This was 
in accordance with the imperfect information obtained. As mentioned in Chapter 
Two, some popular magazines and newspapers feature that eating mihn baau makes 
one gain weight since it is composed of carbohydrates, and some varieties have 
inconspicuously high fat, sugar and salt content, in particular. Yet, at the same time, 
some of these features distinguish the healthier alternatives from the unhealthy ones. 
For example, they list out the calorie content of some mihn baau and briefly discuss 
their fat, sugar, salt and fiber content. They also distinguish wheat bread, oat bread 
and multi-grain bread, which belong to the healthy categories, from bo loh baau, 
barbecued pork bread and croissant, which are high in sugar, salt and/or fat content 
(Apple Daily May 2004; Apple Daily March 2005). Most informants 
stressed that they chose the healthier alternatives like wheat bread and raisin bun, 
instead of the high-calorie and heavy ones, namely bo loh baau. One informant 
said that “I like eating chocolate bread, but I hate it being fattening, so I quit it". 
She added that “since cheese stick (芝士fl条乂^ is very heavy, and I certainly think it is 
very heavy, I have no alternative but to consume less”. My informants' choices of 
the perceived less fattening mihn baau display their schematic pursuit of a healthy, 
distinctive lifestyle. 
Nevertheless, many of these informants revealed that they sometimes 
consumed the rich mihn baau. As one informant put it, "comparatively, that is to 
say, I like eating these (plainer) ones comparatively more, but that is not to say, I do 
18 Cheese stick is a baton-shaped bread topped with shredded cheese. 
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not like to eat those stuffed ones; just comparatively incline towards these (plainer 
ones)". My informants expressed that they indulged themselves in eating rich mihn 
baau once in a while. This was especially when they were in a low mood. The 
rich Hongkongese mihn baau, namely bo loh baau and bo loh yauh, were some of 
their choices. Yet, my informants stressed that these were very exceptional treats 
for self-indulgence and definitely not their regular choices, since they were very 
fattening. It appears these informants tried not to give me the wrong impression 
that they have these rich Hongkongese flavors too often. 
However, many of these informants admitted that they were used to consuming 
the rich Hongkongese mihn baau. They expressed that they had been accustomed 
to eating the rich flavors, namely bo loh baau and gai meih baau, when they were 
young, like in their secondary school days. Some of them had been fond of these 
items. Yet, they reiterated that they just happened to change their taste from these 
flavors to the healthy and the Continental-style, plainer and harder types, after they 
had grown up or begun their university studies and/or work. They expressed that 
they had no clear idea about why they have changed their taste. They tried to 
explain it by recalling different reasons. Some of them related it to the decline in 
quality. One informant expressed that “as I grew up and started to work, I found 
that the bakeries, even those that made their own ho loh baau, were not making them 
as crispy, I did not find them as delicious anymore, so gave bo loh baau up, I do not 
like eating them". Some related it to the limited choices in the past. One 
informant indicated that "when I was young, there were not so many multi-grain 
(breads); all of them were local mihn baau, namely bo loh baau, gai meih baau or 
sandwich bread, the very fluffy ones. Even wheat bread was not popular". She 
pointed out that there have been more choices other than white bread in the last ten 
years. She added that “I have eaten wheat bread for more than ten years". It 
appears that these informants try to dissociate themselves from the familiar and rich 
local flavors, namely bo loh baau, in their regular diets, and taste. 
Yet, some of these informants were less reluctant to reveal that they enjoyed the 
rich Continental- or Japanese-style mihn baau occasionally. One informant said 
that “I like to eat croissant but I like it freshly baked". Another informant expressed 
that “when people experience emotions up and down, flavor becomes the primary 
consideration, so it depends on the particular situation. It is hard to tell; I 
sometimes cannot help but eat some very rich mihn baau and sometimes do". She 
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added that "when in a bad mood, {mihn baau) is like snack". She then chose 
chocolate bread, pao de queijo and the like, even though she knew they were 
fattening. These informants were less reluctant to reveal their occasional 
indulgence in the unfamiliar, fancy and rich mihn baau compared with that of the 
familiar and heavy local flavors. This reflects that the images of the former fit in 
more to represent their taste and outlook. 
In fact, there were about one tenth of my informants showing preferences for 
the rich and novel mihn baau. They found the ordinary mihn baau available at the 
neighborhood bakeries and local bakery chains too bland. They liked trying 
different novel flavors, especially the mihn baau sold in the distinctive bakeries, like 
the Japanese-style bakeries or those that emulated the Japanese-style. One 
informant remarked that ‘‘perhaps because I have eaten too much of the common 
mihn baau, I cannot bear it any more. I have to have a change". An example of 
her recent novel favorites was black sesame-flavored mihn baau. These informants' 
liking for the novel taste was mirrored by their aversion to the Hongkongese mihn 
baau and the neighborhood bakeries. Another informant made a remark on the 
neighborhood bakery, which was affiliated to a Chinese restaurant, that “I find (its 
mihn baau) tasting poor, but cheap. My father likes frequenting there’’. She added 
that "hardly any neighborhood bakeries make delectable mihn baau; theirs are just 
those (familiar ones); each one looks like it has been made out of the same mould". 
It struck me that one of the reasons why this informant was averse to eating the same 
familiar flavors was that the mihn baau was bought in a neighborhood bakery located 
in a working-class public housing estate selling popular taste. She also revealed 
that “since I was young, I have been used to eating bo loh baau”. In addition, these 
informants did not like the hard, dry and bland Continental-style mihn baau, namely 
baguette. The former informant indicated that "baguette is very hard, very dry, 
when I bite into it, it is like hurting my jaw; it is comparatively too hard, indeed; 
anyway, cannot be too hard; hard, a bit harder, I find it ‘no problem', take it for a 
change of taste". I wonder whether it was a coincidence that these informants were 
fresh university graduates. One of them worked as a clerk and the other two were 
looking for jobs. It appears that these informants incline to show their preferences 
for novelties to represent a modem and cosmopolitan outlook. 
My informants' active pursuit of a distinctive taste to represent their class 
outlook has to be related to their upward social path. Most of them worked their 
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way up to the middle class through having obtained university degrees and working 
as professionals. They mentioned that they were poor when they were young. 
This represents a typical upward path in the local society. Their changes in taste 
appear to be more than a coincidence, even though they casually attributed it to 
having grown up. It corresponds with their changes in stages of life. This happens 
to be the time when they were studying in universities or were put in the work 
context, which was very different from the previous family context. It is in their 
socio-cultural transition from the lower class when they were young to the middle 
class when they have obtained university degrees and worked as professionals. 
They acquire their distinctive taste from the concerned class socialization in the new 
context which is different from that obtained in the domestic environment. They 
actively acquire and represent a westernized and cosmopolitan outlook while they are 
distancing themselves from the overly popular images. This is embodied in their 
choices of food. And, the consumption patterns of mihn baau represent one aspect 
of it. This is reflected in their ambivalent attitudes towards the familiar and rich 
Hongkongese mihn baau, which is associated with the popular taste of neighborhood 
bakeries and that of working class. It impresses me that my informants display their 
taste by differentiating it from that of the popular, everyday one. 
These informants' preferences remind me of the comments made by my 
informants in the baking trade with respect to the local people's predilection for the 
Japanese-style mihn baau. I would like to quote the example of sweet potato bread, 
which is believed to have originated from the Japanese-style bakeries. Master Tong 
expressed that the varieties of mihn baau sold in the neighborhood bakeries have not 
changed much ever since; even if they sold sweet potato bread, Hong Kong people, 
or the Chinese, would think this was a silly idea; however, it was well-received when 
it was sold in the Japanese-style bakeries that promoted eating sweet potato as being 
healthy. The crux of the matter lay in the fact that it was "Japanese". He 
commented that “it is a matter of psychology. Hong Kong people, the Chinese' 
character, think that only the foreign stuffs can be regarded as fine". He added that 
the Japanese-style bakeries were decorated better and had more varieties of mihn 
baau, so many people frequented there, even though their mihn baau was more 
expensive than the similar ones sold in the neighborhood bakeries. This was 
because they believed that the Japanese-style mihn baau was made from high-quality 
ingredients and was better. Similarly, Mr Poon of Bakery P remarked that “perhaps 
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Hong Kong (people) idolize Japanese cultures very much, especially in the aspect of 
eating". He added that “Hong Kong people regard Japanese companies as a 
guarantee of quality, of better hygiene. (Japanese companies) give them a 
guarantee of confidence and they would rather pay a bit more and frequent Japanese 
companies; (though) may be expensive, they have higher confidence in consuming. 
Especially during SARS, the other eateries probably suffered a lot, yet we have not 
suffered much from it". This entrenched view was mirrored by the local people's 
attitudes towards bo loh baau, one of the taken-for-granted indigenously 
Hongkongese mihn baau. Mr Nip of Bakery N commented that ‘‘Hong Kong 
people's attitudes are relatively, relatively conservative and deep-rooted; bo loh baau, 
a bo loh baau, in their eyes, is just worthy of a few dollars". In addition, some 
consumer-informants related consuming mihn baau to class. As one informant put 
it, “why do some people buy mihn baau in the bakeries perceived to be high-class 
when similar ones are available at the less expensive operations? I do not think that 
those bought in the high-class bakeries necessarily taste more delicious. It is just a 
matter of brand". These comments reflect that the acquired preferences for the 
Japanese-style mihn baau over the Hongkongese ones are not just a matter of flavors 
but also an issue of taste. 
This becomes telling when I refer to the fact that some informants revealed 
they have learned or were learning to enjoy the Continental-style mihn baau. What 
these informants referred to as the Continental style was the mihn baau of hard 
texture. It was embodied in the image of the hard, dry and bland baguette. As 
shown in Chapter Two, most informants immediately thought of baguettes whenever 
the Continental style was mentioned, while they seldom considered sandwich bread 
or hard roll foreign. They found the Continental-style mihn baau tasted much better 
than the fluffy and sweet Hongkongese ones. One informant remarked that 
“recently, I have gradually found (Hongkongese) mihn baau a bit too sweet. I have 
been more inclined to eat baguette, hard roll, wholewheat bread and the like. Their 
flavors are not sweet. I think these mihn baau are better". These informants 
showed that they knew how to differentiate the nuanced differences in taste like the 
degree of sweetness and that of softness. They displayed their knowledge of 
distinguishing the subtle ways to enjoy and appreciate different types of mihn baau. 
One informant expressed that it was to enjoy eating the hard and cold texture of 
baguette. She went on to say that “of course, when (baguette) is freshly baked, it is 
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of a different flavor. So I think it depends on whether you know how to appreciate 
it, and whether you enjoy it". This remark serves as a sharp contrast to the plebian 
image of the hard mihn baau held in the previous decades, as mentioned in Chapter 
Two. It appears my informants' acquired preferences for the Continental-style mihn 
baau are appropriated in showing that they have acquired a foreign taste. They 
subscribe it as an aspect of the schema in the pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle to 
represent their cosmopolitan outlook. 
On the contrary, there were about one fifth of my informants showing 
preferences for the soft, substantially stuffed and strongly flavored mihn baau and an 
aversion to the hard and plain ones. One informant explained her preferences for 
soft mihn baau that “I do not need to chew it hard". These informants liked soft, 
substantially stuffed mihn baau with intense flavors, but certainly not the hard ones 
namely baguette. The mentioned informant expressed that “chew (baguette) until 
my teeth sore, indeed". Health was not their prime concern either. The same 
informant said that “those who are afraid of getting fat, they say that wheat bread is 
healthier, (but) I do not eat it, I dislike eating it". Examples of their choices were 
barbecued pork bread and luncheon meat bread. These informants pointed out that 
this kind of mihn baau made them feel more substantial and are more filling. This 
group included nurse, research assistant and recent university graduates who worked 
in welfare organizations. It strikes me that the main differences between this group 
and the afore-mentioned groups of informants lie in different natures of mihn baau 
consumption. These informants mainly consume mihn baau for breakfast and 
occasionally for supper. They expressed that mihn baau was not their favorite food, 
but the most convenient breakfast available to them to fill their stomachs when 
coping with the tight schedules. Mihn baau remains a necessity to them and has not 
yet transcended to a conspicuous consumption. 
As for the afore-mentioned groups of informants, they treat mihn baau as both 
necessity and conspicuous consumption subject to the different situational contexts. 
In cases of having it for breakfast or a quick meal to cope with the tight schedules 
like rushing to work or to the evening classes, they mainly consumed it as a necessity. 
Yet, it becomes more than that when it is consumed for snacking, enjoying it or 
gaining new experiences at their leisure. Price was not their prime concern. They 
expressed that they were willing to pay the more expensive prices for having the 
mihn baau sold in the distinctive bakeries because it tasted more delicious. One 
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informant expressed that “(the mihn baau sold in a more special bakery) is expensive 
but more delicious. It makes people be willing to pay for it. I like, perhaps I 
should say, I like eating novel mihn baau”. Another informant remarked that “(the 
whole-grain mihn baau sold in a more special bakery) is very expensive, indeed; but 
is very delicious, compared with those (similar ones) sold in the ordinary bakeries". 
I would like to take one informant's account as an example, she expressed that 
having tried dipping mihn baau in olive oil and vinegar in Italian restaurants; she was 
fond of it. She has got these condiments at home as well. When she felt like 
dipping mihn baau in them at a leisurely pace, she deliberately picked a choice one 
in the more special bakeries. She added that the foreign mihn baau would be better 
if it was dipped in vinegar and olive oil. She regarded it as a very special way of 
eating mihn baau and commented that “it is like a leisure activity; it really calls for 
time and space to do it". This example shows an inclination to consume mihn baau 
as more than a necessity. Mihn baau has transcended to become an item to be 
enjoyed, at least in my informants' spare time. Some of them expressed that they 
liked to try novel mihn baau and explore new and special ways of eating it. The 
mentioned informant has tried dipping mihn baau in salsa, which was bought in a 
middle-class supermarket chain, and spreading raisin bun, which was bought in the 
neighborhood bakeries, with cream cheese. These informants' consumption of mihn 
baau strikes me that they actively make use of an everyday food to reinforce their 
schema of taste in their pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle. As Lupton (1996:97) puts 
it, "good taste" is considered "taste good". Having the knowledge of distinguishing 
different food and taste is an important cultural capital. This is to complement their 
quest for what I perceive as the distinctive and sophisticated middle class identity 
with a global outlook. 
The construct of middle class identity with a global outlook has to be 
contextualized to the schema of constructing the distinctive Heunggongyahn identity 
at the domestic level. One informant remarked that "my taste is not so 'general 
Hong Kong people，”. She added that “I can say that my taste is comparatively 
more westernized". Another informant expressed that "with Hong Kong people, 
that is to say, East and West cultures, a mix, it is like that; you have some very 
fundamental things, very Chinese; yet, as for some other things, you have many 
foreign stuffs involved". She reflected on that “I think, can describe myself as a 
westernized, westernized Hong Kong Chinese". Thus, the active consumption of 
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the localizing everyday mihn baau which syncreticizes the local and the global is 
appropriated as one aspect of the holistic construct of the distinctive Heunggongyahn 
identity with a sophisticated and global outlook at the domestic level. As Tarn 
(1997:303-304) puts it, this identity is characterized by embracing East and West, but 
neither belonging to East nor West. 
The changing taste for mihn baau is reflected in the gradual shifts in the leading 
taste. This is revealed in the cases of baguette, which has gradually been 
undermined by the healthy mihn baau in displaying a refined taste. The health 
types are distinguished by their dark brown color, more intense wheat flavor and 
coarser texture. This is because baguette has gained wider popularity among the 
general public taking into account that it is sold in supermarkets and neighborhood 
bakeries. The acquired taste for baguette becomes a less distinguished one to 
represent the class outlook, though it is still considered the fundamental threshold in 
showing the distinctive taste. The gradual emergence of healthy and 
naturally-fermented, as well as artisan and handmade Continental-style mihn baau is 
then no coincidence. Nevertheless, it has to bear in mind that the differences in 
taste are not exclusive to each other, but are built on and overlap with one another. 
The preferences for the Hongkongese, the Japanese and the Continental styles 
juxtapose one another with different degrees of weighting on each of them in the 
current context. These rather indistinct boundaries reflect the recurrent localization 
of mihn baau and the ensued active consumption of this localizing everyday food to 
display taste and represent the sought identities. 
The apparently contrasting consumption patterns and taste remind me of the 
remarks made by my informants in the baking profession with regard to the gradually 
changing, but still ambivalent attitudes towards mihn baau. Mr Poon of Bakery P 
expressed that "the older generations were preoccupied with earning a living; filling 
the stomach and that was that. Nowadays, it is different; (people) ask for quality, 
not just going to work, off from work, or filling the stomach, watching television at 
home". Similarly, Mr Tsang of Bakery G made a remark with respect to the 
changes in local lifestyles. He commented that in the past, people had eaten mihn 
baau because it was a convenient food to quell the hunger; nowadays, they still 
emphasized convenience in their way of life, but at the same time they had more free 
time and asked for enjoyment, since earning a living was no longer as hard as it had 
been in the past; they regarded the context of eating as an important consideration as 
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well. He also underscored the changes in family size in facilitating the changes in 
lifestyles. He said that a family of five or six members had lived in the cramped 
space in the past; nowadays, since family size has become smaller, people had space. 
He added that nowadays, the young couples were stylish; they have been well 
exposed to the mass media, namely television and movies, and became very 
westernized in outlook; though they did not eat much mihn baau, they picked the 
choice one like those having higher fiber. Nevertheless, Mr Nip of Bakery N 
presented a different view on the changes in eating mihn baau. He remarked that 
‘‘ten years ago, everybody ate mihn baau casually. (When people were) in a hurry, 
they thought of mihn baau; or did not have much money, so thought of mihn baau. 
Nowadays, people begin to change; start to look for a kind of enjoyment from 
consuming mihn baau. They ask for the qualities of health in it". However, he 
underlined that the majority of people have not yet acquired the “culture” of relishing 
mihn baau in Hong Kong; eating mihn baau was still just a matter of being out of 
habit. It strikes me that people's ambivalent attitudes reflect that mihn baau is no 
longer just consumed for quelling the hunger, but is gradually extended to display the 
taste. Nevertheless, it has not completely transcended to it yet. 
As a result, mihn baau is undoubtedly regarded as a convenient food to cope 
with the hectic life. However, my informants' preferences for mihn baau show that 
their choices are not influenced by this need only. Their everyday consumption is 
increasingly shaped by their tendency to appropriate it for pursuing a quality life. It 
is shown in their inclined taste for the healthy mihn baau. This reveals a gradual 
but growing emphasis on the schematic pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle, of which 
mihn baau consumption is one of its aspects. Despite that, mihn baau has not fully 
transcended to it. In the concluding chapter, I relate the taste for mihn baau to the 
current socio-cultural context in order to find out its implications. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
This thesis investigates the localization and consumption of mihn baau in Hong 
Kong. It uses mihn baau, a localizing everyday food, as a lens of analysis to reflect 
the ongoing localization process and the current consumption for displaying taste. 
This enables us to gain insights into the issues of taste, when it is extended to the 
appropriation of an everyday food and when it increasingly draws the imagery of the 
concerned from the global realm. The latter fuels the accelerated and recurrent 
localization process which feeds back to the construct of taste. From this 
perspective, it not only examines the recurrent localization process, but also reflects 
the interrelation between localization and taste distinction. 
Learned from the development of mihn baau in Hong Kong, it exemplifies the 
ongoing situation of "newcoming" and "localized" bread in the localization process. 
The widening global exposure has opened up the local realm by bringing in more 
new food. It has also reframed the local by introducing more new images and 
expanding the possible imagery, when people encounter foreign stimuli. The local 
agents' changing imagination of the global is shown in that they have actively and 
continuously syncreticized different foreign images of bread, including that of British, 
Japanese and Continental, with that of Chinese baau and local mihn baau to re-create 
more and more innovative varieties. This reveals that the sweeping globalization 
challenges the deep-seated paradigms. It greatly extends the boundaries of 
imagination, which was confined by the local paradigms in the past. Thus, every 
newly emerged mihn baau variety reflects the expanding imagination of people who 
dialectically reproduce the local. 
As localization is triggered by globalization, bread has been localized into mihn 
baau. The long period of localization reveals that mihn baau has become an 
indispensable part of the local foodways with its unique characters. Its role played 
in the local context is reflected in the two different kinds of consumption. They are 
domesticated for addressing the convenience needs in the everyday life, and for 
displaying taste in the schematic pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle. However, these 
two aspects are not exclusive to each other. Their boundaries are blurred as shown 
in the growing inclination to include an element of taste in the everyday choices of 
mihn baau when people address the convenience needs. This becomes revealing 
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when we contextualize it to the intensified competition for class distinction in the 
local context. Mihn baau, which was once associated with a strong plebian image 
to address the subsistence need, has been gradually extended to include a 
conspicuous element in its consumption. 
In discussing the active consumption of mihn baau in displaying taste, it has to 
be related to the ongoing localization process. This is, in particular, the contrast 
actively made between the culturally visible foreign bread and the culturally invisible 
local mihn baau. The concept of cultural visibility has been briefly discussed in 
Chapter One. On the one hand, mihn baau has been localized and becomes 
culturally invisible. It is taken for granted as an inconspicuous, everyday food to be 
consumed casually to address the convenience needs. People almost forget that it is 
foreign in the everyday context. On the other hand, the continuous bringing in of 
more new images make salient the culturally visible bread. Its unfamiliar 
appearance and novel taste are differentiated from the already localized, culturally 
invisible, everyday mihn haau. Mihn baau oscillates between the foreign and the 
local amid this recurrent localization process. The shifts between cultural 
invisibility and cultural visibility show the active appropriation of the different 
images generated from these realms for displaying taste in the pursuit of a distinctive 
lifestyle. The culturally visible bread soon becomes indistinct and just one of the 
culturally invisible mihn baau in the local context. Thus, when class emulation 
aligns with localization by capitalizing on each other's assets, it accelerates the 
introduction of more and more unfamiliar bread to sustain the differentiation between 
the distinctive and the popular. This fuels the recurrent localization process. 
Based on my findings, the informants are conscious of different images 
represented by the Continental-, the Japanese- and the Hongkongese-style mihn baau. 
As mentioned in Chapter Four, they subtly distinguish the images represented by 
each of the styles. They incline to appropriate the preferred images of the former 
two for representing their taste and avoid overly representing themselves by the latter. 
Consuming the Hongkongese, the Japanese and the Continental mihn baau is like 
climbing up a hierarchy of taste. With regard to the concept of cultural visibility, 
the texture and flavors of Japanese mihn baau are less distant from that of 
Hongkongese varieties compared with that of Continental types. The appeal of 
Japanese mihn baau is not only its softness and richness, but also its novel and fancy 
images which are dialectically re-created and shared among the local agents 
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including consumers and bakers. This has to be related to the local context that the 
present and young generations have been brought up in an environment with the 
marked presence of Japanese popular cultures including cartoons, comics and food. 
They have been inculcated its trendy and chic images, which are associated with 
distinctiveness. The Japanese-style mihn baau provides them with an alternative to 
display a distinctive taste, when they have not acquired a taste for the plain and hard 
Continental-style ones to represent a more westernized and sophisticated outlook. 
People are aware of the "taste standards" that are built on differentiating the foreign 
and the local in the recurrent localization process to represent their class identities. 
This reflects the active contrast made along this cultural line. Thus, mihn baau 
oscillates between the foreign and the local. It is local but at the same time foreign. 
This enables us to reflect on the artificial construct of the foreign and the domestic in 
the local but at the same time global realm. 
In addition, the active consumption of mihn baau shows that the rigid 
delineation of the public and the private spheres is undermined in the cases of 
constructing and reinforcing class identities. When mihn baau is consumed in 
public, it is an overt display of taste. Though people eat it on their own in the office 
or attending evening classes, they are subject to the social gaze. As mentioned in 
Chapter Four, my informants are conscious of selecting the approved taste like 
healthy mihn baau to best represent theirs even when they faced time constraints. 
The act of selecting mihn baau in the bakeries itself is also a public display of taste. 
When people shop in the more distinctive bakeries, it makes the others associate 
them with certain class. Even when mihn baau is consumed at home, it is one of 
the means of pursuing a distinctive lifestyle. My informants are willing to pay for 
the high-quality and delectable mihn baau sold in the more distinctive bakeries, 
though they recognized it is expensive. One informant also likes to enjoy dipping 
better-quality mihn baau in olive oil and balsamic vinegar at her leisure sometimes. 
These experiences enable them to taste and re-create an imagined realm of quality 
life at home. The apparently trivial acts reproduced in the domestic sphere reflect 
that each aspect of their life plays a role in reminding them of and reinforcing their 
aspired identities, even in the less conspicuous everyday consumption of mihn baau. 
The strict delineation of these two domains is blurred in reinforcing class identities. 
This leads us to reflect on the increasingly flimsy differentiation between the private 
and the public to complement the construction of identities when people face 
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intensified class competition. 
Taste is no longer confined to the conspicuous consumption of luxurious or 
leisure goods, but is extended to everyday commodities. The pursuit of a distinctive 
lifestyle calls for a holistic quality life. One aspect of consumption complements 
and reinforces the others. This reflects that the display of cultural capital is not just 
limited to the highbrow commodities, but is extended to every facet of life to display 
the schema of taste to represent class identities. As I have shown, mihn baau 
enables us to relate the everyday consumption to the intensified class distinction. 
It is necessary to contextualize the importance of appropriating taste for class 
distinction to the intensified intra-middle-class fragmentation in the local context. 
From the micro perspective, this is partly facilitated by the class structure, which is 
primarily money-based and has low barriers in upward mobility (Mathews and Lui 
2001). From the macro perspective, the intensifying competition among the middle 
class is partly exacerbated by the changes in socio-economic structures (Lui and 
Wong 2003). As mentioned in Chapter One, this has to be related to the 
popularization of tertiary education. It not only expands the middle class, but also 
catalyzes the internal fragmentation along new lines. It has re-oriented the 
intra-class competition between the meritocracy and the nouveau riches towards the 
new front founded on the growing stratification of credential qualifications. This 
undermines the competitive edge of getting more gains through having obtained 
educational qualifications compared with that in the previous generations. The 
middle class become very anxious to distinguish themselves and legitimize their 
social positioning through other complementary means, when they face this 
intensified class competition (Lui and Wong 2003). It facilitates the display of taste 
to distinguish their class status. It witnesses the tendency to appropriate everyday 
food including mihn baau for constructing the schematic pursuit of distinctive 
lifestyle to represent and reinforce class identities. This catalyzes the introduction 
of more and more foreign taste. People expediently capitalize on the accelerating 
globalization to bring in more new food and images to differentiate their distinctive 
taste from the rapidly popularizing ones in order to distinguish themselves from one 
another. Thus, the increasing appropriation of mihn baau, a localizing everyday 
food, is just one of the soft aspects in terms of taste that reflects the intensifying 
competition among the middle class who are anxious to represent and legitimize their 
class positioning. More tellingly, this reveals that the accelerating and recurrent 
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localization process and the intensifying class competition are dialectically related to 
and are subtly reinforcing and catalyzing each other. 
This subtle relationship is revealed in my informants' changes in taste as 
mentioned in Chapter Four. It is approximately corresponded with the time when 
they have entered universities or work the professional jobs. Although I cannot rule 
out that there are other cultural factors shaping their taste, it is aligned with their 
socio-economic transition from the working class to the middle class. Having 
comparable educational and economic capital, they are conscious of the refined taste 
and most of them actively acquire it. Despite their different preferences expressed, 
their choices of mihn baau reflect their subscribing to the prevailing distinctive taste. 
The socialization on taste in the social context cannot be over-estimated. 
Peers, colleagues and superiors play an important role in socializing people with the 
prevailing taste of the concerned class, while family tends to reproduce the taste of 
their original class or the imaginary upper classes' taste. This is taking into account 
the noticeably upward mobility in the local society since post-war economic 
development. Family socialization has become less desirable for the socially 
mobile people to leam their aspired taste to represent their newly acquired class 
identities. This leads them to actively acquire the necessary cultural capital after 
they have gained access to each of the new social context. Of which, work, 
education and everyday social life are some of the media. 
The advancement of information flow is also noteworthy in socialization on 
taste. Hong Kong can be described as free in terms of both control and cost to 
information access. The mass media, including the internet, magazines, newspapers, 
movies and television, provide the general public with a plethora of information 
about the trends and inculcate in them the prevailing taste. It enables people to 
emulate and reproduce their aspired taste, despite the fact that they have not even 
entered the particular upper classes. This kind of public socialization is transmitted 
in a casual fashion and bypasses the orthodox and exclusive channels like university 
education and the particular social circles. It implies that it is harder to impose 
restriction on access to the taste of different classes, when the society is 
overwhelmed by free, rapid and massive flows of information. This also shows the 
shortening "shelf life" of a distinctive taste before being emulated by the lower 
classes. It leads to actively explore more new and exclusive taste. 
Taste is shaped by these intertwined influences. Family socialization 
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inculcates in people the taste of their original class or at most the imaginary taste of 
the upper classes. Socialization from the social context including education and 
work socializes them with the taste of their prospective or aspired classes. The 
advanced information flow blurs the delineation of taste by exposing them to the 
taste of different classes. This facilitates class emulation. In particular, the middle 
class who have similar economic and educational capital increasingly incline to 
display taste as a means of complementing their construct of identities by subtly 
distinguishing themselves from one another in the intensified class competition. 
This leads them to accelerate their pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle by extending it to 
the everyday consumption including mihn baau as a facet to represent and reinforce 
their class identities. Although their class positions have been acquired through 
obtaining educational qualifications, working professional jobs and earning a better 
income, taste becomes important to reinforce their distinction amid the intensified 
intra-class fragmentation. This takes place when the class structure is primarily 
founded on money and is then intersected by meritocracy. It is also catalyzed by 
having a middle class with diverse socio-economic backgrounds in the open society. 
Apart from that, all these lead me to reflect on the role of capitalistic 
enterprises, including bakeries, in catalyzing the intra- and inter-class emulation. 
They capitalize on people's eagerness to show distinction, and hence make use of the 
concept of class to diversify market and segment it into sub-classes (Stem 2004; 
Roseberry 2005). This lucrative drive leads them to inculcate in customers the 
importance of appropriating nuanced taste and distinctive lifestyles for representing 
their class identities. It is shown in how the bakeries cash in on the growing 
preoccupation with healthy eating among people and the middle class in particular. 
They develop more specialized, healthy varieties, namely hi-calcium sandwich bread, 
apparently to cater for individualized needs. They also create more novel flavors by 
capitalizing on the widening exposure to the global realm. It results in an 
expanding array of mihn baau with more specialized taste associated with different 
distinctive images. This is shown in the juxtaposition of different varieties of 
familiar and novel mihn baau within each type of bakeries in the local context. 
These are critical to business survival because each commercialized distinctive trait 
is a potential opportunity to stimulate sales. 
On the other hand, people with comparable economic and educational capital 
are equally anxious to distinguish themselves from one another by resorting to 
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displaying taste, as mentioned. The proliferation of mihn baau and bakeries 
provide them with rich resources of cultural capital to actively consume to pursue a 
distinctive lifestyle. It exemplifies the subtle interaction between the consumers' 
re-creation of meanings and the producers' lucrative motives in the capitalistic 
society. The consumers are eager to appropriate taste for representing their class 
identities. Their acts are exploited by the producers who are interested in 
maximizing profits. This is achieved by manipulating the concept of class, creating 
more and more nuanced taste and arousing people's propensity to consume. It 
shows that the pursuit of a distinctive lifestyle to complement class distinction is 
accelerated by the prevailing capitalistic structure which has the ultimate ends of 
market expansion. When people are accustomed to living in the capitalistic 
structure, they are less likely to be aware of the exploitative nature of capitalistic 
institutions. In fact, they utilize the capitalistic tools for their own ends. It is 
shown in their active consumption for representing class identities. This expedites 
the corporations to explore even more nuanced taste and exploit individuals' needs. 
Thus, the capitalistic drive for profits facilitates the appropriation of any commodity 
and the concerned taste for constructing class identities. This catalyzes the 
intensification of intra- and inter-class competition. Once again, we witness the 
subtle and intricate interrelation between the capitalistic institutions and the 
sweeping globalization. This is particularly revealing on how each of both 
capitalizes on one another to succeed in the unbridled expansion. 
The construct of middle class identity with a global outlook has also to be 
contextualized to the construct of Heunggongyahn identity. In the post-handover 
period, the quest for this distinctive identity continues. This is catalyzed when 
Heunggongyahn are articulating with the Chinese identity on the everyday basis, and 
when they are in intense competition with the other fast growing Chinese cities for 
being a leading global city. The active construct of this distinctive identity is 
reflected by my informants' responses that they include a mix of different taste from 
the global realm in their diets. Of which, mihn baau represents one facet of it. 
People actively include a mix of the global repertoire of mihn baau ranging from the 
everyday bo loh baau to the exotic pumpernickel. This embodies the taste for the 
global in the everyday context. It reproduces and reinforces the unique 
Heunggongyahn qualities, which, as Tarn (1997) has put it, are characterized by 
syncretism, cosmopolitanism and sophistication and are expressed through actively 
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adapting the global and syncreticizing it into an inclusive local. The active 
consumption of the localizing everyday mihn baau, which syncreticizes the local and 
the global, is appropriated as one aspect of the holistic construct for complementing 
and reinforcing the distinctive Heunggongyahn identity with a sophisticated and 
global outlook. This catalyzes the bringing in of more and more new taste from the 
global to justify globalism at the most domestic level. Thus, I strongly believe that 
the quest for the distinctive Heunggongyahn identity with a sophisticated and global 
outlook does continue. This is mirrored by the active construct and reinforcement 
of this aspired and cherished identity at the most domestic level through the everyday 
consumption of mihn baau. 
As a result, mihn baau represents an important facet of everyday consumption 
in Hong Kong, when it is related to the display of taste. When it is consumed as a 
necessity, people focus more on its convenient quality to quell the hunger in order to 
cope with the fast pace of life. Yet, its potential to display taste has not been got rid 
of. When it is extended to become a conspicuous consumption, they actively 
consume it to show their taste so as to represent their class identities. The growing 
tendency to appropriate taste for establishing distinction reflects the intense 
emulation amid the intensified class fragmentation. It leads to the re-creation of 
more different images of mihn baau to display subtle distinction to complement the 
construct of class identities. This involves the localization of more and more 
foreign taste, which is facilitated by the widening exposure to the global realm. It 
exemplifies that localization is a recurrent process. More tellingly, it is necessary to 
keep in mind that the predominant capitalistic institutions catalyze class emulation by 
actively creating more niche markets, more nuanced taste and more commodities. 
They also actively explore the complicit role played with the overwhelming 
globalization to achieve their ultimate ends of expansion. Thus, mihn baau is a lens 
of analysis reflecting how an everyday consumption is shaped by the intricate 
interplay of institutional, economic, social and cultural forces. For the prospect of 
research, I would like to recommend that studies should be conducted on the impact 
of gender role on mihn baau consumption. This investigation is lacked in my 
research. Of which, I find it a limitation on my analysis. 
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Appendix 1: Profile of Informants from the Consumer Group 
Name Gender/Age Education Level Occupation Monthly Income 
Gary M / 4 0 + Postgraduate Senior Lecturer $50,000 or more 
Martin M / 4 0 + University Graduate Dentist $30,000 - $49,999 
Daisy F / 3 0 + University Graduate Nurse $30,000 - $49,999 
^ O i h ^ F / 3 0 + University Graduate Civil Servant $30,000 - $49,999 
Bonnie F / 3 0 + Postgraduate Auditor $10,000 - $29,999 
E ^ F / 3 0 + Postgraduate Executive $10,000 - $29,999 
Lily F / 3 0 + Postgraduate Student (Private Tutor)' $10,000 - $29,999 
Iris F / 2 0 + Postgraduate Public Relations Officer $10,000 - $29,999 
^ H e n n a F / 30+ University Graduate Clerk $10,000 - $29,999 
Holly F / 3 0 + University Graduate Social Worker $10,000 - $29,999 
Jasmine F / 2 0 + University Graduate Editor $10,000 - $29,999 
Rose F / 2 0 + University Graduate Research Assistant $10,000 - $29,999 
Betty F /50+ Secondary Personal Assistant to Chairman $10,000 - $29,999 
Donna F / 2 0 + University Graduate Youth Affairs Officer $9,999 or less 
F / 2 0 + University Graduate Clerk $9,999 or less 
F / 2 0 + University Graduate Youth Affairs Supervisor $9,999 or less 
Flora F / 4 0 + Postgraduate Unemployed (Accountant) N/A 
Grace F / 40+ Postgraduate Housewife (Training Manager) N/A 
^ P a n s y F / 3 0 + Postgraduate Student (Journalist) W k 
Cherry F / 20+ University Graduate Unemployed (Recent Graduate) N/A 
Coco F / 20+ University Graduate Unemployed (Recent Graduate) N/A 
F / 2 0 + Undergraduate Student W k 
W ^ F / 5 0 + Secondary Housewife T ^ 
1 The occupation in bracket was the previous job. It is considered relevant as far as the informants' 
consumption patterns of and taste for mihn baau are concerned. 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire for Consumers 
This questionnaire is to study the consumption of bread in Hong Kong in order to gain a better 
understanding of our society. The information collected will be used for research and all the 
responses will be kept confidential. It only takes about fifteen minutes to complete the questionnaire 





Part 1 ： Your Choice of Bread 
第 一 部 份 ： 您 選 擇 的 麵 包 
1. Which bakeries have you patronized in the past week? (You can choose “ ^ “ more than one 
answers.) 
在過往一星期’您曾經光顧那些麵包店？〔您可以選擇“ V “多於一個答案 °〕 
• Maxim's 美心 • Saint Honore 聖安娜 
• Tai Pan 大班 • Lucky House 名古屋 
• A r o m e東海堂 • Kam B o a t金龍船 
• H o i x e凱施 • Cherikoff車厘哥夫 
• Kee Wah 奇華 • Simply Bread 
• Yamazaki 山崎 • Saint Etoile 
• A1 • Backenheim 
• Panash • Donq 
• Little Mermaid • Crescent 
• TIT*F • Ironwood 
• Pumpernickel • Le Velo 
• Great • Taste 
• Casa Patisserie • Bakeries in hotels 酒店內麵包廊 
• Bakeries in Park N' Shop or Wellcome • Bakeries in convenience stores 
百佳或惠康內麵包廊 便利店內麵包廊 
• Neighborhood bakeries 街坊麵包舖 • Others 其他 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire for Consumers (Continued) 
2. What kinds of bread did you consume in the past week? (You can choose “ ^ “ more than one 
answers.) 
在過往一星期，您曾經吃過那些麵包？〔您可以選擇“ Z“多於一個答案。〕 
• Sandwich Bread 方包 • Wholewheat Sandwich Bread 
全麥方包 
• R o l l緘餐包 • Petit P a i n豬仔包 
• Pineapple Bread 菠蘿包 • Pineapple Bread with Red Bean 
紅宣菠蘿包 
• Pineapple Bread with Coconut • Pineapple Bread with Barbecue Pork 
橄絲菠蘿包 乂燒菠蘿包 
• Cocktail Bread 雞尾包 • Mexican Bread 墨西哥包 
• Currant Bread 提子麥包 • Coconut and Cream Bread 
椰絲忌廉包 
• Barbecued Pork Bread 乂燒餐包 • Sausage Bread 腸仔包 
• Luncheon Meat Bread 餐肉包 • Ham and Egg Bread 火腿蛋包 
• Tuna Fish Bread 吞拿魚包 • Shredded Pork Bread 肉鬆包 
• Cheese Bread 芝士條 • Pizza Bread 薄餅包 
• Danish Bread 丹麥條 • Danish Pastry 丹麥穌 
• Bague t t e法國麵包 • Cro issan t牛角酥 
• Japanese Deep-fried Bread 日式炸包 • Mochi Bread 蔴糟波波 
• Doughnut 冬用 • Multi-grain Bread 多穀包 
• Pumpernickel • Others 其他 
^^一 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire for Consumers (Continued) 
Part 2 : Demographic Data 
第 二 部 份 ： 個 人 資 料 
Please choose “ ^ ” the most appropriate answer for each of the following questions. 
請選擇“ Z “下列每條問題最適合的答案。 
1. Age 年齡 ( y e a r s old / 歲） 
• 2 0 - 2 9 • 4 0 - 4 9 
• 3 0 - 3 9 • 5 0 - 5 9 
2. Gender 性別 
• Female 女 • Male 男 
3. Education Level 教育程度 
• Primary school / J �學 • University degree 大學學位 
• Secondary school 中學 • Postgraduate degree 深造學位 
4. Occupation 職業 
5. Monthly Income 每月收入 
• HK$9,999 or less 或以下 • HK$30，000 — HK$49，999 
• HK$ 10,000 — HK$29,999 • HK$50,000 or more 或以上 
6. Marital Status 婚姻狀況 
• Single 單身 • Married 已婚 
7. Number of Children 子女數目 -
Age of Children 子女年齡 -__ 
^ I T X I ^ ^ I X ^ I ^ 
• Thank you very much for your kind participation • 
• 謝 謝 您 的 參 與 • 
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Appendix 3: Interview Questions for Consumers 
1. On average, how many times do you consume mihn baau a week? 
2. When do you usually consume mihn baau, at breakfast, lunch or dinner time? Why? 
3. Based on your answer in the questionnaire, why do you choose these bakeries? 
4. Why is convenience important to you in consuming mihn baau? 
5. If you do not consume mihn baau, what kinds of food will you consume? 
6. Do you consume mihn baau alone or with family or friends? 
7. Why do you not consider having mihn baau when dining out with family or friends? 
8. Is there any difference in mihn baau consumption between weekdays and weekends? 
9. Based on your answer in the questionnaire, why do you choose these mihn baau varieties? 
10. Why do you prefer mihn baau which is soft / hard / plain / sweet / stuffed / healthy? 
11. Why do you think that the mentioned qualities of mihn baau are important to you? 
12. What is your opinion about the growing health-conscious trend in mihn baau consumption? 
13. Why is there such a wide range of mihn baau in Hong Kong? 
14. Do you regard mihn baau as yiht hei? 
15. Do you eat sandwich bread together with crusts? Why? 
16. When you consume mihn baau, do you have the miserable feelings? 
17. Do you think that faahn can be replaced by mihn baaul Why? 
18. Why is eating/aa/z^ important to you? 
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Appendix 4: Solicitation Letter for Bakeries 
31 St March 2005 
XYZ Bakery 
Dear XXX 
RE: Solicitation for Interview on the Localization and Consumption of Bread 
I am one of the MPhil students in the Department of Anthropology in The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong and am now conducting a research on "The Localization and Consumption of Bread in Hong 
Kong". The project aims at investigating the local development and consumption of bread in order 
to find out the significant cultural change in Hong Kong for a deeper understanding of our society and 
ourselves. Thus, I would most appreciate it if I could have an interview with you in order to leam 
about your company development, particularly with respect to the development and consumption of 
bread products. 
I strongly believe that your invaluable insight into the socio-economic development in Hong Kong 
from the perspective of company development is crucial to the completion of the research. Of which 
I definitely cannot obtain from any other source because XYZ Bakery is one of the most established 
bakeries in Hong Kong. More importantly, your commitment to bread is impressive and is 
recognized in respect of the tremendous social change and market challenge. 
I would be most grateful to attend any interviews at time convenient to you. Please kindly find the 
enclosed interview questions for your perusal. If personal interview is not a feasible arrangement, I 
will be delighted to have other alternative forms of interview that suit your schedules. Should you 
need further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (my mobile phone number). 






Appendix 4: Solicitation Letter for Bakeries (Continued) 
Interview Questions for The Localization and Consumption of Bread in Hong Kong 
1. How did your company start the baking business? 
2. How many different kinds of bread are currently sold? 
(I would most appreciate it if I could have a complete list of bread with brief description.) 
3. What were the major types of bread sold when your company embarked on the business? 
4. What are the major changes in the types, variety and favor of bread? 
5. How does your company create and develop new types and variety of bread? 
6. What were the consumers' tastes, preference and consumption patterns when your company 
embarked on the business? 
7. What are the consumers' tastes, preference and consumption patterns nowadays? 
8. What are the major changes in consumers' tastes, preference and consumption patterns? 
9. How does your company grasp consumers' changing tastes? 
10. What are the major changes in the environment in the political, economic, social and 
technological aspects that facilitate or hinder the development of bread market? 
11. How is your company's market positioning in the bread market? 
12. What are the marketing campaigns to promote your company and your products? 
13. What kinds of innovation do your company and your products bring to the domestic ways of 
life? 
14. Do you think whether it is your company that leads the change in the bread market and hence 
changes consumers' tastes and demands, or it is the change in consumers' tastes and needs that 
changes the development of bread? 
15. What is the role of your company in the localization and consumption of bread? 
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Appendix 3: Interview Questions for C o n s u m e r s 
1. How long have you established your company? 
2. Which period of the day is the busiest? 
3. What is your customer profile, like age and gender? 
4. Is there any difference in consumption between weekdays and weekends? 
5. On average, how many types of mihn baau do you make daily? 
6. Why is there such a wide range of mihn baau? 
7. Which is the favorite mihn baaul Why? 
8. Why do the consumers prefer freshly baked / soft / sweet mihn baau? 
9. What are the changes in consumers' taste and consumption patterns? 
10. How do you grasp consumers' taste and adapt your mihn baau to it? 
11. How do you develop new mihn baau? 
12. What are the characteristics of Hongkongese mihn baau? 
13. What are the main differences among Hongkongese, Japanese and Continental mihn baaul 
14. What is your opinion about the trend of mihn baau, like the growing trend of healthy eating? 
15. What are the major changes in political, economic, social, cultural and technological aspects 
that facilitate or hinder your company development? 
16. How do you position your company in the mihn baau market? 
17. What role does your company play in the localization and consumption of mihn baau in Hong 
Kong? 
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Appendix 3: Interview Questions for Consumers 
1. How long have you been in the baking trade? 
2. Why did you decide to become a baker? 
3. What types of mihn baau have emerged in different decades since the Second World War? 
4. What are the economic, social and cultural changes that facilitate the emergence of and the 
changes in each type of mihn baau? 
5. What are the characteristics of Hongkongese mihn baaul 
6. What are the main differences among Hongkongese, Japanese and Continental mihn baau? 
7. How do you describe Hong Kong people's taste? 
8. Why do Hong Kong people prefer freshly baked / soft / sweet mihn baau? 
9. How are the different types of mihn baau adapted to the local taste? 
10. What do you think of the growing diversification of mihn baaul 
11. What is your opinion about the trend of mihn baau, like the growing trend of healthy eating? 
12. What are the major changes in consumption patterns? 
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Appendix 7: Types of Mihn Baau in Bakery N^ 
Individual-sized Mihn Baau 
Name Price 
Sweet Type 
Cream Bread |奶油包 $2.7 — 
Red Bean Bread 紅豆包 
Sweet Potato Bread 蕃薯包 
Raisin Bread 麥提子包 ^ 
Savory Type 
Garlic Bread |蒜黄包 $2.7 一 
Ham Roll 火腿卷 $2.7 
Sesame Bread 包 $2.7 ~ 
Plain Bread 咸豬仔 $3 
Coupe 細法豬 $3.5 
Pretzel 意式麵包圏 $4.5 
Cheese Stick 芝士條 
Com Bread 粟米包 
Ham Egg Bread 火腿蛋包 $4.8 
Potato Bread 薯仔包 
Sausage Roll 腸仔卷 $4.8 
Tuna Fish Bread 吞拿魚包 $4.8 — 
Mushroom Bread 蘑薛包 $5 
Ham Corn Bread 火腿粟米包 $5.8 
Ciabatta (made from olive oil) 意大利拖鞋包（用橄欖油做） $6 
Focaccia (made from olive oil) 大利香草包（用橄欖油做） $7 
Danish-pastry-style Mihn Baau 
Name Price 
Sweet Type 
Almond Pastry |杏仁酥 $5.3 ~ 
Cake Pastry 蛋糕穌 ~ ~ $5.3 
Cinnamon Raisin Pastry 玉桂提子穌 $5.3 
Danish Pastry 提子穌 一 $5.3 
Red Bean Pastry 紅豆穌 $5.3 
Sweet Potato Pastry 蕃薯穌 $5.3 
Savory Type 
Croissant | 牛角穌 $4.5 
Bacon and Egg Pastry 煙肉蛋穌 $5.3 
Ham Cheese Pastry 火腿芝士穌 $ 5 . 3 _ 
Tuna Fish Pastry 吞拿魚穌 $5.3 
2 The Chinese and English names and prices were recorded according to the display cards. 
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Appendix 1: Types of Mihn Baau in Bakery N (Continued) 
Packaged Mihn Baau 
Name I Price 
Sweet Type 
Cream Ball |忌廉仔 $5.5 
Cake Bread 蛋糕包 $8 
Pretzel Wi：麵包圏 $8 — 
Brown Raisin Bread 提子麥包 $ 10 
Milk Stick I鮮奶條 $10.5 
Savory Type 
Sesame Bread 芝麻包 $6 
Garlic Toast 蒜茸多士 $7 
Butter Crumble 九州包 — $8 
Soft Bread _ 軟法包 $8.5 
Cheese Bread —芝士包 $10 
French Spiral —鏍絲包 $10-5 
French Spiral with Herb 香草鏍絲包 $ 1Q-^~~ 
Baguette 長法包 $13 
Mini Croissant 迷你牛角穌 $8.5 
Garlic Snack (salad，soup accompaniment) 蒜香麵包粒（沙律，餐湯伴食） $5 一 
Healthy Type 
German Bread (half) |德國大麥包（半） $9 
Wheat Baguette 麥法包 — $9 
Dark Wheat Bread 黑麥包 $9.5 
Multi Grain Bread 踝麥包 $9.5 
Walnut Bread 合桃包 $10-5” 
Mix Peel Bread 什皮合桃麥包 $11.^"一 
Packaged Sandwich Bread 
Name Price 
Regular Type 
White Bread (4 slices) (without，with crust) |健康方包（4 片）（去皮，連皮） $4.8 
White Bread (8 slices) (without，with crust) 健康方包（8 片）（去皮’連皮） $9 
Pan Do Mi |法國方包 
Healthy Type 
Wheat Bread (4 slices) (without，with crust) |健康麥包（4 片）（去皮，連皮） $5.3 
Wheat Bread (8 slices) (without , with crust) 健康麥包（8 片）（去皮’連皮） $ 10 
Mix Peel Wheat Loaf 什皮麥包 ^ 
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Appendix 8: Types oiMihn Baau in Bakery H^ 
Individual-sized Mihn Baau 
Name Price 
Sweet Type 
Bo Loh Baau | 菠蘿包 $2 
Gai Meih Baau 雞尾包 ^ 
Mahk Sai Go Baau 墨西哥包 ^ 
Raisin Bun 提子 / J �麥包 $2 
Sweet Bun • 包 $2 
Bo Loh Baau with Coconut 椰絲菠蘿包 $3.5 
Bo Loh Baau with Red Bean 糸工豆疲蘿包 
Bo Loh Yauh (made-to-order) 菠蘿油（即製) ^ 
Coconut and Cream Bun 一 椰絲奶油包 — $ 3 . 5 
Coconut Roll 椰卷 
Doughnut 糖沙翁 $ 3 " ^ ~ 
Red Bean Bread 豆沙包 
Sweet Bun with Butter (made-to-order) —魚羊油甜餐包（即製) 
Danish Stick 丹麥條 p 
Savoiy Type 
Hardkoll |硬豬仔包 $2 
Savory Roll 仔包 — $2 
Sesame Roll 芝麻豬仔包 $ 2 ~ ~ 
Barbecued Pork Bread — 乂燒餐包 $ 1 5 
Cheese and Sausage Bread 芝 ±腸仔包 ^ 
Ham and Egg Bread 腿蛋包 
Luncheon Meat Bread 餐肉包 “ $3.5 
Pineapple and Pork Floss Bread 菠蘿肉鬆包 $3.5 
Sausage Bread 腸仔包 $3.5 
Tuna Fish Bread 吞拿魚包 $3.5 
Cheese Stick 芝士條 ^ 
Pizza Bread 薄餅包 ^ 
Mini-bread “ 迷你包 $5/3pcs 
(Barbecued Pork Bread，Sausage Bread，Tuna Fish Bread) (乂燒包，腸仔包，吞拿魚包） 
Packaged Mihn Baau 
Name Price 
Plain Type 
Sandwich Bread (4 slices) (without or with crust) |方包（4 片）（去皮’連皮） $3.3 一 
Sandwich Bread (8 slices) (without or with crust) 方包（8 片）（去皮，連皮) 
Wheat Sandwich Bread (4 slices) (with crust) 麥方包 ( 4 片）（連皮) S 
Sweet Type 
Butter Bread |排包 $5 
Raisin Loaf |提子大麥包 $5 
3 Since the bakery did not have display card showing the names or prices of mihn baau, I recorded the 
Chinese names and translated them into English, as well as the prices. 
4 Mahk sai go baau is bread with light custard topping. 
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Appendix 9: Types of Mihn Baau in Bakery P^ 
Individual-sized Mihn Baau 
瓦ame | Price 
Sweet Type 
Ring Donut | 糖環都用 $4 一 
Bean Jam Donut 紅豆都用 $5.5 
Bean Jam Bun 紅豆包 $5.5 
Chestnut Bun 栗子包 $6.5 
Melon Bun 蜜瓜包 $5.5 
Chocolate Melon Bun 朱古力蜜瓜包 — $6 — 
Chocolate Twist 朱古力紐繩 $6. j ~ ~ 
Chocolate Bread 朱古力包 $9 
Comet 忌廉號角 $6.5~~ 
Bean Jam White (Bean Jam，Custard Cream) 白大福（紅豆，吉士鮮忌廉） $7 
Maple Walnut Roll 合桃楓糖卷 $7. j 
Mini Hokkaido Tiramisu Cream 迷你北海道（意大利芝士） 
Savory Type 
Kaiser Roll (Poppy Seeds ’ Sesame) |皇帝卷包（罌粟好，芝麻） $4 
Potato Doughnut 薯蓉炸包 $6 
Chicken Keema Curry Doughnut 雞肉印度咖哩炸包 $7.5 
Butter France 牛油法國包 一 $6 
Garlic France -蒜茸法國包 一 $6.5 
Tuna France 吞拿魚法國包 ~ $6.5 一 
Potato France 脆薯法國包 $7.5 
Walnut Cheddar Cheese France 合桃車打芝士軟法包 — $ 7 . 5 
Frankfurter France 法蘭克福腸法包 $9 _ 
Com Ham Flower 粟米火腿花包 $6 
Tuna Ham Flower 吞拿魚火腿花包 $6 
Chicken Salad Ham Flower 雞沙律火腿花包 一 $6.5 
Com Salmon Roll 粟米三文魚包 $7 
Pork Cutlet and Potato Roll 豬扒脆薯卷包 $7.5 
Shrimp Croquette Roll 薯餅卷包 — $ 7 . 5 
Teriyaki Chicken Roll 照燒烤雞包 
Sausage Roll —g昜仔卷包 一 $6.5 
Curry Jumbo Frankfurter 咖哩珍寶腸包 $10 
Frankfurter Roll 法蘭克福腸包 — $ 1 0 
Soft Cheese Roll ^ ^ 軟 心 包 $7 
Dutch Cheese Roll 芝王丹麥香脆 一 $7.5 
Japanese Pizza 日式燒薄餅 —— $ 8 
Pao De Queijo 一口芝士小食 $2.5/pc 
(Cheese ’ Com，Red Bean) (芝士，粟米，紅豆） $9/4pcs 
Healthy Type 
Figs and Walnut Rye Bread (Half) |無花果合桃稞麥包（半） $7 
Figs and Walnut Rye Bread 無花果合桃稞麥包 — $14 — 
Pain Au Noix Raisin 合桃提子法包 $11 
5 The Chinese and English names and prices were recorded according to the display cards. 
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Appendix 9: Types of Mihn Baau in Bakery P (Continued) 
Danish-pastry-style Mihn Baau 
Name I Price 
Sweet Type 
Bean Jam Danish |紅豆丹麥穌 $6.5 
Chocolate Danish —朱古力丹麥穌 _ $6.5 
Cream Danish ：忌廉丹麥穌 $6.5 
Cream Horn 忌廉卷圈 $7 
Almond Twist Danish 杏仁紐繩丹麥穌 _ $7.5 
Melon Danish Stick 蜜瓜丹麥卷穌 $7.5 
Mini F a i r - M i n i Horn' 迷你精選—迷你忌廉卷 $12/100g 
(Milk，Chocolate) (牛奶，朱古力) 
Savory Type 
Croissant | 牛角穌 $5 
Ham Cheese Savory 火腿芝士卷 $6. j 
Ham Tuna Savory 火腿吞拿魚卷 $6.^ 
Mini Croissant Fair 迷你牛角穌 $12/100g 
(Plain，Chocolate，Black Sesame ’ Onion) |(原味，朱古力’黑芝麻，洋菌) 
Packaged Mihn Baau 
Name Price 
Sweet Type 
Soft Roll I純味軟包 $7.5 
Raisin Bun 提子包 $10 
Raisin Hearth 提子直燒 $10 
Butter Roll 牛油卷 STTs 
Milk Roll 牛奶包 - $ 1 1 . 5 
Pasnack W i l l棒 一 $12.5 
Brown Sugar Raisin Bread 黑糖提子包 U3 
Hokkaido —北海道包 一 $ 1 3 
Variety Pack 家庭裝麵包 $13.5 
(2 slices of Cheese Bread，2 slices of Multi Grain (2 片芝士包，2 片五穀全麥包，2 個提 
Bread，2 pieces of Raisin Bun ’ 4 slices of Red Bean 子包，4 片紅豆小方包） 
Bread) 
Savory Type 
Country Semi France 鄉丰寸車欠法包 
Baguette 百崎 $\2 
Cheese Bread 芝士包 $\3 
Healthy Type 
Multi Grain Bread | 五穀全麥包 | $8 
6 Mini hom was a promotional item offered on the weekend during my observation. 
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Appendix 9: Types of Mihn Baau in Bakery P (Continued) 
Packaged Sandwich Bread 
Name Price 
Regular Type 
Regular White Bread (4 slices) |標準方包（4 片） $5.5 
Regular White Bread 標準方包 $ 10.5 
Excel White Bread 高級方包 $12 
Chojuku White Bread 超熟方包 $13.5 
Chojuku Mountain Bread 超熟山形 $13.5 
Red Bean Bread 紅豆小方包 ^ 
Double Taste 雙味軟包 ^ 
English Crown Bread 英式皇冠方包 —$8.5 
Black Sesame Bread ^ ^ 麻 方 包 $9 
Pain De Mie 法國方包 $12."^~~ 
Raisin Pain De Mie 提子法國方包 $13.5 
Danish Bread 酥方包 $20 
Healthy Type 
Healthy Bread (4 slices) |健康麥方包（4 片） $5.5 
Healthy Bread 葰康麥方包 $10.5 
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